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TECHNOLOGY AT WORK v4.0
Navigating the Future of Work
Change is necessary for progress, but with it comes risk. Winston Churchill once
commented “if you don’t take change by the hand, it will take you by the throat.” The
opportunities and risks multiply in our era of rapid change, driven by a hyper
connected and digitizing world that is too fast for many.

Rob Garlick
Head of Citi Research EMEA

When Citi and the Oxford Martin School co-wrote the first Technology at Work Citi
GPS report in 2015 it highlighted how technology, including automation, robotics,
digitization and AI, was sweeping through many industries, but with it came a
growing risk to jobs — Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael Osborne’s analysis at the
Oxford Martin School highlighted that 47% of U.S. employment was susceptible to
automation and has been called one of the most influential studies of our time. By
the time Technology at Work 2 had been written in 2016, we (together with the
World Bank) identified employment risks averaged 57% in the OECD, including
India at 69% and China at 77%. Many articles and books since then have warned
about this growing threat and it’s easy to see automation impacting jobs all around
us, yet a decade on from the Great Financial Crisis we have record high
employment levels across many OECD countries. So is the fear over-hyped? As the
next generation prepares to enter the world of work, are there also big employment
opportunities to offset the risks?
As Carl explains in the first chapter of this report, while history has shown progress
creates as well as destroys jobs, the process can be very difficult for large parts of
society for a very long time. Carl tackles this with great insight in his new book The
Technology Trap: Capital, Labor, and Power in the Age of Automation. An additional
problem during technological revolutions is it can be easier to see risks to current
jobs than to predict jobs yet to be invented. This report is designed to help provide a
clearer vision of what could be an uncertain employment future. On a sector and
economy basis, Citi experts, whose job it is to help investors predict and influence
the future, provide their thoughts on the job and skill trends ahead and on changes,
risks, and opportunities.
Chapter 3 provides a unique collection of advice. We borrow from Isaac Newton “If I
have seen further than others, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.” What
better way to be informed about what the future will look like than hear from some of
the leaders who are inventing it. This includes: 12 CEOs from around the world;
several experts on innovation; the UK Minister for Skills and Apprenticeships; one
of the leading educators in China; the former Minister for Universities and Science
in the U.K.; the former Treasury Secretary of the U.S. and other leading
economists; leaders of foundations; experts in diversity and inclusion; and several
authors of related books on this topic. We are extremely grateful to this
extraordinary group of experts who have provided their wisdom because they care
about helping the next generation and finding solutions. The other good news is
that plenty of solutions do exist, unlike the first industrial revolution, most people
now have the ability to vote for the society they want to live in.
Since the industrial revolution, GDP has risen over 100 fold and innovation has
brought huge progress in health, prosperity, and betterment of life. In a 2016 survey,
we found 76% of investors surveyed described themselves at techno-optimists, but
many were also understandably techno-anxious in this era of disruptive innovation.
The report is designed to either dig into or dip into, with a simple aim to help to take
‘change by the hand’ and find tailwinds to make your journey easier in the future of
work.
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THE ISSUES, THE GUIDANCE,
AND SOME TOOLS TO HELP

THE ISSUES

Two-thirds of jobs that now require data skills
are jobs that have long existed”

Technology is transforming every aspect of our
lives at a pace and scale that is without precedent”

THE GUIDANCE

“Transferable skills
and vocational
abilities are and
still will be equally
important”
“Retain the human
spirit of curiosity and
compassion while
learning the digital
skills that can make
you competitive”

Labor mobility is down sharply in the U.S.
— people are not moving to where the jobs are”

Two facts: we will have six different careers in our
lifetime and 60% of those jobs do not yet exist”

AI will not mean fewer jobs for humans, but different
jobs in which people and machines collaborate”

“If there’s any
secret recipe to
success, we say
it’s grit”
“My broad advice
to young people is
don’t be fungible”

TOOLS TO COMBAT LABOR MARKET
DISRUPTION CAUSED BY AUTOMATION

“Embracing the
notion that there
will be constant
change across
every facet of life is
critical to navigating
the future”
“Workers need a
deep humanity
specialization
more than a deep
technology one”
“It is important to be
future-oriented and
to work out concepts
and visions”
“Develop
essential
life skills”

Revamp education

Reinvigorate
business dynamism
Remove barriers
to prosperity
Promote civic
participation
Improve training and
employment support

Rethink work

Increase importance
of safety nets and
argue for more
ex-post redistribution
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Chapter 1:
The Technology Trap
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What History Tells Us About the
Coming AI Revolution
A perfect storm of advances, including the progression of Moore’s Law, increasingly
sophisticated algorithms, and ever-bigger big data, has contributed to numerous
breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI) in recent years. This has taken
automation into new and unexpected areas that were previously safe havens for
human labor. Relative to the age of rule-based computing, the key difference is
automation is no longer limited to deductive instructions specified by a computer
programmer. Instead we can now program computers to ‘learn’ from samples of
data or ‘experience.’ When the rules of a task are unknown, we can apply statistics
and inductive reasoning to let the computer learn the rules by itself.

Dr. Carl Benedikt Frey
As the Oxford Martin Citi Fellow at Oxford
University, Carl directs the program on
Technology and Employment at the Oxford
Martin School. He is the author of The
Technology Trap: Capital, Labor and Power
in the Age of Automation (Princeton
University Press, 2019)

Outside of the technology sector, it is true, AI is still in an experimental stage.
However the frontiers of AI research are steadily advancing, as the victory of Deep
Mind’s AlphaGo over the world’s professional Go champion, Lee Sedol, in 2016
bears witness to. Two decades after being superseded in chess, humans have been
dethroned in the last of the classical board games. As Scientific American aptly put
it, “An era is over and a new one is beginning. The methods underlying AlphaGo,
and its recent victory, have huge implications for the future of machine
1
intelligence.”
Much more important than the fact AlphaGo won is how it won. Unlike the Deep
Blue computer that famously beat the world champion Gary Kasparov at chess in
1997 (which was built on top-down programming), AlphaGo used bottom-up
machine learning: “The computer inferred its own rules from a series of trials using
a large data set. To learn, AlphaGo first watched previously played professional Go
games, and then it played millions of games against itself, steadily improving its
performance. Its training data set, consisting of thirty million board positions
reached by 160,000 professional players, was far greater than the experience any
2
professional player could accumulate in a lifetime.”
AlphaGo surely sparked much excitement, yet despite this, most ordinary people
don’t feel particularly optimistic about the future: a 2017 Pew Research survey
found just over a third of Americans now believe their children will be better off
financially than they were. This famously led Bill Gates to puzzle: “Innovation is
3
faster than ever before . . . yet Americans are more pessimistic about the future.”
Yet, people’s pessimism is not entirely unfounded. Of those born in America in
1940, 90 percent were better off economically than their parents, while only half of
4
Americans born in 1980 are economically better off than their parents were. Still,
slogans like ‘Make America Great’ have continued to feature in presidential election
campaigns.

1

C. Koch, 2016, “How the Computer Beat the Go Master,” Scientific American 27 (4):
20.
2
C.B. Frey, 2019, “The Technology Trap: Capital, Labor, and Power in the Age of
Automation”, 302.
3
Quoted in E. Brynjolfsson, 2012, Race Against the Machine (MIT lecture), slide 2,
http://ilp .mit .edu /images /conferences /2012 /IT /Brynjolfsson .pdf.
4
R. Chetty et al., 2017, “The Fading American Dream: Trends in Absolute Income
Mobility Since 1940,” Science 356 (6336): 398–406.
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In my book, The Technology Trap, I argue that, seen through the lens of history, the
5
Gates paradox is not really a paradox. Many of the trends we see today, such as
the disappearance of middle-income jobs, stagnant wages and growing inequality
were also features of the Industrial Revolution, which began in Britain around 1750.
This was a period of unprecedented technological change but also one of turbulent
social and political change. During the Industrial Revolution words like ‘factory’,
‘railroad’, ‘steam engine’, and ‘industry’ first emerged. But so did “working class,”
6
“communism,” “strike,” “Luddite,” and “pauperism.”
The rise of modern industry wasn’t painless. It is important to remember the period,
which began with the arrival of the factory system ended, not only with the
construction of the railroads but also with the publication of the Communist
Manifesto. Many people raged against the machine and did everything they could to
bring the spread of the mechanized factory to a halt, but they were unsuccessful
because they lacked political clout. The Luddites, who smashed machines they
perceived threatened their jobs, could only vote with sticks and stones. Property
ownership remained a requirement for voting, leaving most working people
politically disenfranchised.
We are at the brink of a technological revolution that promises not just to
fundamentally alter the structure of our economy, but also to reshape the social
fabric more broadly. History tells us anxiety tends to accompany rapid technological
change, especially when technology takes the form of capital which threatens
people’s jobs.
The concern is not that AI technologies will be so brilliant they spark mass
unemployment, as has been so widely feared. As the economists Daron Acemoglu
and Pascual Restrepo have pointed out, brilliant technologies are much preferable
for labor than mediocre ones because as they make us richer, they create more
demand for other goods and services produced by humans (yes, human workers
7
still hold the comparative advantage in many domains). For example, American’s
wages grew much faster between 1995 and 2000, when rapid advances in
computing gave rise to a brief productivity boom, relative to the preceding and
succeeding years. In similar fashion, during the days of the British Industrial
Revolution, people fared much better during the second half of the nineteenth
century when productivity growth finally accelerated.
Throughout history, the worst times for working people have been those when new
technology has replaced workers rather than augmenting them in their existing
functions, but without raising productivity growth by much. If AI turns out to be as
pervasive as some of us think, we should be optimistic about the future. But history
also tells us it can take a long time for new technologies to deliver a boost to
productivity, and even longer for people to acquire new skills. And, as John Maynard
Keynes famously remarked, in the long run we’re all dead. In the case of the
Industrial Revolution, it took some seven decades for the gains from mechanization
to show in people’s pockets. The early gains from economic growth overwhelmingly
went to industrialists who saw their rate of profit double.

5

C.B. Frey, 2019, “The Technology Trap: Capital, Labor, and Power in the Age of
Automation” Princeton University Press, 302.
6
E. Hobsbawm, 1962. “The Age of Revolution: Europe 1789–1848.” London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson. Kindle.
7
D. Acemoglu and P. Restrepo, 2018a, “Artificial Intelligence, Automation and Work”
(Working Paper 24196, National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge, MA).
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The point is not to suggest the coming revolution in AI will be the Industrial
Revolution all over again, but instead there are a number of lessons that can be
learned to better face the present.

Delayed Productivity Growth
The first lesson is that the productivity gains from new technologies have always
been delayed. This is especially true of so-called General Purpose Technologies
(GPTs), which can be applied to a wider set of activities and industries, and have
the potential to reshape the structure of the entire economy.
Like earlier GPTs – including steam power, electricity, and computers – AI is finding
a variety of applications. Indeed, when the economists Iain Cockburn, Rebecca
Henderson, and Scott Stern looked at recent AI-related publications, they found a
shift has taken place, away from computer science journals to application-oriented
outlets. Already in 2015, only about a third of publications were in the field of
computer science.
For example, staggering progress has been made in image recognition in recent
years: error rates in image labelling fell from 30% to 2% between 2010 and 2017.
Consequently, as new research published in Nature Medicine has shown, AI is now
capable of distinguishing between different types of lung cancers with 97 percent
accuracy, as well as many other diseases, offering the potential to replace medical
8
doctors in diagnostics tasks.
Speech recognition technology is improving exponentially as well. In a recent study,
Microsoft’s AI team demonstrated an extraordinary reduction in speech recognition
error rates in recent years. And there are many potential applications for this
technology. Leveraging speech recognition technology, Google is now building
virtual call center agents, threatening the jobs of the roughly 2.2 million Americans
working in call centers across the United States. Meanwhile, a company called Clinc
is developing an AI voice assistant to be used at drive-through windows of fast-food
restaurants.
What’s more, AI is not just automating the brain. It has also significantly raised the
prospects of having fully autonomous vehicles. In 2004, when the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) held its first “grand challenge” for
driverless cars, not a single vehicle drove itself successfully through the Mojave
Desert. Yet in 2016, the world’s first self-driving taxis were picking up passengers in
9
Singapore. Such progress is largely due to advances in AI. As Ajay Agrawal,
Joshua Gans, and Avi Goldfarb explain, “By linking the incoming environmental data
from sensors on the outside of the car to the driving decisions made by the human
inside the car (steering, braking, accelerating), the AI learned to predict how
10
humans would react to each second of incoming data about their environment.”

8

N. Coudray et al., 2018, “Classification and Mutation Prediction from Non–Small Cell
Lung Cancer Histopathology Images Using Deep Learning,” Nature Medicine 24 (10):
1559–1567.
9
Though still with a safety driver in the car.
10
A. Agrawal, J. Gans, and A. Goldfarb, 2016, “The Simple Economics of Machine
Intelligence,” Harvard Business Review, November 17, https://hbr .org /2016 /11 /the simple -economics -of -machine -intelligence.
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The Scope of Automation
These examples are consistent with our research showing AI can be applied to a
broad range of tasks (Figure 1). In 2013, Michael Osborne and I published a paper
entitled “The Future of Employment: How Susceptible Are Jobs to
11
Computerisation?”, estimating 47% of U.S. jobs are at risk of automation. Few
observers at the time believed fashion models would become exposed to
automation, as we predicted, yet now they are. Generative adversarial networks
(GANs) exist that are capable of creating fake fashion models from images.
Figure 1. Employee Share at Risk by U.S. Industry
Accommodation & Food Services
Administration Support Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation
Construction
Educational Services
Finance & Insurance
Government
Health Care & Social Assistance
Information
Management of Companies & Enterprises
Manufacturing
Mining, Quarrying and Oil & Gas Extraction
Other Services (Public Admin)
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
Real Estate and Rental & Leasing
Retail Trade
Self-Employed
Transportation & Warehousing
Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Source: Frey and Osborne (2015)

Low Risk (%)
2.8%
1.6%
75.6%
47.9%
21.6%
63.1%
28.9%
46.2%
39.4%
51.6%
82.8%
19.9%
7.8%
44.9%
54.0%
0.7%
14.5%
60.4%
5.5%
40.3%
15.9%

Medium Risk (%)
10.5%
36.2%
12.0%
12.5%
19.8%
19.7%
17.3%
30.6%
25.0%
38.3%
6.2%
18.4%
46.3%
24.7%
10.9%
32.0%
18.9%
8.9%
19.4%
27.8%
18.4%

High Risk (%)
86.7%
62.2%
12.3%
39.6%
58.6%
17.2%
53.7%
23.2%
35.6%
10.1%
11.0%
61.7%
45.9%
30.4%
35.1%
67.2%
66.6%
30.7%
75.0%
31.9%
65.7%

Since our study was published, other efforts to estimate the percentage of jobs at
risk from automation have arrived at different conclusions. Subsequent analysis by
researchers at the University of Mannheim, published by the OECD, suggests only
12
8% of jobs are at risk of automation. However, they mistakenly consider worker
characteristics, such as income and education; our study, by contrast, focused on
tasks performed on the job. For example, their estimates imply when autonomous
trucks arrive, a high-income female driver with a PhD is less likely to be replaced
than a man who has been driving a truck for decades. It almost goes without saying
13
this won’t be the case.

11

C. B. Frey and M. A. Osborne, 2017, “The Future of Employment: How Susceptible
Are Jobs to Computerisation?,” Technological Forecasting and Social Change 114 (C):
254–80.
12
M. Arntz, T. Gregory, and U. Zierahn, 2016, “The Risk of Automation for Jobs in
OECD Countries” (OECD Social, Employment and Migration Working Paper 189,
Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris).
13
For further details on how these studies differ, see C. B. Frey and M. A. Osborne,
2018, “Automation and the future of work – understanding the numbers”,
https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/opinion/view/404
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More fundamentally, given both studies rely on our training set, the only remotely
objective way to see which approach is preferable is to see how they perform
against the data. The AUC (area under the curve), which captures how good a
prediction a model makes, provides the only comparable metric computed for both
studies. By this measure, the non-linear model in our paper is preferable to the
linear model used in their study.
Yet despite all their differences, these studies build on the same intuition: the
current state of technology tells us something about the constantly evolving division
of labor between humans and computers. Not so long ago such distinctions were
meaningless. Before the invention of the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator
and Computer) in 1946, humans were computers and a ‘Computer’ was known as
an occupation specialized in basic arithmetic.
Electronic computers have proven to be good at performing routine rule-based
tasks that can easily be specified in computer code and therefore readily
automated. As is well known, work by David Autor, Frank Levy, and Richard
Murnane, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), has shown that
beginning in the 1980s, jobs centered on routine tasks have disappeared. What is
less well-known is that their findings were entirely predictable. For example, in his
brilliant 1960 essay, “The Corporation: Will It Be Managed by Machines?”, the
Nobel-Prize winner in Economics, Herbert Simon (who was also a highly regarded
computer scientist) accurately predicted the demise of routine jobs, in which he
observed computers had a comparative advantage. Around the same time, in a
series of case studies, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) similarly
concluded: “A little over 80% of the employees affected by the change were in
routine jobs involving posting, checking, and maintaining records; filing; computing;
or tabulating, keypunch, and related machine operations.”14
Neither Simon nor the BLS, it is true, provided a timeline for how long it would take
for routine jobs to be shredded. And neither did we in our study on “The Future of
Employment.” What we did suggest was 47% of jobs were automatable from a
technological capabilities point of view due to recent advances in AI. Thus, we
focused on the potential scope of automation rather than its pace, which depends
on a variety of factors beyond the technology itself. Like Simon’s forecast, our
predictions were based on merely observing what computers can do. And like
Simon, we did not try to predict the pace of change. However, we surely didn’t
expect 47 percent of jobs to be automated anytime soon.

The Mechanization of Agriculture
Seen through the lens of history, the finding that 47% of jobs are at risk of
automation is not as striking as is sometimes suggested. In fact, the University of
Mannheim’s estimate of 8% seems extremely low. In 1900, over 40% of American’s
still worked in agriculture. Now it is less than 2%. The invention of the tractor played
a key role in reducing labor requirements on the farms: the Department for
Agriculture estimates that already in 1960 the tractor had saved 3.4 billion man15
hours, which is equivalent to 1.74 million farm laborers. But even though one
might have concluded many jobs in agriculture were at risk of replacement when the
first tractor arrived, the speed of adoption would have been a lot harder to predict.

14

E. Clague, 1960, “Adjustments to the Introduction of Office Automation,” Bureau of
Labor Statistics Bulletin, no. 1276, 2.
15
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1963, 1962 Agricultural Statistics (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office).
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Many factors shaped the speed of tractor diffusion. One was complementary skills:
the use of complex machines required skilled operators. As the New York Times
wrote in 1918, “A tractor is a too good machine to put in the hands of a poor
operator. . . . Where to get first-class tractor operators is often more of a puzzle to
16
the buyer than how to get the machine.” Because adoption was lagging and
productivity growth suffered as a consequence, efforts to bridge the skills gap
followed. Soon thereafter, the New York State College of Agriculture opened a
17
three-week course for people wanting to become tractor operators.
What’s more, the first tractors were only suitable for tillage and harvesting small
grains. It took decades for the technology to generalize for use with row crops such
as corn, cotton, and vegetables. In other words, tractors very gradually spread
across applications, of which some only emerged in the later stages of mechanical
development.
Another factor holding the adoption of tractors back was the abundance of cheap
labor in the countryside. Things only changed when mass-production industries
spawned better paying jobs in cities, causing wages in the countryside to rise as
labor shortages emerged. Even so, tractor adoption rates remained low: many
farmers still relied on horses rather than tractors. In 1921, the New York Times
argued a push was required to spur adoption and increase productivity in
agriculture, and indeed a push followed, albeit a decade later when New Deal
programs like the Commodity Credit Corporation and the Farm Credit Administration
reduced interest rates and made cash available to American farmers. Thereafter,
tractor adoption accelerated.

Computers and Electricity
The computer revolution followed a similar pattern. While computers caused
widespread anxiety in the 1950s and 1960s, they were still too bulky and expensive
to have any meaningful impact on jobs and wages at the time. At the 1958 annual
convention of the National Retail Merchants Association, people marveled over the
new computers and merchandise handling systems, but few invested in them. It
was only around the time when the PC replaced humans on the front cover on Time
magazine in 1982, and became the “Machine of the Year”, that adoption
accelerated.
Even then, automation was not as straightforward as many believed. In 1987,
Robert Solow famously puzzled “we can see the computer age everywhere but in
18
the productivity statistics.” The same year, the Wall Street Journal reported:
“Companies are automating in smaller doses now, a strategy that allows bugs to be
19
worked out before huge investments are made.” What’s more, the training and
retraining of employees often took longer than expected and organizational changes
were often required to get the machines, computers, and sophisticated software to
work together.

16

W. K. Blodgett, 1918, “Doing Farm Work by Motor Tractor,” New York Times, January

6.
17

C.B. Frey, 2019, “The Technology Trap: Capital, Labor, and Power in the Age of
Automation” Princeton University Press.
18
R. Solow, 1987, “We’d Better Watch Out,” New York Times Book Review, July 12.
19
H. Gilman, 1987, “The Age of Caution: Companies Slow the Move to Automation,”
Wall Street Journal, June 12.
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As the economists Erik Brynjolfsson, Timothy Bresnahan, and Lorin Hitt have
documented, investments in computers boosted productivity mainly when
complementary organizational changes were made. It was only in the late 1990s
20
computers finally gave a boost to American productivity.
Just like with factory electrification in the age of mass production, computerization
required rethinking how companies must operate in order to take full advantage of
the new technology. This was the intuition of the economic historian Paul David,
21
who was less perplexed by the productivity puzzle of the 1980s. He noted the
productivity gains from electrification took about four decades to show, following the
construction of Thomas Edison’s Pearl Street power station in 1882. Factory
electrification required experimentation with redesigning the factory: “Just as
electrifying the city was not merely a matter of substituting streetlights and trolleys
for gaslight and horsecars, electrifying the factory was more than a simple
22
substitution of motors for water wheels and steam engines.” Dispensing with the
apparatus for mechanically distributing power throughout the factory was essential
in order to harness the flexibility of electricity, and reorganizing production took a
long time: electricity only showed up in the productivity statistics by the 1920s.

Steam Power
The productivity gains from the Industrial Revolution in Britain were delayed, too.
The eminent economic historian Nicholas Crafts has shown it took eight decades for
steam power to deliver its main boost to productivity after James Watt’s invention of
23
the separate condenser, patented in 1769. When John Smeaton examined it, he
remarked “neither the tools nor the workmen existed that could manufacture so
24
complex a machine with sufficient precision.” Complementary skills had to be
acquired to drive mechanical development.
Many applications of AI are far from perfect today. We all know the limits of Google
Translate and autonomous vehicles still require safety drivers. Yet it is important to
remember every technological revolution has begun with imperfect technology. The
early steam engines were only used to drain coal mines and even they didn’t do
particularly well. Early on, steam engines were only economical in places where
coal was abundant and very cheap. There was no equivalent to Moore’s Law
operating in steam technology. Thus, water power remained a cheaper source of
energy for a long time, making incentives to invest in the new technology limited.
British factories were for the most part powered by water up until the 1840s, when
the fuel consumption of steam engines had dropped sufficiently for them to find
widespread use.
20
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Second, like the tractor, steam only spread gradually across applications, even
though Watt conceived many of them early on. As Karl Marx has pointed out, Watt
thought of steam as “an agent universally applicable in mechanical industry.” The
steam hammer he envisioned, for example, was introduced about half a century
after his patent was taken out.
Progress was even slower in transportation, mainly because steam engines were
too bulky and consumed too much fuel. It wasn’t until 1830 the first steam- powered
train journey took place between Liverpool and Manchester. And, the productivity
gains from the railroad primarily occurred after 1870, when most people could finally
afford to travel by railroad.
Steam was also the technology that eventually paved the way for the first wave of
globalization. But ‘eventually’ was a long time. As the economist Richard Baldwin
explains: “The year 1819 saw the first steamship cross the Atlantic. It was a wooden
ship and combined wind and steam power; fueling problems prevented sole reliance
on steam power for decades. Just as the lack of recharging stations today hinders
the spread of electric cars, the scarcity of coal sources constrained the use of
steamships until coaling stations were established around the world in the late
25
1800s.”
In other words, while great inventions have delivered enormous economic benefits,
they have done so with long time lags. The futurologist Roy Amara was right when
he noted, “We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and
underestimate the effect in the long run.” What has become known as Amara’s Law
has surely been a good guide to the past and is likely to provide a good guide to the
future as well. The reason is there are many bottlenecks to technology adoption, so
the mere existence of a new technology is not sufficient for it to find widespread
use. Current productivity growth is therefore an inherently bad predictor of future
productivity growth. Assessments of what is going on at the frontiers of technology
might be a more promising indicator of our future productivity potential.

What About AI?
AI is still a GPT in its infancy. It has only very recently expanded the realm of tasks
computers can perform. A recent survey by McKinsey Global Institute shows very
few companies have deployed AI at scale, especially outside of the technology
26
sector. Many companies remain uncertain about the return on investment.
Productivity growth has slowed since 2005, but seen through the lens of history it is
not all that puzzling. It takes time for technologies to be effectively applied in
production for the reasons already mentioned. In fact, in the early stages of
development new technologies may even reduce productivity growth. Take, for
example, the development of autonomous vehicles. The Brookings Institution
estimates between 2014 and 2017 investments in autonomous driving amounted to
27
roughly $80 billion, with very few first-case uses so far.
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Over this period, autonomous driving will have lowered labor productivity by 0.1
28
percent per year. For this reason, economists have also found current productivity
29
growth to be a poor predictor of future productivity growth.
The pace of innovation is arguably accelerating. But even if that is true, innovation
is not what drives productivity growth. For productivity to grow technological
innovations must find widespread use. It is certainly true more recent breakthrough
technologies like the World Wide Web and the smartphone have spread much
faster than the steam engine or the tractor once did. However, it is misleading to
compare the adoption of consumer goods to production technologies whose
adoption requires the reconfiguration of production processes. Indeed, significant
complementary investments are required to deploy an AI system. As Google’s chief
economist Hal Varian explains: “The first requirement is to have a data
infrastructure that collects and organizes the data of interest—a data pipeline. For
example, a retailer would need a system that can collect data at point of sale, and
then upload it to a computer that can then organize the data into a database. This
data would then be combined with other data, such as inventory data, logistics data,
30
and perhaps information about the customer.” And finding the right talent can take
a long time, too. Varian again: “In my experience, the problem is not lack of
resources, but is lack of skills. A company that has data but no one to analyse it is in
a poor position to take advantage of that data. If there is no existing expertise
internally, it is hard to make intelligent choices about what skills are needed and
31
how to find and hire people with those skills.”
Companies faced with the decision to automate or not have to take into account not
just technological factors. They must also consider the cost of replacing old
technologies and ways of doing things, the availability of sufficiently large markets,
the cost of financing the investment in new technologies and skills, legislative
hurdles, consumer preferences, worker resistance, and adverse public opinion.
These factors are just as relevant for AI as they have been for other technologies.
For these reasons, Amara’s Law will likely to apply to AI, just like predecessor
GPTs. The hype might seem exaggerated for now, but over the next decades AI will
have pervasive effects on productivity.

Growing Inequality
The long-term economic benefits of technological progress are indisputable. Before
the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, per capita income in the world doubled every
6,000 years. Since the Industrial Revolution took-off around 1750, it has doubled
32
every 50 years.
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Had it not been for the steady flow of new technologies, “capital accumulation would
amount to piling wooden plows on top of wooden plows,” as the economist Evsey
33
Domar once put it. Indeed, over 80 percent of the differences in GDP per capita
between rich and poor countries can be explained by differential rates of technology
34
adoption.
Perhaps more importantly, people have benefited from the steady flow of new
goods and services new technologies have made available to them.
Renaissance monarchs didn’t have antibiotics, automobiles, washing machines or
telephones. But they are now available to virtually everyone in the industrial West.
As late as 1900, people looked at the lives of the upper classes in envy, as they had
servants to do the most unpleasant and physically demanding household tasks for
them. But by 1950, most ordinary citizens had gained access to an electric servant.
Dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electric irons, and so on, took over much of the
drudgery in the home. As Joseph Schumpeter aptly put it, the achievement of
capitalism was not providing “more silk stockings for queens but in bringing them
35
within the reach of factory girls in return for steadily decreasing amounts of effort.”

Engels Pause
Yet the short run consequences of rapid technological change can be devastating
for working people, especially when technology takes the form of capital which
substitutes for labor. In times of worker-replacing technological change, the flip side
of the cheapening of goods is significant parts of the workforce may suffer in their
capacity as producers in the labor market. The Luddites, who rioted against the
mechanized factory as the Industrial Revolution swept across Britain surely
benefited as consumers from cheaper textiles as cotton production mechanized. But
the consumer benefits were highly diffused while the adverse impacts of
mechanization were concentrated were to one segment of the working population:
artisan craftsmen engaged in textile production. And naturally, they were the ones
raging against the machine.
The British Industrial Revolution was the central event in human history because it
eventually allowed humanity to escape the life Thomas Hobbes described as “nasty,
brutish, and short.” Yet in the short run, the lives of working people got nastier, more
brutish, and shorter. And what economists regard as “the short run” was a lifetime
for some. In The Condition of the Working Class in England, published in 1848,
Friedrich Engels wrote industrialists “grow rich on the misery of the mass of wage
earners.” And this was broadly correct for the period he observed. Between 1780
and 1840, GDP per worker grew by 46 percent, while real wages merely rose by 12
36
percent.
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If we take into account that working hours increased by 20 percent between 1760
37
and 1830, hourly wages fell as Britain mechanized. And as wages fell and profits
rose, income disparities skyrocketed. Peter Lindert, an economic historian,
estimates the share of national income captured by the top 5 percent surged from
38
21 percent to 37 percent between 1759 and 1867. This was the time the economic
39
historian Robert Allen has called “Engels’ pause”; the period Engels wrote about.

Robots and Jobs
If Friedrich Engels was reborn today, what would he have written about the age of
robots? As the economists Lawrence Katz and Robert Margo have shown, our age
of automation has caused a similar hollowing out of middle-income jobs as the
40
spread of the mechanized factory did in the nineteenth century. Much like during
the classic years of the Industrial Revolution, the gains from growth have shifted
from the bottom to the top of the income distribution and from labor to owners of
capital.
Figure 2. A Tale of Two Industrial Revolutions
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Note: Figure 2 plots the income GINI coefficient in the United States and Britain over two centuries. It shows that
income inequality rose rapidly during the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century and again with the
Computer Revolution, which took off in the 1980s.
Source: Frey (2019). See also Milanovic (2016)

Since the 1980s, the falling labor share of national income across countries is linked
to the automation of middle-income jobs (like those of machine operators,
bookkeepers, and mortgage underwriters) and the reallocation of workers into lowincome service jobs (e.g., janitors and fitness trainers, and hairdressers), which
remain hard to automate.
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For example, in a recent cross-country study the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
found “technological advancement, measured by the long-term change in the
relative price of investment goods, together with the initial exposure to routinization,
have been the largest contributors to the decline in labor income shares in
41
advanced economies.”
In America the fall in the labor share of income has been especially steep: labor
42
productivity has grown fully eight times faster than hourly wages since 1979.
Worse still, the wages for men with no more than a high school diploma (who would
have taken on jobs in the factories before the rise of the robots) have fallen since
then, adjusted for inflation (Figure 3). In a recent paper, the economists Daron
Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo have argued the wage trends depicted in Figure 3
are in large part the consequence of replacing technologies, which have reduced
the earnings capacity of many unskilled Americans. They also show the proliferation
of multipurpose robots, which can be reprogrammed to perform a variety of tasks,
has reduced both wages and employment: each robot, they find, has replaced
about 3.3 jobs in the U.S. economy.
Figure 3. Real Weekly Wages for Full-Time, Full-Year Workers by Educational Attainment, 1963–
2015

Note: Figure 3 plots composition-adjusted real weekly wages for the U.S. workers by educational attainment. It
shows that wages rose at all ranks up until the 1970s when the first oil shock caused wages to stagnate for
everyone. However, beginning in the 1980s, wages have consistently fallen for unskilled Americans, and especially
men.
Source: Frey (2019) Based on Acemoglu and Autor (2011).
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Social Upheaval
In this light, it is hardly surprising technological change at times has brought fierce
resistance. Indeed, resistance to technologies that threaten people’s skills has been
the historical norm rather than the exception. The spread of every technology is a
decision, and if the groups that stand to lose out from the technology are sufficiently
powerful, they might succeed in blocking it. Progress is evidently not inevitable and
for parts of the population it might not even be desirable. Technological change
tends to come with creative destruction in employment, meaning there will always
be both winners and losers, at least in the short run.

The Luddites
The most famous example of outright resistance to mechanization is without
question the Luddite risings in Britain between 1811 and 1816. As the historian Jeff
Horn explains: “Named after a supposed Leicester stockinger’s apprentice named
Ned Ludham who responded to his master’s reprimand by taking a hammer to a
stocking frame, the followers of “Ned Ludd,” “Captain Ludd,” or sometimes “General
Ludd” targeted this machine for destruction. The movement began in the lace and
hosiery trades early in February 1811 in the Midlands triangle formed by
Nottingham, Leicester, and Derby. Protected by exceptional public support within
their communities, Luddite hands conducted at least 100 separate attacks that
destroyed about 1,000 frames (out of 25,000), valued at £6,000–10,000. […]
Thousands participated in these activities, including many whose livelihoods were
not threatened directly by mechanization. Despite the diversity of the crowds, the
Luddites generally destroyed only machines that were “innovations” or that
43
threatened employment. They left other machines alone.”
The Luddite riots, however, were just part of a wave of machinery riots that swept
across continental Europe and China. While the Parisian crowds stormed the
Bastille at the dawn of the French Revolution, woolen workers in the manufacturing
suburb of Saint-Sever destroyed all the machines that had been installed there. The
frequent resistance to labor-replacing technologies meant the ruling classes, fearing
social unrest, often banned them. For example, Elizabeth I refused to grant William
Lee a patent for his stocking-frame knitting machine in 1589. Other labor-saving
technologies, like the gig mill, had already been prohibited a few decades earlier.
On the continent, opposition if anything was fiercer. In the seventeenth century, a
host of European cities banned automatic looms. The reason was simple: where
they were implemented, like in the city of Leiden, workers rioted against them. And
opposition to labor-replacing technologies goes back much further; probably as long
as jobs have existed. Emperor Vespasian, who ruled Rome in 69–79, blocked the
adoption of machines for transporting columns to the Capitoline Hill, fearing
unemployment and social upheaval.
One reason why China was so late to industrialize is that resistance to laborreplacing technologies persisted even until the late nineteenth century, when
44
imported sewing machines were smashed by local workers.
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In fact, the economic historian Joel Mokyr has argued British governments were the
first to side with inventors rather than angry workers, which might also explain why
45
Britain was the first country to industrialize. Unlike in China, where the craft guilds
remained a strong political force throughout the nineteenth century, the political
clout of the guilds in Britain deteriorated as markets integrated and they faced
growing competition from regions outside their sphere of influence.
While historians have puzzled over why workers would have participated in the
British Industrial Revolution if it reduced their utility, the truth of the matter is they
didn’t. British governments clashed with machine smashing workers on several
occasions. But they did not stand a chance against the British government who
effectively enforced industrialization upon them: “All the Luddites achieved during
the risings of 1811–16 is prompting the government to deploy an even larger army
against them: the twelve thousand troops sent to resolve the machinery riots
amounted to more people than the army Wellington took into the Peninsular War
46
against Napoleon in 1808.”
Why did British governments suddenly decide to side with the pioneers of industry,
rather than rebelling craftsmen? Both in Europe and China, the political elites
typically sided with the craft guilds. One reason, as already noted, is market
integration undermined the political clout of the guilds, which didn’t extend beyond
the city in which they operated. The second reason is a new merchant class, grown
wealthy by trade, had become a much stronger economic and political force in
47
Britain, and they would have nothing jeopardizing its competitive position in trade.
The difference today, of course, is workers also have political rights. As the
economist Wassily Leontief once joked, “If horses could have joined the Democratic
48
party and voted, what happened on farms might have been different.”

Modern Populism
As noted above, our age of automation, which began with the computer revolution
of the 1980s, closely resembles the experience of the British Industrial Revolution in
a number of ways: middle-income jobs have been taken over by machines, forcing
many people into lower-paying jobs or out of the workforce; real wages have been
stagnant or even falling for those with no more than a high school degree; the labor
share of national income has declined; and income disparities have skyrocketed.
The recent populist backlash is hardly surprising in this context. Both Europe and
America, places that have specialized in work robots can now do better and
49
cheaper than humans, have been more prone to vote for populist candidates. In
America, the rise of the robots is largely a Rust Belt phenomenon. And this is also
where the towns and cities are that swung the 2016 presidential election in favor of
Donald Trump.
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If we want to explain why three key states — Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Pennsylvania — that had voted for the Democratic candidate in every presidential
election since 1992, all of a sudden opted for Trump, we need to look to the
geography of robot adoption. Indeed, my own work with Thor Berger and Chinchih
Chen shows automation played a key role in shaping the election outcome.
Controlling for a variety of alternative explanations including globalization and
immigration, we find places specializing in work which robots now do better than
50
people, were much more likely to vote for Trump.
While the political response so far has primarily focused on globalization and its
discontents, many citizens now also favor policies to hold back the robot revolution:
according to a 2017 Pew Research Center survey, 85% of Americans favored
51
policies to restrict the use of machines beyond hazardous work. Meanwhile,
proposals to tax robots to slow down the pace of automation now feature in the
debate on both sides of the Atlantic. And in America, Andrew Yang has already
made automation the key theme of his bid for the White House in 2020. As he puts
it:
“All you need is self-driving cars to destabilize society. . . . [W]e’re going to have a
million truck drivers out of work who are 94 percent male, with an average level of
education of high school or one year of college. That one innovation will be enough
to create riots in the street. And we’re about to do the same thing to retail workers,
52
call center workers, fast-food workers, insurance companies, accounting firms.”
The point is surely not that we would be better off by slowing down or restricting
automation. The opposite is true. Over the past two centuries, a steady flow of
technologies that allow us to produce more with fewer people has been the key
driver of growth and prosperity. But, as we have seen, the short run has been a
different matter, and what economists regard as the short run can be a long time.
For that reason, it is certainly possible automation might become a populist target
more broadly, just like globalization already has.

Coming Apart
The political polarization of our day and age is best understood in the context of the
changing geography of jobs. Indeed, more worrying than rising income inequality is
the fact that large groups in the population have seen their wages fall, and the
losers to automation have been highly concentrated geographically. Their
segregation has meant their reality has become harder to comprehend for those
who have thrived in the age of automation, because they live in different places.
Indeed, when Douglas Massey, Jonathan Rothwell and Thurston Domina, recently
examined patterns of segregation in the United States, they found segregation
based on educational attainment and income has become much more pronounced
in the last quarter of the twentieth century, which is also associated with growing
53
political polarization along geographic lines.
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This was not what most pundits thought would happen. With the invention of the
World Wide Web, email, and cell phones, futurists of the 1990s - like Alvin Toffler predicted that location would soon become irrelevant, rendering the city obsolete.
And of course, in 2005, Thomas Friedman’s book “The World Is Flat” famously
pictured a world in which geographic divisions had become a distant memory. No
longer would people have to cluster in expensive places like London, Hong Kong
and Silicon Valley, or so it was believed.
A historian might have reminded them that just about every revolution in information
and communications technology has failed to flatten the world. When the first
telephones arrived pundits also proclaimed the death of distance. And the arrival of
Johannes Gutenberg’s printing press in the Renaissance if anything made the world
less flat. As the economist Jeremiah Dittmar has shown, because printing facilitated
trade and commerce, cities with access to waterborne transport gained
disproportionately. The art of printing also brought mechanics, scholars, merchants,
and craftsmen together in a commercial setting, making face-to- face interactions
54
more important. And cities naturally became the facilitators of such interactions.

New Jobs and Cities
Computers, of course, allow us to perform more interactions at distance. Some
professional services, like accounting, can now be delivered electronically. Yet even
with modern computers, there are still many complex interactions that remain too
subtle to be performed via digital technology. What’s more, as production processes
become more skill-intensive, jobs might even become increasingly clustered as a
consequence. This is indeed what has happened since the dawn of the computer
revolution. My work with Thor Berger shows that before the computer revolution,
new jobs still emerged in cities specialized in routine work, which is now relatively
easy to automate. But beginning in the 1980s, the comparative advantage in new
job creation shifted to skilled cities, with a greater abundance of college educated
55
workers. New industries that relate directly to digital technologies, such as online
auctions, web design, and video and audio streaming, are particularly clustered in
56
cities with skilled populations. As the economist Edward Glaeser has pointed out,
“The fact that Silicon Valley is now the quintessential example of industrial
agglomeration suggests the most cutting- edge technology encourages, rather than
57
eliminates, the need for geographic proximity.” It is somewhat ironic that precisely
the technologies futurists once believed would flatten the world have done the exact
opposite.
The reason is cities are nurseries for innovation. They are places where companies
locate to experiment and grow.
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During this innovative phase, entrepreneurs benefit from the exchange of ideas that
occur across firm boundaries and are facilitated by the density of cities. This way,
58
nursery cities are also incubators for new job creation.
However, when a prototype has been settled on and production becomes
standardized, knowledge spillovers are less important. It therefore makes economic
sense to locate production in the hinterland where housing is cheaper, meaning jobs
will eventually migrate. This process provided an important force of convergence
across geographies for much of the twentieth century. Indeed, an important paper
by Robert Barro and Xavier Sala-i- Martin has shown speedy income convergence
across U.S. states over the century preceding the computer revolution. Also in
59
Europe, they show, convergence persistent throughout the postwar decades.
60

But income convergence came to a halt in the 1980s. The difference is in the age
of computers, when jobs become standardized and routinized, they can be
automated or sent abroad. Thus, cities specializing in innovation have flourished
while opportunity in other places has faded.

The Great Divergence
Too much focus on national statistics glosses over the fact that if you put one hand
in the freezer and the other on the stove, you should feel quite comfortable on
average. For example, while the British Industrial Revolution left the local cloth
industry in Northamptonshire unable to compete, causing significant disruption to
the community, factories were almost unheard of as late as 1800 in southern
England, where Jane Austen lived.
This time around, the places where new tech jobs have emerged have been given a
boost: the economist Enrico Moretti estimates one new tech job in a given city
creates sufficient demand to support another five jobs in local non-trade services. At
the same time, where routine manufacturing jobs have vanished, the local economy
has taken a hit. Each manufacturing job gone has meant and additional loss of 1.6
61
jobs in the local service sector. Looking forward, AI is likely to create more highly
62
skilled jobs while replacing unskilled ones, exacerbating current trends.
This would be a worrying. As Glaeser puts it, “If these patterns continue, we may
come to see an ever more uneven America with rich, successful, skilled regions that
compete well worldwide and poor, unskilled regions that are repositories of
63
despair.” It is no mystery why our societies and our politics have become so
polarized.
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Final Thoughts
While we estimate a significant percentage of jobs are highly exposed to the next
wave of AI-enabled automation, what these jobs have in common is they are lowincome jobs typically performed by workers with no more than a high school degree.
Jobs that are less likely to be replaced, in contrast, require at least a college degree
64
and consist of tasks centered on complex social interactions and creative skills.
For example, machine social intelligence is nowhere near human level
performance. The Turing test, which supposedly captures the ability of algorithms to
communicate in a way that is indistinguishable from an actual person, highlights
this. It is true the computer program Eugene Goostman managed to convince 33
percent of the judges it was human in a Turing test competition. However, Eugene
Goostman did so by simulating a thirteen-year-old Russian boy speaking poor
English without an understanding of English culture. It is also important to
remember even if algorithms outperform us in basic text communication, many jobs
centre on more subtle in-person communication, which is way beyond the capability
of AI today. Many jobs also require the ability to come up with new ideas, and in
many cases such creativity draws upon very deep reservoirs of tacit knowledge we
struggle to make sense of ourselves.
Historically, the way people have adjusted to technological change is by acquiring
new skills. The good news is the things least exposed to automation tend to be
things we enjoy, like social interactions and creative work. Thus, over the long-run,
automation is likely to improve working conditions. However, transition has never
been painless and older people in particular have always struggled to adjust, as
65
numerous displaced worker surveys’ have shown.
Extraordinary changes in employment have already taken place. During the
twentieth century, the expansion of education was critical to helping people adjust to
the accelerating pace of change. As farmers realized their children would need an
education to prosper in an increasingly technologically sophisticated world, years of
schooling expanded. Education was the best investment citizens could make for
their children. Because the prime source of most people’s income is their human
capital rather than physical capital, their wealth is in their skills. And those skills
must be regularly updated as technology progresses. When upskilling is lagging
behind, entire social groups might end up being excluded from the growth engine.
Recent analysis by Burning Glass Technologies of job posting data point to a variety
of technology skills for which there is strong demand and are hard to fill (see Figure
4).
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Figure 4. Demand for Technology Skills
Top IT Skills
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What’s more, migration has always been a key mechanism by which people adjust
to technology shocks. During the nineteenth century, many citizens were forced to
leave their cottages behind as their earnings potential in the domestic industry
diminished. Many traded middle-income artisan jobs for work in the factories which
were simple enough to be performed by children. Thus, as mentioned, riots against
the spread of the mechanized factory were not uncommon.
This contrasts to the twentieth century experience. The industries of the Second
Industrial Revolution, like automobiles and electrical machinery, required more
skilled operatives so the work could no longer be performed by children. And
because these industries also paid better wages, many left the countryside for jobs
in the cities. The abundance of well-paid, semiskilled manufacturing jobs led to the
Great Migration — which was a key event in American history — when millions of
American workers moved from the South to prosperous industrial powerhouses like
Chicago and Buffalo. In addition, many farmers left the countryside for places like
Pittsburgh and Detroit. Rather than being pushed out from their jobs in agriculture,
66
they were drawn into the cities.
Thus, historically, migration has been a source of convergence, as people have
migrated to where the best-paid jobs are. The problem is migration is no longer the
equalizer it once was. Beginning in the 1980s, workers with no more than a college
degree have become much less likely to re-locate. Like in the past, the coming AI
revolution will require adaptability in terms of the willingness to learn as well as the
willingness to move between places.
In the next chapters, we will zoom in on how the technologies on the horizon will
transform industries as we know them today. We then turn to discussing some of
the challenges policy makers’ face as a consequence. As history shows, transition
is never painless, but mercifully policy makers can alleviate some of the discontents
brought by disruption.
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Media
The Internet has been around for almost 30 years. But early on, consumers could
only access the web via a dial-up connection. About 20 years ago, major cable and
telecom firms started selling broadband access, boosting Internet speeds from
56Kbps to around 100Mbps. That jump in speed — a 2,000 fold increase —
radically changed the type of content consumers could get over the web. Instead of
webpages that loaded at a glacial pace, consumers could easily stream video to
any screen in their home.

Jason B Bazinet
Global Head of Media and Communications
Research, Citi

Mobile phone service has been around since the 1980s — a bit longer than Internet
access. But, about 12 years ago, mobile phone makers, like Motorola, lost share to
smartphone manufacturers like Samsung and Apple. With the help of wireless
carriers, these firms began offering consumers Internet access in a small form
factor that could easily fit in their pocket. In parallel, the development of mobile
operating systems (Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android) created two global standards
that radically accelerated the cadence of application (app) development. This, in
turn, unleashed a torrent of specific apps catering to almost any consumer need:
ride sharing, social media (Instagram), video games (Fortnite), and music (Spotify).
Today, in developed economies, ~75% of households have a wired broadband
connection. And, almost 4.5 billion consumers — about 60% of the world’s
population — own a smartphone. This simple change — nearly ubiquitous highspeed web connectivity both in and outside the home — radically transformed the
entire media ecosystem.
In this wake, however, a large number of media and advertising jobs have not
changed. Hollywood still needs script writers, producers, directors, and actors for
TV shows and movies. Marketers still need to perform research to identify unmet
consumer needs. Marketers still need to launch — and promote — new products
and services in a cost effective way. Ad agencies still need to help marketers reach
their target audience.
So, what has changed? In simple terms, the Internet has destroyed gatekeepers
and middlemen. And, it has created vast sets of new data. As such, it has elevated
the prominence of networking engineers, data scientists, and marketers. Perhaps a
few examples will illustrate the profundity of the changes that are underway.
Disney has a long history of making both family friendly movies (Mary Poppins) and
cartoons (Mickey Mouse). During Disney’s entire history as a media company, it had
relied on middlemen — maybe the owner of a theater chain or a cable company like
Comcast — to distribute their content to consumers. Disney never had to reach
consumers directly without the help of various middlemen.
In 2018, Disney announced that it would begin to pivot its media business to a
direct-to-consumer model via a new app called Disney+, eliminating many of the
middlemen. In effect, Disney hopes to look a bit more like Netflix. While this pivot
sounds simple, there are a host of new challenges:
 First, network engineers will need to design a global content delivery system to

ensure that consumers can actually receive Disney’s content — even during
peak usage times — without latency, packet loss, or jitter. Previously, effective
content delivery was the purview of the middlemen.

 Second, Disney will need to think far more carefully about how to cost-effectively

attract and retain potential Disney+ subscribers. What price point will appeal to
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consumers? After all, with an app, consumers will know (for the first time) the true
cost of Disney’s content (without middleman mark-ups and opaque pricing
associated with a bundle of TV channels).
 Third, over time Disney will have a treasure trove of new data about consumer’s

viewing patterns. How can Disney mine this data to adjust its plans for new
content development? And, how can Disney use this viewing data to retain
existing customers (by, for example, letting consumers know that a new Disney+
show is available that’s similar to other shows you’ve watched)?
While Disney is the first traditional media company to make this direct-to-consumer
pivot, we suspect others will follow: CBS, Discovery, Lions Gate, MGM, Sony,
Viacom, and Warner Media (a division of AT&T). In effect, the changes are just
starting.
But, job changes aren’t isolated to Hollywood. Ad agencies — firms that help
marketers reach their intended audiences — are also grappling with significant
changes.
In the past, ad agencies would serve their clients by recommending an ad campaign
and a marketing budget that would cost-effectively reach the target customer. If the
product was energy drinks, the target customer might be men between the ages of
18 and 49. Agencies would look for media outlets where the target demographic
could easily be reached, perhaps sporting events. And, they would create an ad
campaign and develop a media plan that would spend vast sums promoting the
client’s energy drink at the actual sports venue or on a TV or radio broadcast of the
sporting event.
Today, marketers know there are more effective ways to reach potential consumers.
But, it requires ad agencies to comb through vast amounts of data to understand
how potential energy drink consumers spend their time and to assess their
propensity to buy the client’s product. As a result, for the first time, ad agencies are
in the process of acquiring firms that acquire, own, and manipulate vast data sets —
Dentsu acquired Merkle in 2016, IPG acquired Acxiom in 2018, and Publicis
acquired Epsilon in 2019.
On the heels of these acquisitions, ad agencies will begin to rely less heavily on
middlemen (Nielsen for demographic-based TV ratings) and gatekeepers (TV
networks that broadcast TV shows). Instead, ad agencies will need to use their own
data and employ data scientists and marketing teams to mine the raw data to help
their clients cost effectively attract and retain potential consumers.
The bottom line is this: widespread availability of high-speed Internet connectivity
took a long time to develop. But today, some four decades later, ubiquitous
connectivity is here. As a result, middlemen and gatekeepers — movie theaters,
cable networks, demographic-based ratings firms — are playing a less prominent
role. But, network engineers, data scientists, and marketers are playing — and will
continue to play — a more important role. As such, the next generation of workers
will need to be far more proficient manipulating vast amounts of data, using robust
statistical methods, and leveraging software and technology to draw new, granular
insights. These skills will help Hollywood make (and distribute) the next popular
show and help marketers more effectively reach their intended audience.
For the media ecosystem it’s a brave new world. But, it’s also an exciting one.
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Finance
Finance is being re-imagined and re-created by the mobile Internet revolution, the
rise of platform companies, a growing middle class in emerging markets, and in
some countries favorable government policies. Bill Gates famously said: "Banks are
dinosaurs, they can be bypassed" (American Banker, January 9, 1995). Mr Gates
was early in his prophecy — but the rapid change underway now requires
incumbent banks and their employees to change and evolve, or face an extinction
event.
In emerging markets, especially countries such as China and Kenya, non-bank
players have over the past decade made significant inroads into financial services.
Measured by client numbers, some of the largest financial companies in the world
today are the likes of Ant Financial. In so-called ‘developed markets’, finance is also
changing rapidly, as reflected by the rise of machines and erosion of margin in
wholesale markets and the arrival of new entrants in the consumer space.

Ronit Ghose, CFA
Global Head of Banks Research, Citi

Outside the tech sector, one of the largest early adopters of AI is financial services.
This is not surprising as finance is a data-rich industry and as such, is well suited to
Big Data and Machine Learning-based approaches. Banks are seeking to turn raw
data into actionable intelligence to improve revenues, reduce losses and costs, or
do all of the above. Figure 5 below sets out the value from AI to banking across
multiple dimensions spanning customer engagement, operations, and risk and
compliance.
Figure 5. Artificial Intelligence in Banking
VALUE FROM AI TO BANKING

Enhance efficiency
Simplify; Automate; Efficiency; of
existing operating models

• Automate & standardize
process flows
• RPA reduces processing
costs by 40-50%;

• Augment capacity to address
variable demand & complexity
• Quicker ledger
reconciliations can reduce
capacity needs

• Reduce time to predictions &
information retrievals
• ML can improve treasury
liquidity forecasting
effectiveness by 15%+

• Reduce costs by automating
manual tracking & reviews
•Automation of standard
legal processing can
reduce costs by 80%+

• Track risks in real time, at scale;
while improving effectiveness
• AI use in cyber-security can
improve detection by 3x, and
reduce false positives

• Reduce time to detection and
mitigation
• DL techniques can
reduce time to fraud
detection by 30%+

Robo-advisory is 80%+
more cost effective than
traditional models

Source: Citi Digital Strategy, Citi Research
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Job Transformation
As the banking and financial services sector changes, so will the jobs inside it. A
2019 study published by the Institute of Banking and Finance Singapore (IBF) and
Monetary Authorities of Singapore (MAS), sets out how data analytics and
automation are likely to augment or transform over a hundred specific job roles in
Singapore's financial sector over the next three to five years. Key findings of the
study show:
 Nearly half of the roles analyzed are likely to be augmented as individuals

leverage technology to amplify their performance;
 Another one-third of the roles would be transformed, as technology substitutes a

significant proportion of job tasks; whilst
 Jobs which will not be substituted using data analytics and automation will

converge into new roles that require more judgement and creativity.
Antony Jenkins, former CEO of Barclays and Founder of 10X Future Technologies,
echoes similar thoughts in our 2019 Citi GPS Bank X report, predicting a significant
change in banking employee numbers and highlighting that over 50% of the
workforce in an average U.K. bank is working in a division usually called 'operations
and technology'. In a 2030 banking world, Antony sees this ratio falling to just 10%
of current levels. Banks are ‘white-collar factories’ facing a robotics revolution
similar to firms in the manufacturing sector in earlier decades.

Changing Skill Sets
As the use of data analytics and automation becomes pervasive in finance,
employee skill sets are also likely to undergo change. As Figure 6 below highlights,
generic roles such as administrative assistant, salesperson, banker, or manager are
declining and specialist roles such as data analyst, finance analyst, or software
engineer are rising. In retail and commercial banking, under influence from rising
competition from new entrants from the FinTech and BigTech worlds, there is an
increasing demand for employees that have advanced skills in design thinking, data
forensics and behavioral science.
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Figure 6. Top 10 Emerging and Declining Roles from 2013-17 Observed in Hiring Trends (Rate
of Change)
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According to “The Future of Jobs Report, 2018” by the World Economic Forum,
56% of the workforce in the 'Financial Services & Investors' sector is expected to
have reskilling needs between 2018 and 2022 (a similar level to the total workforce
across all industries). In the finance industry, automation and machine learning is
expected to reduce human input for routine tasks such as administering or data
processing. As set out in Figure 8, human involvement in administering job tasks is
forecast to drop by a third from 64% in 2018 to 39% in 2022, while the decline in
roles that involve communicating and interacting is forecast to be much less.
Figure 7. Average Reskilling Needs (Share of Workforce)

Figure 8. Human Involvement in Different Job Functions, 2018-2022
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Not Everything Changes
As technology and automation will continue to take on the more repetitive (robotic)
processes, increased emphasis will be placed on human resources with qualities
such as curiosity, creativity and empathy. At a recent AI in Finance lunch we hosted
in Singapore, Huy Nguyen Trieu, Co-Founder of the Centre for Finance, Technology
& Entrepreneurship and CEO of The Disruptive Group, was asked by a portfolio
manager: “What skills should I teach my children to prepare for the future? Huy
replied: “Teach them to be able to tell stories well – and good English.”
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Also, if you are learning Python, great …but some of the technology infrastructure of
banking will change quite slowly, especially in the U.S. and Europe. For example,
COBOL, a programming language created in 1959, drives most U.S. retail banking
transactions today. Over the next decade, banks will increasingly shift their core
banking systems from their current 1960s-70s foundations, but this process will take
time. And COBOL-trained programmers may need to postpone retirement for
another decade or so — not least to keep U.S. ATMs working.
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Healthcare
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
Technology is transforming almost every facet of discovery, development, delivery,
and reimbursement of healthcare and pharmaceuticals. The sequencing of the
human genome in 1990 was of enormous scientific significance but until recently
the industry has struggled to translate it into demonstrable interventions for early
diagnosis or treatment. We believe the next decade will deliver on the initial promise
through the discovery and development of transformative drugs for both congenital
and acquired disease. The ability to edit genes through CRISPR and TALEN has
transformed our understanding of the genetic basis for disease. Initial CRISPRbased therapeutics are already in clinical development for cancer with potential
approval in the next five years.

Andrew Baum, MD
Global Head of Healthcare Research, Citi

The impact of technology doesn’t end with drug discovery. Technology has also
transformed clinical development. It is now increasingly rare for any diagnostic to be
developed in the absence of a companion biomarker able to select patients with a
likely high probability of material clinical benefit. It is already possible to assess an
individual’s risk to multiple acquired diseases through polygenetic analysis pushing
the timing of therapeutic intervention away from treatment and towards early
diagnostic and potentially lifestyle modification.
Aside from the intensified use of biotechnology, the other radical technological shift
already beginning to reshape the healthcare industry is the use of big data and
eventually machine learning. Pharmaceutical companies are already using real
world data to secure approval for novel drugs in rare diseases where recruiting a
control arm for a clinical trial would prove unwieldy. Payers are leveraging big data
to help make reimbursement and access decisions to determine whether drugs
behave in the real-world setting and sub-populations in a similar way as in carefully
controlled clinical trials.

Figure 9. Total National Health Expenditure
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Machine learning is at an infancy stage in the industry but has vast potential. Some
potential future applications include: (1) discerning non-rational patterns across vast
data sets offers potential transformative value in drug discovering and repurposing
approved agents for novel indications and (2) identifying at-risk patients based on
behavior patterns; (3) improving and potentially replacing current diagnostic and
treatment algorithms; and (4) targeting marketing for high-volume prescribers based
on historic prescribing activity and patients and physician demographics.
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What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
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Similar to other industries, it is inevitable that machine learning and automation will
impact employment in the healthcare and pharmaceutical space. While initial
approaches to replace or augment physician decision making have disappointed
(notably IBM Watson), we believe it is inevitable that over the next 10 years the
physician’s key role will increasingly focus on inter-personal relationships with the
patients and his or her family, with lesser focus on determination of treatment
decisions. This has the promise to democratize healthcare in a similar way that
access to the Internet has begun to democratize further education. Although the
impact of machine learning in healthcare is in its infancy, it has already
demonstrated superior accuracy and speed in radiologic cancer diagnosis and
pathological determination.
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It has also shown its accuracy and speed in radiographic assessment for
malignancies and pathology are already as good as the best radiologists/
pathologists and will almost certainly further improve. We anticipate radiologists will
increasingly move into interventional radiology, which is likely to remain dependent
on humans for the foreseeable future. We expect the demand for pathologists to
reduce in a similar way to tuberculosis (TB) and polio experts in previous
generations. In other areas, technology allowing remote monitoring of patients for
trials in their own homes has the potential to diminish the value of contract research
organizations (CRO) and research centers given the lower costs and greater
rapidity of patient collection.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
Figure 10. The Majority of Healthcare Cost Is
Concentrated Within a Small Portion of the
Population
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Despite the challenges for reimbursement, the convergence of technological
(machine learning and big data sets in particular) and biotechnology (inexpensive
sequencing, gene editing, and cell therapy) innovation should translate into material
improvements in both survival and quality of life. The challenge for society is to
deliver the promise of these extraordinary advances to the many, rather than the
few. Prevention remains the most cost-effective way to deliver material
improvements in healthcare of populations. After hygiene, nutrition, and health
education, vaccines are the single most effective way to transform the healthcare of
nations. Therapeutic prevention is not limited to vaccines; the use of anti-retroviral
has been shown to deliver almost 100% prevention of transmission of the HIV virus
and its devastating medical outcomes if untreated.
In western markets, we anticipate dramatic strides in cancer survival rates given the
paradigm-changing introduction of immunotherapy including cell therapy, and
inexpensive sequencing technologies, Gene therapy promises to transform the
outcomes for hitherto untreatable congenital disorders such as SMA (spinal
muscular atrophy), DMD (Duchenne muscular dystrophy), and Huntingdon’s with a
one-time therapy. Alzheimer disease and multi-resistant bacterial infections remain
the two dominant challenges for western societies. Alzheimer’s has a devastating
negative impact on morbidity and healthcare costs today. The emergence of multidrug resistance for tomorrow represents a devastating public health challenge
where to date unfavorable economics have led to disinvestment by the
pharmaceutical industry. We are hopeful that the combination of scientific
breakthroughs for Alzheimer’s and novel financial structures for the latter will
translate into the rapid development of transformative agents in their respective
diseases.
The greatest current demand in the pharmaceutical industry is for computer
scientists and scientists with expertise in translational medicine. In terms of
platforms, the demand for expertise for scientists with backgrounds in cell and gene
therapies is extraordinary high given the scientific promise and likely high patient
access and reimbursement
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
Historically chemists have dominated key roles in large pharmaceutical companies.
Most drugs launched between1980 and 2010 were small molecules developed
through profound expertise in medicinal chemistry. The next decade was the
decade of biology. We have already benefited from the first wave of active therapy,
monoclonal antibodies like Herceptin and Avastin. The next generation of drugs
includes living cell therapies like Kite’s Yescarta, gene therapies like Novartis’s
Zolgensma, and mRNA anti-sense technologies like Biogen’s Spinraza.
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Outside of biology, familiarity with big data skills is increasingly valued across
organizations given the importance in areas ranging from drug discovery to
reimbursement.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Healthcare and pharmaceutical companies need to ensure the future access and
reimbursement of their agents through a relentless focus on highly-innovative,
transformative medicines. In the near term, this will require multidisciplinary
expertise in genetic and molecular biology platform technologies as well big data
expertise.
Policy makers need to find innovative ways to both maximize return on healthcare
spend through leveraging real-world data as well as novel routes to incentivize the
industry to pursue areas of high, unmet medical need that have been abandoned by
the industry. Key among these is antibiotic research given the emergence of multidrug resistant bacteria which poses a material public health risk for society.
New entrants to the healthcare industry need to embrace computer science as well
as both biologic and public health challenges in order to facilitate the much needed
improvement for industry returns in an environment where we anticipate cost
pressures to increase materially compared to the preceding period.
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Technology
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
Robots and automation refer to hardware and software that replace humans in
areas like production, transport, inspection, and decision-making. An increase in the
usage of robots and automation is also producing greater demand for electronic
components and semiconductors.

Christopher Danely
Global Co-Head of Technology Research,
Citi

New technology is resulting in a move away from analog toward digital and away
from mechanical components toward semiconductors, as well as expansion in
control, measurement, and testing via sensors and AI. In particular, the spread of
automation is driving significant growth in the demand for semiconductors, which
play a key role and making machines ‘intelligent’, and at the same time technology
and performance is becoming more advanced. Moreover, the motors, speed
reducers, machine modules, robots, and automated handheld devices by
technology sector companies (which straddle the divide between technology and
machinery) are now driving earnings for the overall technology sector.
What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
Technological changes have a wide-ranging impact on employment within the tech
sector as these changes are both augmenting and displacing workers. In
manufacturing, lab, and factory settings, intelligent machines can assist human
workers by performing redundant, unsafe, or undesirable tasks. In office settings,
the automation of tasks can allow human workers to reallocate their time and efforts
to tasks that need more human attention. As a result of these augmentations,
employee satisfaction may improve.

Ashwin Shirvaikar, CFA
U.S. Payments, Processors & IT Services
Analyst, Citi

The extent to which technology such as artificial intelligence and machine learning
algorithms displaces, rather than augments, human workers really depends on
factors including cost, availability, performance, regulation, and social acceptance.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
The proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) means that connectivity and
processing are now being added to objects that previously lacked such features. To
cope with an increasingly digital world, digitally-savvy workers are needed. There
must be a workforce that possesses the proper skills to design, deploy, and
maintain a wide-variety of devices and extend the IoT infrastructure. Therefore, the
biggest growth areas for employment are in areas that require a combination of
technical expertise, creativity, and problem-solving capabilities.
Another major growth area remains software. In software, we have seen a very
consistent trend over the last five years where sales and marketing (primarily sales
and account managers) has driven the most incremental employment in software
(~35-40%) followed by R&D (software engineers - ~28–33%). Relative to the
percent of revenue spent in these categories, hiring in R&D represents about twice
the existing spend in this area, suggesting there remains a ‘war for talent’ for
engineers in the industry. We also observe that smaller software companies are
more likely to be heavily hiring in R&D while mid- and large-sized companies are
more likely to be hiring in sales and marketing. The rate of overall job growth is
highly dependent on the individual company and the maturity stage of the company.
A broad, equal-weighted index of job postings shows the highest level of job
postings growth in the nearly decade we have been tracking them — a north of 60%
increase in postings.
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How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
High-volume technology hardware has experienced the spread of automation and
robotics over the past 50 years. Areas that add limited value, like production,
transport, and testing, have already been automated to a considerable degree. We
are gradually seeing machinery automate the determination as to when to change
assembly processes based on changes in conditions, including component
assembly and material compounding, as well as making adjustments to factors, like
temperature and speed within manufacturing processes.
In addition, we are also seeing a shift in design-related processes, like surface
polishing, moving away from human handiwork to automation via robots and other
machinery.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Employees entering the technology industry today should start their journey with the
expectation that no one knows what the future of technology will look like but that
they will need to be lifelong learners and adapt their skills over time to keep up with
the requirements of the industry.
While an educational path that includes a college degree may be helpful for landing
a job in the technology sector, it is not necessarily required as an increasing number
of employers recognize there are other paths to develop the technical skills desired
for today's workforce.
Employers should encourage their employees to share ideas and work together to
try to tackle some of the world's biggest problems through the use of technology.
Lastly, policy makers should consider ways to incentivize people to enter the
technology sector, whether through student loan subsidies or tax benefits. Policy
makers should also consider ways to help people gain the necessary skills needed
to transition into a technology career once their currents skills become obsolete or
once they become displaced by machines and algorithms.
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Capital Goods
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
The first broad technological shift is simply the acceleration in the pace of adoption
in automation. Automation has been a force of change in the industry for over a
century, but the scope is widening — big data and machine learning means the
scope of jobs that are susceptible to automation is getting larger, cheaper
technologies (sensing, machine vision and more) make it massively more
accessible with shorter paybacks, and customer preferences (online ordering
through eCommerce, mass customization, and immediate delivery) makes it a
necessity in many organizations to support new customer business models.
Martin Wilkie
Global Head of Capital Goods Research,
Citi

The second and arguably most important key change is the digitization of industry
— the digital interconnection of products, value chains, and business models. This
is often described under the umbrella of the Industrial Internet of Things, or IIoT, but
connecting industrial products from components and factories to power plants is just
one enabler. Manufacturing is turning digital in product design, in factory production,
and in the field. This new digital ecosystem is a huge enabler of automation, but
also a key driver of demand for new skills in manufacturing and engineering.
The third key technological trend is electrification, where the direct use of fossil fuels
(to fuel transportation, to heat buildings, or to power factories) is replaced with
electricity as a means of energizing, often as part of low-emission or decarbonization strategies. While arguably not as directly associated with an impact to
jobs as the first two technology shifts, it is having a disruptive impact in end markets
from automotive to utilities, especially when coupled with other technology changes
like autonomous vehicles or smart grids. In addition to understanding technological
shifts for industrial companies, understanding the disruption in end-customer
industries matters too when it comes to considering the future of work.
What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?

Manufacturing and industrial careers are
going digital – and there is a skills shortage
for key skills

In emerging economies the availability of cheap automation has driven worries
about ‘pre-mature industrialization’ as manufacturing becomes less labor intensive,
and so less able to provide employment as countries industrialize. In industrialized
countries however, a skills shortage in manufacturing is widely reported — although
it is important to note that this shortage is for the ‘right’ skills.
In industrialized countries, the manufacturing and engineering sectors are
experiencing a skills shortage that automation and technology can help, whether in
performing harsh or repetitive tasks, or acting as an augmented decision-making
tool, including using AI and virtual reality. Connectivity and software for example can
massively improve the efficiency of servicing plant and machinery, through
predictive maintenance and remote servicing, substantially improving the efficiency
of the service engineer. Job satisfaction and career flexibility will likely rise as a
result.
A 2017 report by the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) found that, in
manufacturing, “confidence about being able to recruit sufficient highly skilled staff
in the future remains overwhelmingly negative”, while a 2018 report by the U.S.based Manufacturing Institute comments on the U.S. skills gap being at ‘serious
levels’, citing the shifting skill-set needed in manufacturing, the negative perceptions
of manufacturing careers, and retiring baby boomers.
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What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
The Manufacturing Institute cites the ‘shifting skill set due to the introduction of new
advanced technology’ as a key driver for the skills gap in the manufacturing sector
in the United States, implying (perhaps unsurprisingly) that these advanced
technology areas are where there is the biggest supply/demand mismatch.
According to a 2018 report by Forbes, top technology investment areas for
manufacturers included advanced analytics, cloud computing, modeling and
simulation, Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, and optimization and predictive
analytics. In addition to these software fields, a 2019 report by Eurofound, an EU
Agency for the improvement of living and working conditions, lists engineering fields
in advanced mechatronics and component design, advanced robot dynamics and
kinematics, and sensor development and integration.
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
Figure 11. Dexterous Robot Hands Can
Replace Human Hands on the Factory
Floor…But Someone Still Needs to Design
and Program Them

In the Citi GPS report Technology at Work 2, a study by Frey & Osborne put ‘drill
press operators’ as one of the top ten most endangered jobs, and a separate 2018
OECD report highlights ‘plant and machine operators and assemblers’ as a key
category at risk. Indeed, Universal Robots, the market lead in collaborative robots
(cobots), cites ‘machine tending’ (i.e., loading/unloading and operating machinery)
as a classic application for its cobots. Other common tasks where cobots are
replacing humans on the factory floor are in screw-driving, gluing and welding,
polishing, testing, and packing.
Operating factory equipment is therefore a job at risk, but using skills in automation
and technology for designing the product, designing the process that makes the
products, and optimizing the lifetime use of that product, are skill sets that will
persist and grow.

Source: Citi Research

To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
The first advice would be to embrace the new technology — automation technology
has come a long way but penetration is low in many end markets. This can be
related to upfront cost, customer risk aversion, regulatory hurdles, and a whole lot
more — but the direction of travel is clear.
The second would be to combine quantitative and qualitative skills — it’s not
either/or when it comes to STEM qualifications vs. creativity. Many bodies of
academic work (including studies by the Oxford Martin School referred to in
previous editions of Technology at Work), highlight that creative work is hard to
automate, but for most industrial careers, numeracy and technical literacy are musthaves. Combining a STEM qualification with creativity seems appropriate. A World
Economic Forum report from 2018 highlights the expected employment growth in
quantitative fields including in data and software, but also highlights the need for
‘human’ skills such as creativity, originality and initiative, critical thinking, persuasion
and negotiation.
Finally, for someone entering the industrial workforce today, applying these skills in
an end market that is structurally growing is probably an added bonus. According to
a Bureau of Labor Statistics study from 2016, only three fields of engineering are
expected to see employment declines through 2024 — in aerospace engineering,
electronics engineering, and nuclear engineering; the report highlights the fastest
growing employment outlook for biomedical engineers, environmental engineers,
and civil engineers.
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Autos
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?

Itay Michaeli
Global Head of Autos & Auto Parts
Research, Citi

The ‘car’ as we know solved many problems of the past (i.e., affordable personal
mobility), but in doing so created new ones — such as congestion, pollution, and
safety issues in the age of distracted driving. We believe the next 10 years will be
characterized by two powerful trends for personal mobility. The first will be the entry
of autonomous vehicles and specifically autonomous mobility networks ranging from
urban RoboTaxi services to non-urban business models that combine the best of
car ownership and sharing platforms. The second is the rise of electric vehicles.
Mixed within these two trends is the rise of the connected car, which turns the car
effectively into a smart device. We see a strong business case for the adoption of
autonomous/electric-networked mobility, both for clear business reasons as well as
societal reasons. While there are many outstanding issues to solve and setbacks
will be inevitable, in general we see strong stakeholder support for these trends.
The end outcome — which will likely play out over many years — will likely see
fewer companies controlling a larger addressable market for personal mobility.
Eventually, we’re also likely to see fewer cars on the road, starting first in major
cities and then perhaps gradually expanding, but again this will take some time. The
vehicle itself is shifting from being hardware centric to more of a software platform,
though both hardware and software will remain important, as will manufacturing.
Figure 12. Close to the Tipping Point on Car of the Future

Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (Citi GPS)

What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
The rise of autonomous vehicles does raise questions over employment risks for
some of the more obvious impact cases like taxi drivers, as well as for those
companies that could end up being caught on the wrong side of innovation or those
who are unable to execute through this transformation. But new jobs will likely be
created as well. For example, we’re seeing companies invest aggressively in
software capabilities including in areas like computer vision, sensors, deep learning,
data management and general AI. RoboTaxi AV networks will undoubtedly require
backup remote operators and concierge services as networks seek to compete on
customer service.
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Granted, this won’t be on a one person per one vehicle basis, but other
opportunities could form too such as maintaining cars on a consistent basis
throughout a day (instant cleaning, servicing etc.) in order to maximize the utilization
of a fleet.
Eventually, a greater proportion of electric vehicles and autonomous mobility
networks might also have a negative impact on employment in the
services/aftermarket industries, particularly owing to the shift from internal
combustion engines to electric propulsion. The end outcome isn’t clear, but we do
believe what is clearer is that the impact will, at least for some time, vary widely by
region both in the sense of urban density (urban more risky) and weather (warm
weather riskier than cold/snow).
Figure 13. The Future is Electric, the Question is When

Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (Citi GPS)

What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
The car is rapidly shifting from a traditional hardware focus towards increasingly
complex software capabilities. It is still relatively early days in this endeavor,
particularly in the quest to maximize the safety/agility of an autonomous vehicle
while monetizing data effectively and responsibly. Areas such as sensors, software
(computer vision, deep learning, general AI), compute, data, and cybersecurity are
all seeing growth within the auto industry. It has been said that autonomous vehicles
are perhaps the greatest engineering challenge of our time, Now, consider that the
technological catalysts that opened the pathway for autonomous vehicles only
occurred fairly recently (i.e., the resurrection of deep learning, vehicle connectivity).
This has created a sudden surge in demand for talent in this area. In fact, today
virtually all automotive executes acknowledge difficulties in hiring and retaining
talent.
Relative to consumer electronics, the car is unique in terms of the operating
conditions that it must be designed to withstand, as well as the regulatory needs
involved. So because it is often not feasible to merely cut-and-paste consumer
electronics into a car, there’s a need to continuously adapt new technologies into an
automotive-grade format. This too is creating employment opportunities that can
leverage traditional tech with traditional auto.
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How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
As mentioned, the automotive skill set is becoming increasingly unique because it
requires a combination of traditional tech with traditional auto. For example, often
times we see pure tech companies bring about new innovation in the area of
sensors, data, software, cybersecurity etc. Automakers tend to instruct the most
promising ‘Tier-2’ suppliers to work with ‘Tier-1s” (Tier-1s sell directly to automakers)
in order to turn the technology into an automotive grade system, and to leverage the
validation and manufacturing experience that Tier-1s have amassed expertise in. Of
course to make this work seamlessly every player must have a good understanding
of the other’s requirements — so a Tier-1 must develop stronger software skill sets
while a Tier-2 must develop a basic understanding of the principles of automotive
grade as well as automotive cost requirements. As the car becomes increasingly
complex, everyone must also develop an understanding of other systems — for
example managing power consumption in the context of the implications for the
range of an electric vehicle. Clearly, the areas of traditional internal combustion
engines could gradually phase out, so this will likely be an area of less
focus/investment. But we’re seeing companies take lessons learned in these areas
and apply them to new technologies. So the skill set is clearly more software
focused, but traditional automotive skills remain very relevant given the highly
unique design and manufacturing requirements.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
The auto/mobility industry is going through rapid change, but that change won’t
occur overnight or likely be felt the same across all geographies/segments. So the
first advice is to avoid approaching the industry with the mindset that there is some
single foregone outcome or trend that will affect all aspects of the industry equally.
One size or solution does not fit all. For example, in autonomous mobility there
might be very different business models in an urban vs. rural environment or other
considerations. Each might require unique skill sets and potentially provide
opportunities to the extent the industry ignores one business model in favor of
another (something we’ve seen in this industry before). So in the context of all the
new skill sets that will be required, it is important to always question consensus
thinking at all levels, since we are still in the early-phases of this transformation (one
could draw an analogy to the Internet in the 1990s). And because the auto industry
is still subject to regulations (including evolving ones in new mobility areas), it is
important to consider all stakeholders when planning one’s entry/strategy in this
sector.
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Infrastructure
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
The increased use of artificial intelligence has been one of the most
transformational technological shifts in the transport infrastructure sector. Over the
last 10 years, we have seen an increased use of automated toll road charging
systems, airport facial recognition security gates, and on-line ticketing/check in. In
the next 10 years, we believe advancement in AI/biometric technologies will
amalgamate and simplify travel further, removing the need to check in or carry
passports, or even physical security/passport gates at airports. We also expect a
rapid increase in the use of automated translation technology/robots at key
international airport hubs.
Jenny Ping
Europe Infrastructure & Utilities Analyst, Citi

Emerging technologies have also reached trial phases to make our road transport
infrastructure more ‘green’ and ‘smart’, with the development of wireless vehicle
charging roads, energy-harvesting roads (solar panels or wind/pressure sensors),
the use of photo-luminescent paint, and infrastructures supporting autonomous
driving. The deployment of autonomous cars could open up additional uses for the
data collected, potentially pinpointing areas in need of maintenance, reducing costs,
and improving overall road safety.
Beyond these immediate changes, we also see an increased use of 3D printing in
infrastructure construction. Since early 2019, we have seen the successful
completion of a 3D-printed steel footbridge in Amsterdam and a 3D-printed concrete
footbridge in China. Although both of these infrastructures are relatively small in
scale, it’s a proof of concept for larger infrastructures projects in the next decade.
Figure 14. Emerging Technologies, Enhancing Services and Improving Efficiencies
Roads
Wireless vehicle charging
Solar roads
Photo-luminescent paint
Energy-harvesting roads
Autonomous vehicles
Dynamic signage

Emerging Technology
Roads with wireless charging equipment
Roads lined with solar panels
Road markings, which absorb light during the day then glow at night
Roadsides with wind energy harvesting equipment
Roads equipped with supporting technology for autonomous driving
Real-time management of traffic flows according to traffic density

Airport
Biometric technologies
Augmented reality
Bag Tag
Artificial intelligence
Customer facing robotics
Source: Citi Research

Emerging Technology
Recognition of passengers to smooth boarder control & traffic management
Airport way finding tool
Live tracking of luggage, end to end delivery
Live translation of languages to support service delivery at airports
Luggage support, identifying security risks

What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
In our view, low-skilled manual work will increasingly be a job of the past and this
inevitably will lead to the permanent loss of some of these roles. However, there will
be opportunities to re-train — we will touch on this in the next section.
With the introduction of technology, we believe roles will refocus on two broad
segments: operations and services. Operation jobs essentially ensure smooth
running of the technologies which support infrastructure, whether it’s the accurate
and timely handling of luggage at an airport or correctly charging for the use of a toll
road. These roles will also include ways to enhance both the processes and
performance of technology already in place.
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Service jobs are customer-facing roles which support and provide guidance to
consumers on how to make the most of technologies in place. Real-life roles include
roaming airport staff at automated check-in counters and information desks or
assistance supporting the payment of tolls over the phone/internet.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
Technology performance monitoring, service provision, and cyber security/data
science are the key areas where we see opportunities for job growth. The skill sets
for each individual role is different and, arguably, we see the former as having the
most opportunity for re-skilling of current workforce.
Re-training staff to use and work with a number of different technologies will
become an increasing part of any service provided by an infrastructure sector. It is
important that any re-skilling happens at the request of the employee, by identifying
individual interest and goals, rather than it being imposed upon them.
Above all, we believe the single biggest growth opportunity for the infrastructure
sector is the need to develop global infrastructure across a number of sectors. As
we point out in the Citi GPS report Infrastructure for Growth, despite the enormous
social needs for infrastructure, billions of people still have no access to electricity,
and no access to safe drinking water or basic sanitation. This is even before we
take into account expected population growth over the next 20 years. Between now
and 2030, we anticipate a need for $59 billion spend globally on the transportation,
telecoms, energy and water/sanitation infrastructures.
Such a push to deploy infrastructure capital expenditure would not only build a
better world for generations to come and create millions of jobs in the process, it
would also stimulate growth in the context of an already sluggish economic growth
environment, as well as satisfy the strong appetite from investors for long-dated
stable cash flows in the context of the current low return (equity and debt)
environment — a win-win all round. In the medium-term, we could also see
bipartisan political support for infrastructure investments from policy makers, given
the long-term benefit this brings.
Given the scale of potential infrastructure investments across multiple sectors, a
wide range of skill sets will likely be required — from the more physically intensive
to the more mentally intensive and from design/engineering/construction to
operations/maintenance/services.
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Figure 15. Infrastructure Investment Needs Globally to Provide Opportunities for Employment
Growth

Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (Citi GPS)

How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
As we highlighted earlier, low-skilled work such as check-in assistants at airports or
cash collection at toll booths, which repeat monotonous tasks is increasingly
becoming obsolete. With the potential rise of 3D-printing for infrastructure assets,
we also see an increased shift away from manual labor jobs within the construction
phase of new infrastructure. Furthermore, the use of AI/biometric technologies for
border control and airport security will ultimately lead to the shift of their current
physical presence to a virtual one.
In our view, the use of technology fundamentally changes the nature of the jobs
required to operate transport infrastructures. Engineers working with mechanical
and software operating systems and data scientists are likely to dominate newly
created roles. Arguably, we see this as the area where we are most likely to face a
shortage of skilled labor, as these skills tend to be transferable across industries.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Given the enormous amount of data collected by a wide range of technologies,
understanding data and how to use data will be key in any industry, including
transport infrastructure. A good foundation in numeric subjects such as
mathematics, science, and engineering are key requirements for future employment
working with data.
A significant area for policy consideration in the use and deployment of AI/biometric
technology is the regulation and protection of personal data. The introduction of
General Data Protection Regulation in the EU already provides a degree of
protection for sensitive personal data, such as biometrics. However, wide scale roll
out of developing biometric technologies in public spaces is likely to require further
thoughts for policy makers, both in terms of its use (for security purpose only?) and
access (who is allowed to see it?).
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Real Estate
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
Real estate is the world’s largest asset class as largely every human activity
requires real estate and the structures on it. The accelerating change in consumer
behavior, demographic changes (including migration), interest rate policy, and
technological advances are creating higher demand and changes in real estate and
construction that are likely to drive employment growth and the demand for more
highly-skilled jobs.
A few of the recent changes in real estate and construction include:
Aaron Guy
Europe Real Estate/Property and REITs
Analyst, Citi

 The automation in eCommerce has begun to impact retail real estate usage. As

retail sales shift online (current online sales of about 15% are expected to go to
50% and beyond), the usage and value of physical retail space is likely to decline
and/or be repurposed, driving new construction demand. At the same time, the
demand for and value of logistics space is increasing significantly with the
biggest changes yet to come. These trends are driven by the desire of
consumers to maximize leisure time, and the main facilitators/accelerators of this
change includes robotics and automated delivery and returns, retailers
expanding and making their online offering more efficient and profitable, virtual
and augmented reality, and AI.
 Automated cars, trucks, and delivery drones are key to not only facilitating online

sales, but also reducing transport costs. Reducing the 15% of total spending the
average person allocates to car ownership would free up funds to be spent on
other activities, i.e., leisure. This would then require more real estate space, more
intensive repurposing, and a change of use leading to asset value shifts and
increased construction activity.
 Property technology (PropTech) is an established and growing part of the real

estate market but arguably still on the fringes of a very traditional sector.
Automated leasing (including short-term leasing companies like AirBnB and
flexible office space companies), the purchase and sale of property, and
unitization of large illiquid assets (e.g., property stock exchange and property
derivatives) are all areas that could be impacted along with social behavior
changes, taxation changes, and ESG where the current built environment is a big
contributor to wellness and pollution.
 Changes in construction have been slower to impact the market to date but

innovations including factory-built modularized housing, 3D printing of
construction components (including bricks) or indeed entire houses or buildings,
development and use of more sustainable building products, and robotic
construction are all well underway. These initiatives tend to be focused on
construction jobs that are dangerous, tedious, or difficult (or impossible) for
humans and where significant efficiency gains can be made.
What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
Employment in real estate is likely to increase at an aggregate level and become
more specialized and highly-skilled, shifting away from traditional real estate
surveying and construction skills sets and closer to the underlying specialist land
usage. For example, shopping center owners need to become more like retailers
and restaurateurs and construction jobs will become significantly more technical in
order to create and operate newer automated construction methods.
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The rapidity of change is increasing in both real estate and construction. While real
estate has throughout history been subject to significant change and cyclicality
which is likely to increase, construction has seen less change (for example brick
manufacturing is not dissimilar from processes used thousands of years ago). But
we expect both sectors to see more change and higher-skilled job demand requiring
a more adaptable and educated workforce.
One fear is that advancements in the sector will wipe out vast amounts of jobs. This
view is short-sighted and assumes a static human reaction to innovation. Human
behavior will, as ever, adapt and in the process create new higher-value jobs.
Traditional methods must continue alongside new jobs in order to create new
innovations. These innovations, should they ultimately become widely
commercialized, will free up time and capital that will enable humans to develop
new products and activities that neither exist nor have been thought of today.
Construction in the real estate industry is also exposed to many more variables
than, for example, the very uniform process of car manufacturing, which adds a
further challenge to automation and length of time to develop.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
More and new real estate subsectors are being created, often quickly. The rapid
increase in demand for logistics space which is driving higher employment in that
sector, the transformation of the flexible office market and the creation of short term
letting apps are all ways to intensively utilize real estate in a new way and to
facilitate changes in consumer behavior. Aside from a larger and more highly-skilled
workforce in these and other growth subsectors, there will likely also be increased
employment in associated activities — data analysis, design and structure, planning
(both government and private sector), ESG advice, development and compliance of
buildings, benchmarking and data, more specialism in real estate asset and fund
management and financing, CAD, adaptation of robotics to construction, legal and
accounting, software development related to real estate and construction — and a
shift away from generalist skill sets.
Construction is likely to see higher demand for existing jobs and increasingly in
developing and operating the automated side of construction including the
development of the software, robotic hardware, and the operation of new
equipment.
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
Skill sets have been changing significantly in real estate for some time and will likely
become more technical, financial and more closely reflecting and understanding the
tenant base. Real estate is a very inefficient market due to its high capital
commitments driving illiquidity and long construction periods. However the drive to
improve the flexibility of real estate ownership and usage will require people who
can quickly find solutions and arbitrage inefficiencies.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Real estate (and to a lesser degree construction) has a very broad base of
opportunity for employment in terms of breadth of job activities, geographic reach
(where real estate basics are the same globally but each building has very micro
drivers), size of employer (employment and self-employment opportunities are
possible in real estate and construction from tiny one-person operations to large
global conglomerates).
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Someone entering the real estate industry needs to find the place that fits what they
enjoy (which generally means they will be good at it) and then continue to accrue
the specialist knowledge and skill set to reach the top (or the desired level). The
challenge is arguably finding specialization in a very broad industry. Education
paths are many from chartered surveying, legal, accounting, engineering,
architecture and design, finance etc.
While a career in real estate is subject to a significant level of change, almost
nothing on earth can be done without it, so real estate will never cease to be an
industry and the rapidity of change is driving more, higher skilled, and an even
broader range of job options. Almost every change in every industry has a real
estate angle for new employees to participate.
Figure 16. Demographic Job Growth
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Energy
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
Energy is front and center in the environmental and technological revolutions, not
only through an intense focus on carbon and emissions reduction but also
productivity gains and cost cuts on the supply side, with attention on ‘new energy’,
including renewables, electric vehicles, energy storage, and distributed generation.
Two sectors are of special focus: power generation and transportation are critical
areas globally where technology is being applied to do more with less and to help
sustain the inhabitability of the planet.
 Power generation is at the center of change. The industry is finding ways to
Edward L Morse
Global Head of Commodities Strategy, Citi

radically reduce carbon, provide cheaper sources of power via the rapid growth
of renewables, and improve the smartness of transmissions grids. These all
benefit from engineering advances which sharply improve efficiency and increase
capacity but threaten incumbent fossil fuel plants. Although renewables
installations are still labor intensive, the siting process has improved through
satellite imagery and the modeling of solar irradiance and wind generation.
Growing demand for energy storage is bringing advances in batteries used in
electric vehicles (EVs) and stationary power generation but also the integration of
various storage, generation, and demand technologies into a fully integrated
clean energy system. Meanwhile, carbon capture and storage (CCS) is
approaching commercial scale. CCS could provide the safe use of fossil fuels,
affecting both the oil & gas and utilities sectors.
 In oil & gas production, companies are transitioning to the age of the

‘smart oilfield’. As a sector that has long generated massive amounts of data
before the advent of ‘Big Data’, engineering improvements generate even more
data. Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality and 3D printing are used to help
visualize, analyze, reverse-engineer, or invent new components that are more
effective with fewer parts. Automated drilling controlled remotely and robotics
more broadly help ensure safety, lower costs, and enhance efficiency.
Additionally, AI helps to identify possible productivity and efficiency gains.
Unskilled labor opportunities are reduced but skilled labor requirements multiply.
 In energy transport, automated shipping and blockchain technology should

vastly reduce the cost and friction involved in the transport of energy. The
process of shipping oil is very paper-based, with settlement taking weeks and
involving many processes and people. The move of the shipping fleet into the
digital age is just the start, aided by satellite tracking. The oil supply chain should
benefit from blockchain by sharply reducing time and processing. For example,
VAKT, a joint-venture of major oil companies, trading houses, and oil consumers
is now live and is a new blockchain-based platform for oil trading/shipping.
What impact do you see from technological change on employment?
We have to put the jobs impact of technology change in the context of the macro
environment in which oil & gas production, commercial and personal transportation,
and the electricity sectors operate. The new environment should lead to further job
gains in the sector, as seen in Figure 17. Strong job gains are expected in U.S. ‘Oil
& Gas Extraction’ due to the shale revolution and new energy in ‘Utilities’ to replace
other job losses within the sector. For oil & gas, shale’s dominance, coupled with
further efficiency gains, should add more jobs.
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Figure 17. Strong Job Gains in U.S. ‘Oil & Gas Extraction’ due to the
Figure 18. Employment in the U.S. Economy, Oil & Gas, and Utilities
Shale Revolution; New Energy in ‘Utilities’ to Replace Other Job Losses Distributed by Age
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For electricity, labor-intensive work in renewables development and deployment
could help offset job losses elsewhere. In transportation, self-driving vehicles and
ride sharing should reduce unskilled jobs but the demand for skilled labor
skyrockets.
With this in mind, data analytics, including the application of AI and automation both
in the field and at plant sites, could help reduce costs, improve productivity, and
mitigate impacts of an upcoming wave of worker retirements. As seen in Figure 18,
more than 50% of the workforce in utilities is older than 45, while oil & gas has a
bimodal distribution, with an older group approaching retirement and another group
below the age of 35. The 2019 US Energy & Employment Report and the U.S.
Energy Department’s Quadrennial Energy Review emphasize the need to deal with
an aging/retiring workforce. The oil & gas sector also has difficulty hiring amid the
shale oil production boom. Thus, the (partial) automation of drilling, for instance,
should help mitigate impacts of replacing aging or adding workers in the ‘Operation’
segment (nearly 50% of the total workforce in the ‘Fuels’ category in Figure 19).
Many workers also operate in potentially physically taxing, risky, or isolated
locations.
Figure 20. Expected Employment Growth by Sectors (4Q’19-4Q’19)
Within the Fuels and Electric Power Generation Industries
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Technological changes noted earlier should help make drilling and production even
more cost effective and productive, thus encouraging more drilling. The U.S. Labor
Department expects the oil & gas extraction industry to be among the top 20
industries with the fastest job growth over the next seven years, with job growth of
close to 19% from 2016 to 2026. The same should occur elsewhere as the shale
revolution spreads globally and where unskilled labor in trucking and highly-skilled
workers in the digitized energy sector will be required. Within the Fuels sector,
‘Operation’ (i.e. Mining and Extraction), ‘Manufacturing’, and ‘Professional &
Business Services’ are three segments expected to add the most jobs in 2019.
In electricity, job gains in the ‘Construction’ and ‘Professional & Business Services’
segments (Figure 20) should help offset losses, some via retirements, in the
‘Manufacturing’ and ‘Operation’ segments. ‘Construction’ jobs make up over 30% of
the total workforce due partly to the installation of renewables and energy storage.
While ‘Construction’ can be hard to automate, the siting of renewables has become
efficient, lowering costs and driving more installations. ‘Professional & Business
Services’ jobs, which involve analytics, should rise further, with more renewables,
storage, and grid integration. Renewables investments are in fact led by top tech
companies such as Facebook, Google, and Microsoft.
In all, job growth should be skewed towards high-skilled roles, especially data
analytics, automation and robotics. As of the end of 2018, the ‘Professional and
Business Services’ segment represented ~15-20% of jobs in the Fuels and Power
Generation industries (see Figure 20). The share should grow and existing positions
will have to adjust to advances in technology.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
Figure 21. In 2018 in Oil & Gas, Extraction,
Construction, and Professional & Business
Services Were the Fastest Growing
Segments
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Highly-skilled engineers and technical and mechanical support should see the
biggest demand increase. The 2019 US Energy & Employment Report highlighted
how these jobs were among the most difficult to hire in 2018, as analytics, research
and automation, including robotics, are core to the future of the industry, as
highlighted above. Construction jobs, which are hard to automate on site once prefabricated modules have been accounted for, could grow in the oil & gas and utilities
sectors, particularly in renewables. Labor demand rises for site-preparation and
facility installations, particularly in renewable energy or energy storage deployments
and oil & gas drilling.
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
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The demand for highly-skilled workers should rise with emphases on data science
broadly, AI in particular, general information technology, and robotics. A key
challenge for those who are not highly skilled could be to combine industry
knowledge with more technological know-how. Although the bimodal distribution of
workers mentioned earlier indicates that some will likely retire by the time tech
change is more prevalent, younger workers, who generally are part of the
smartphone generation, would have to adapt. Coinciding with a tight labor market
now, firms also adapt by making labor-intensive jobs less so through some
automation and the use of phone apps to make learning curves less steep.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
It is an exciting time to join the industry, with tech changes happening all over. Bill
Gates said that new energy is one of three fields, including AI and biosciences, that
young people should enter.
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Those with a broad skill set, mainly in data science, with emphasis on AI, robotics,
and engineering, will be sought after. A passion for the industry is key. The desire
by the current generation to ‘do good’, particularly on the environment and equality
(through increased energy access and empowerment), fits well with the mission of
the ‘new energy’ industry.
Employers should re-think the industry culture to attract young and promising
engineers, data scientists, or other millennials with strong technical backgrounds.
Besides competitive compensation and a stimulating problem-solving environment,
highlighting the positive mission of the sector could appeal to young people who are
driven to do well and to do good.
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Sustainability
Sustainability encompasses the defining issues of our age. But what has it got to do
with technology, and how will the two impact employment? The United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) provide a useful framework through
which we might consider this question. As even a cursory glance at the SDG's
shown in Figure 22 reveals, the impact of tech on our ability to achieve the goals is
vast.
Figure 22. The UN Sustainable Development Goals

Jason Channell
Global Head of Sustainable Finance, Citi

Source: United Nations

If the ultimate goal is to end poverty in all its forms, tech offers vast potential via
numerous routes — boosting financial inclusivity (mobile banking), impacting
farming and supply chains and hence rural communities, which combined with shifts
in educational methods (e-learning) and advances such as distributed energy, have
the potential to dramatically impact inequality in all its forms (including gender
inequality), and boosting inclusivity and social mobility. The potential impact of tech
on health requires little explanation — not just in terms of biotech advances, but in
more practical senses such as wearable tech and fitness, to the sci-fi end of the
spectrum and 'nanohealthbots', as well as once again via education. Tech will also
play an enormous role in the 'physical' goals, such as water and energy, not least in
terms of energy storage and how it can facilitate distributed generation. Tech has
enormous potential to impact the 'economic goals' (as laid out in our Citi GPS report
on the UN SDGs) such as Decent Work and Economic Growth in ways too
numerous to list — many of which are laid out elsewhere in this report, not least via
other goals such as Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, and Sustainable (&
smart) Cities. Blockchain could be designed to track materials, sub-components,
and products through supply chains (one of the hottest topics in sustainability right
now), and helping us understand what we use, how we use it, and what we do with
it afterwards, providing an important building block as we move towards a more
circular economy.
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Sustainable investing is the single largest investment
opportunity in history. It has the magnitude of the industrial
revolution but the speed of the digital revolution
– AL GORE

Figure 23. Financial Opportunity of the UN SDGs
SDG Goal
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SDG 6 Clean Water and Sanitation
Population that do not have access to
safely managed sanitation (and drinking
water) in 2015
SDG 7 Affordable and Clean Energy
People without access to clean cooking
fuels
SDG 9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Population with lack of access to
infrastructure
SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities
Global population that lives in cities
SDG 12 Responsible Consumption and
Population that will gain with better
Production
waste management practices
SDG 13 Climate Action
Population exposed to climate
conditions exceeding deadly threshold
at least 20 days a year
SDG 14 Life Below Water
People living in SIDS and LDCs (minus
LLDC)
SDG 15 Life On Land
People living in countries with less than
15% forest cover (2015)
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(bn of people)
0.7

Financial Opportunity Indicator

0.8
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hunger
Mean annual cost to materially achieve Good
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0.8

Additional annual cost to ensure all children can
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2.4
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Clean Water and Sanitation
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Additional annual investment needed to provide
universal access and clean energy to all
Boost to GDP from investment in infrastructure
and a 10% uplift to global R&D budget
Investment opportunity in cities
Contribution of moving to a circular economy by
2025
Additional investment needed for Sustainable
Development Scenario, relative to investment
needs of IEA New Policies Scenario
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0.39
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Financial
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The 2.5 billion in SDG 6 refer to the proportion of people who do not have access to improved sanitation; the proportion of people who do not have access to safely managed
drinking water is lower at 2.1 billion. The financial figure for SDG 15 is the average taken of the funding gap for global conservation of $50-$190 billion. The 2.8 billion people
referred to in SDG 7 refers to the population lacking access to clean cooking fuels, while those lacking access to electricity is lower at 1.06 billion. SIDS = Small Island
Developing States; LDCs = Least Developed Countries; LLDC = Land-Locked Developing Countries.
Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (Citi GPS)

Tech offers enormous potential to help tackle climate change, perhaps the defining
issue of our time, and not just in terms of new energy technology like wind and
solar, but also via new technologies such as carbon capture and storage, and even
more excitingly, through new fields such as Geoengineering. This encompasses
future technologies such as Solar Radiation Management, where for example
sulphuric acid can be put into the upper atmosphere which then acts as millions of
tiny mirrors, reflecting the sun's radiation back into space, or by 'cloud brightening'.
It embraces other technologies such as greenhouse gas removal (in terms of impact
and growth potential, about as exciting as it's possible to get — imagine if you were
the one to harness that technology?), or more down to earth technologies such as
reforestation and de-desertification. All of these effectively turn emissions negative,
and while this might sound fanciful, it is actually included in the IPCC's RCP2.6
scenario, the only one which capped temperature increases below 2 degrees, and
which sees emissions turn negative in the second half of this century.
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Figure 24. Skills Demand – Trending 2022
Skills
Analytical Thinking & Innovation
Active Learning & Learning Strategies
Creativity, Originality & Initiative
Technology Design & Programming
Critical Thinking & Analysis
Complex Problem-Solving
Leadership & Social Influence
Emotional Intelligence
Reasoning, Problem-Solving & Ideation
Systems Analysis & Evaluation
Source: WEF Future of Jobs Report 2018
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So, the impact of technology will have profound implications for sustainability.
However, this greater focus on sustainable development, both in society and in the
corporate world, will lead to significant changes in how we work, and indeed, what
that work is. The rise of ESG in the investment community reflects a fundamental
shift in society from a focus purely on the quantum of returns, to an equal focus on
how those returns are generated. Society now is beginning to ask the most
fundamental questions of the corporate world, with Millennials and Gen Z caring
much more about sustainability and the ethos of a company, and at its most
fundamental, what purpose does a company serve? Why does it exist? Is it just
about making money, or does it have a broader purpose within society? And if it
doesn't, and especially if it is making those profits at the expense of others, society
generally, or the environment, there is now a real risk that a company loses its
'social license to operate', which often ultimately results in regulatory shifts to
achieve those societal aims.
So when considering the industries of the future, we should also consider which are
sustainable in the most traditional (rather than conceptual) sense of the word; a
business model based on the use of a resource which has a finite life, or has an
unacceptable impact on health or the environment, or which is based on an
exploitative business model or supply chain may reasonably be viewed as
'unsustainable' in the longer term, and hence may not offer the best employment
opportunities for the generation entering employment today. However, similar to the
divest/engage debate today in the investment community, some may still choose to
join industries which are viewed as less sustainable, and to try to drive change from
within.
Moreover, if governments around the world are becoming increasingly ineffectual,
then the burden to drive societal change may fall further onto the private sector —
and hence this question on the role and purpose of a company becomes
increasingly important. This would represent a seismic shift; if we look back at the
demonization of 'big business' in recent decades, the image of the fat-cat-run
corporation profiteering at the expense of the person in the street, the environment
or society, a shift to the corporation as a force for societal and environmental good
is indeed an alluring one — as is the opportunity to play an active part in that
transformation.
But if this is a shift at a societal level, then it will be paralleled in a shift in the skill
sets needed to fuel this brave new paradigm. As tech takes a greater share of work,
it is the softer, unashamedly human skills which will become more important,
valuable and employable. This is highlighted in the World Economic Forum's 'Future
of Jobs' survey, as highlighted in Figure 24. Yes, technology is in there, but so are
emotional intelligence, social influence, learning, reasoning, creativity and critical
thinking. The irony that these social skills may be being gradually lost in an
increasingly on-line world (ever texted or emailed someone you can physically
see?) is one we should all remember as we consider the future of work, how
technology will impact it, and what our place in it will be.
As well as thinking about the impact that technology will have on sustainability, it is
also important to ask, "What impact will sustainability have on technology?" This
encompasses important issues such as data privacy (GDPR), the social (& mental
health) impacts of social media, fake news, advertising, and regulating inappropriate
content. It also encompasses the responsibilities of technology in the physical
world; think driverless cars, and an unavoidable choice of hitting either one person,
or another – but which one? Who chooses?
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Who writes the algorithm, and how do we check that their biases or moral values
reflect those that we collectively agree on (if indeed we do) as a society? This issue
of, shall we call it 'technological morality', is likely to becoming an increasingly
important one.
So in summary, what advice would I give to someone entering the world of work?
First, be true to yourself. If you go and work for a company which shares your
values, you are ultimately likely to be more successful, and rewarded in other ways
rather than just the superficial and financial ones. You will be more engaged, and as
the values of society shift, it is also likely to be that case that that company will
ultimately be more successful. Second, much as we are discussing tech, do be sure
to put down that smartphone or tablet, and engage — the irony is that wonderful
though the progress which tech affords us is, the skills which will become truly
valuable in the coming decade and which will genuinely differentiate you, will be
those which are unashamedly human — the soft skills that we perhaps saw as less
important through the era of industrial growth and globalization.
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Consumer
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
Here are five areas of major technological shift for consumer products companies,
which are either well under way or have potential to grow in the coming years:
 eCommerce: Following the shift from physical store to eCommerce, we are now

in an omnichannel approach — a phase of integration of physical stores and
eCommerce distribution. In China eCommerce is particularly important as it
allows companies to service smaller towns and cities economically, growing their
geographic footprint substantially.
 CRM systems: New IT systems have been designed to more effectively manage
Elise Badoy, CFA
Deputy Head of EMEA Research, Citi

promotional activity, increasingly in real time. This is happening in retail but also
in the on-premise, with connected points of sales relaying real-time consumer
behavior data. In the beverages sector for example, companies like AB Inbev are
beginning to encourage bar owners to adapt prices and offerings at different
times of the day/night to maximize beer sales.
 Advertising and Promotion: Consumer companies increasingly use digital and

adaptive advertising, rather than the traditional, usually outsourced channels.
Generally companies selling items with higher prices — e.g., luxury and personal
care companies — find it easier to incorporate digital into their marketing than
companies selling cheaper items, for example breakfast cereals. Digital is
transforming the marketing of some categories, most notably cosmetics and
skincare and spirits. For the retailers, selling digital data to enhance promotional
effectiveness has also become a revenue stream.
 Automation of manufacturing processes: This affects some sectors within

consumer but not all. In luxury goods, there is generally limited automation of
manufacturing processes, particularly in leather goods and watches. But high
levels of automation and technology are definitely changing the game in the initial
design and prototype processes. Stocking and warehouses have seen major AIdriven innovations, often disruptive. Fresh food retailing, for example, had seen
little innovation due to technology constraints, until Ocado’s state-of-the–art
warehouses and beverages companies are looking at using new technology for
dispensing equipment. The field continues to evolve aggressively with companies
such as Ocado being self-disruptive, with concepts such as the Ocado Zoom
immediacy trial, for grocery baskets delivered less than an hour after ordering.
Citi’s consumer research team expects more to come in the area from others
going forward. AI can also give predictive ability for retailers with regards to
maximizing sales per store, maintaining relevant inventory levels, and capturing
the trends at an earlier stage in the design process. This has the benefit of
increased profitability as well as less waste.
 Augmented Reality: Augmented reality theoretically has large potential to be

used by consumer companies and it is currently being tested though not yet
widely used in practice. L’Oreal for example has launched an app for make-up
and so has Sephora/LVMH using AI. Again we probably expect more of this in the
coming years.
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What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
The overall impact on employment in consumer manufacturing is probably a lot
more limited than in other sectors for two main reasons: Firstly consumer goods and
food manufacturing factories are already highly automated and the production
processes optimized following multiple restructuring programs over the last decades
(cigarettes, yogurts and so on). Secondly, at the other end of the scale, the
processes that have not yet been restructured or automated are usually in fact
those necessitating highly-skilled craftsmanship (cigars, most luxury goods),
necessary to maintain the brand equity. In terms of retail/distribution, it is worth
noting that the physical expansion of stores is slowing down, yet some stores and
traditional sales staff are still required to convey a luxury shopping experience,
service, and promote/protect brand equity. Overall there has been a shift in retail
employment from direct customer-facing roles to logistics given the shift to online.
In corporate functions, consumer companies are gradually replacing non-value
adding transactional employees with AI-based IT systems or individuals capable of
using machine learning. The use of big data to improve point of sales execution and
on-line ordering is reducing the number of salespeople which some beverages/food
manufacturers had out on the street visiting point of sale premises and taking orders
(this is particularly true of alcohol companies). In turn this can be offset in some
measure by the hiring of highly skilled IT/Data managers.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
The biggest change we forecast is around digital advertising/marketing and data
analytics. Companies are employing more people directly in this area or looking to
integrate these skills in all traditional areas of the value chain. For example AB
Inbev has added 160 people over the last five years in data analytics. A number of
the spirits companies are also employing digital marketing personnel directly rather
than outsourcing to media agencies and a number also have in-house digital
advertising production. This is a reversal of the trend after years of outsourcing
advertising and promotion. eCommerce and supply chain specialists and IT/coders
are the other areas for employment growth.
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
Overall the skill set is increasingly IT-driven and less directly selling-based. The
sales-based roles now have to either sell the history and provenance of the brand or
explain the more complex service-based elements of the product offering.
At the design stage for products, skills are becoming much more technologyoriented (initial design phase/prototype). Sales and product managers are now
required to embrace omnichannel integration. L’Oreal now requires managers to
have a diploma in digital matters.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Future employees will need to understand why consumers buy what they buy
through data and how this changes with different consumption patterns and
occasions. Most consumer industries will still need story-tellers to drive the
authenticity and provenance of products and brands but the cold commercial reality
of profit maximization in an increasingly fragmented and competitive consumer
landscape will put data analysis at the center of management decision making.
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This takes us onto some of the policy maker’s challenges. First who can own data
and how to regulate its use. Second ensuring traceability of some of the product will
become increasingly important to sustain consumer loyalty and trust. Larger
companies can technically collect more data and may benefit from their scale and
use it as a competitive advantage versus smaller players. In a world where data
becomes a key competitive advantage, this alone may drive M&A. Scale will also
play a role with respect to level of resources and ability to invest in technological
innovation.
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Travel & Leisure
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
In the last millennium, the vast majority of human leaps and strides towards a better
state of global well-being (GDP, wealth) have taken place in the aftermath of the
industrial revolution, including a significant uptrend in life expectancy.

Head of European Transport & Leisure
Research, Citi

Figure 25. Life Expectancy by Region
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In addition, the shift towards automation has meant that people are working fewer
hours. The combination of longer lives and lower working hours has led to more
time spent engaging in a realm of leisure-based activities. With these structural
trends still prevalent, we see further growth of the Travel & Leisure sector in the
coming decade.
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Figure 27. Annual Hours Worked Per Person ‘000, 1995 vs 2017
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Moreover, away from the old guard, a newly-enriched generation of millennials in
the emerging markets will also underscore the Travel & Leisure sector’s growth
profile. This category has less leisure time than its older aforementioned peer
group, but is choosing to forego material items, and instead look for experiences.
Millennials remain motivated by an insatiable desire to share experiences and by an
unquenched need to garner ‘likes’ across social media from their peers.
Figure 30. Millennials Spending More on Experiences
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Additionally, Travel & Leisure companies themselves in-turn will use a variety of
new technologically-refined entertainment formats (in particular with the
development of virtual reality) to capture both of these consumer categories’
mindshare. And, there will be an increased obsession by company management
teams about understanding precise consumer habits and personalizing the
offerings.
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Figure 32. Experiences vs. Goods
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Essentially technology will impact every part of the value chain in the delivery of
leisure and entertainment to the consumer — from how companies sell their
product, to how these same companies procure knowledge and data trends about
their customers, through to what is actually being consumed.
 Point of sale: There will be a continued shift away from bricks and mortar

agencies (selling face-to-face or over the phone) to online platforms.
 Customer data: There will be an increased desire to technologically ‘map’

customer habits, to own the associated data, and to avoid expensive
intermediaries. For example, global distributing systems in the current structure
currently impede an airline’s ability to cross-sell and trade-up customers.
Elsewhere, for gaming companies, this mapping of customer habits (e.g.,
changes in spending patterns, speed of play etc.) will allow for more
sophisticated customer interventions and self-regulation, hopefully reducing
gambling-related harm.
 Consumption: Companies will also tailor products that address the consumer’s

increased mobility and propensity to travel.
What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
 Point of sale: The shift in consumer booking habits towards online has obvious

negative implications for employment in bricks & mortar agencies as many will
continue to close down to reduce overhead. This will be a theme across
numerous legacy-based sub-sectors in Travel & Leisure.
 Customer data: The focus on ancillary revenue generation and trading

customers up will drive more data scientists working at travel companies to map
customer buying patterns. The winning companies will be ones that view the
customer experience holistically (i.e. the airline, hotel, car hire as one) but also
appreciate the customer’s desire for an unbundled transparent product that offers
choice.
 The product: As an example of product shifts, visitor attractions will increasingly

require employees to interact with customers to ensure the experience is
immersive and entertaining. This is particularly true in a culture where word-ofmouth and the feedback loop (Tripadvisor) is readily available to consumers.
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Figure 34. GDP vs. Seat Per Capita – Western
Europe vs. CEE
Western Europe
CEE (excl. Ukraine)
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What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
In developed markets, personalized services will see strong growth as travel
companies seek to accelerate ancillary revenue and take market share in services
previously provided by third parties.
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In emerging economies the growth in disposable income and the propensity to
travel presents a significant area of opportunity, and travel companies that can
capture this wallet early will see multi-year growth trajectories. For example in
Western Europe the number of airline seats purchased per capita is about 2 per
year versus around .0.5 across Central & Eastern Europe markets.
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Figure 35. Global Avg Return Fare, 1995-2019
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How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
The core skills of flying aircraft and operating hotels and attractions will be little
changed. However there will be an increasing need for staff with advanced
technological skill sets. For example, at a vanilla level, learning how to code will
inevitably hold value. But at a more profound level, the nuanced interpretation of
data sets will be a key skill set as customer-facing roles require staff to react
spontaneously. For example, cabin crew across various airlines are today equipped
with real-time data on passengers on-board to drive ancillary sales mid-flight,
amidst the pressure from management to compensate for deflating core air travel
fares
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To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
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At a broad level, a future employee should focus on innovative customer
experiences and concepts which can enhance existing revenue streams or start
new ones.
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The Gig Economy
Companies like Deliveroo and TaskRabbit are fast becoming household names and
synonymous with the growing phenomenon that is the gig economy. Freelancing is
not a new type of work arrangement but the evolution of the digital economy is
increasingly transforming the way we work, and creating a broader range of
alternatives to the traditional ‘full-time job’. In a previous Technology at Work Citi
GPS report we asked “Could the future of work lie in self-employment, multiple job
holdings, short duration, and temporary employees?” We now dig deeper into the
67
gig economy to better understand the current landscape, future trends, and the
role of technology, as well as highlight the pros and cons for the individual.

Rise of the Independent Worker
Ying Qin
Global Thematic Research Team, Citi

The gig economy is growing and we think two key drivers are changing attitudes to
work and technological innovation.

1. More and more people are seeking independent work
Currently, 20-30% of the working age population in the U.S. and Europe are
engaged in some form of independent work (162 million people), 15% of which use
68
online platforms. In the U.S., the independent workforce is growing faster than the
69
total workforce — 8% compared to 2.6%, and in the U.K., the RSA found 26% of
70
young people (16-30) would consider gig work. Even though gig economy
platforms currently only account for 2% of the total recruitment market, it is growing
rapidly and is expected to be worth $63 billion globally by 2020, up from $10 billion
71
in 2014.
There is no common experience of the gig economy and the profile of a “gig” worker
is evolving, but McKinsey has identified 4 key segments: (1) 30% are ‘free agents’
who derive their primary income from independent work; (2) 40% are ‘casual
earners’ who choose to use gig work as secondary income; (3) 14% are ‘reluctants’
who use gig work as their primary income but would prefer a full-time job; and (4)
16% are ‘financially strapped’ who do additional gig work out of necessity. The way
gig workers engage with digital labor-sharing platforms also varies — from
marketplaces that allow work to be negotiated by the individual (i.e. Upwork) to
those that directly assign work.
There is a perception that gig economy work is largely low-paid and low-skilled, but
in reality it encompasses a spectrum of skill levels and income. In a global survey of
11,000 workers, BCG found that digital freelancing is enabling almost all businesses
72
to access independent workers (Figure 36).
Gig platforms are also becoming more prevalent in highly-skilled sectors, for
73
example, PwC launched “Talent Exchange” in 2016 to tap into the Gig economy.

67

This is not really a consensus on the definitions of freelancing, independent work, gig
economy, and debate constitutes around what is a ‘gig’, but for the purpose of this
report, we view them through the same lens of alternative work arrangements to the
traditional full-time salaried job.
68
McKinsey (2016) Independent Work: Choice, Necessity, and the Gig Economy.
69
Upwork and Freelancers Union (2017) Freelancing in America 2017
70
RSA (2017) A Fairer Future for the U.K.’s Gig Economy.
71
PwC (2016) The Future of Work
72
BCG (2019) The New Freelancers – Tapping Talent in the Gig Economy
73
https://talentexchange.pwc.com
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Figure 36. Range of Gig Economy Work (Global Survey of 11,000 Workers)
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2. Technology is the backbone of the gig economy
Technology has fueled the growth of the gig economy, and is continuing to drive
innovation in non-traditional work arrangements. Digital connectivity and ease of
communication are key components of the gig economy. This has led to the
development of digital labor-sharing platforms that can connect larger pools of
workers and clients, enable a better matching of skills, as well as create a new
range of jobs in the form of the sharing economy (i.e. AirBnB).
The digital workplace and gig economy also go hand in hand, and at the heart of the
two are communication platforms such as Skype, that use tools like live chat, video
calls, and cloud-based intranet systems which enable individuals to work anywhere
and still collaborate in teams. Both workers and companies are becoming more
open and comfortable working with each other virtually which is increasing the
ability of individuals to work from wherever they want.
As more and more people engage in the gig economy, the use of AI and data
insights can help create new business models and marketplaces that can better
match the needs of the worker with those of businesses. The technology sector
itself is also generating growing demand for ‘high-skilled’ workers across a variety of
disciplines including AI, blockchain, robotics, and virtual reality. Some of the highest
paying gig economy jobs of 2019 include software engineers, blockchain
freelancers, and penetration testers with hourly wages ranging from $65 to $115 per
74
hour.

Businesses and policy makers are also starting to take the gig economy more
seriously. Legislation is coming into force around the world, for example, the EU

74
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recently introduced new rules that set minimum rights for gig workers. For
businesses, there is a growing recognition that independent workers can help them
become more agile and resilient to the future of work. A survey of 6,500 executives
found 50% of respondents agreed that corporate adoption of gig platforms would be
76
a significant trend. However, it is important to note there is still a lot of work to be
done from businesses and governments to ensure alternative work arrangements
work well for the workers

Should I Consider the Gig Economy?
There are plenty of reasons why more and more people are participating in the gig
77
economy, but several surveys have found greater autonomy and flexibility to be
key motivators. The gig economy offers more freedom to choose how, where, and
whom you work for and what you work on, but it is not without trade-offs (Figure 37),
and the sector is still evolving. On the other hand, traditional ‘full-time’ jobs offer
stability and security as well as other benefits such as paid sick leave and holiday,
and for many, a sense of belonging and community.
Figure 37. Opportunities and Challenges to Consider for Work in the Gig Economy
Opportunities
- Greater autonomy in what you work on
- Greater flexibility in how and where you work
- Greater autonomy in balancing work and personal life
- Greater autonomy on who you work with

Challenges
- Job insecurity
- Financial instability
- Lack of a clear career path
- Lack of access to professional training and credentials
- Lack of access to benefits( i.e. pension, healthcare)
- Need for self-discipline, motivation and organization

Source: Citi Research

If you think the opportunities outweigh the challenges, then you’ll be glad to hear
freelance infrastructure, uptake from companies, as well as policies are all largely
moving to support you. However, just like the traditional job market, competition is
fierce and growing in the gig economy — Upwork reported as of April 2019, there
78
were 2.02 million users competing for 76,670 jobs. So how do you thrive in the
world of independent work?
1.

Build your personal brand: When you go it alone, it is largely up to you to find
work/clients. This mean building up administrative, organizational and
marketing skills to create a reputation and following as well as established rate
79
structures. McKinsey advises individuals to “Think like a business”.

2.

Maintain your competitive edge: Education is evolving from a stage of life to
lifelong learning (See our Citi GPS report on Education), but this is particularly
crucial for “giggers”. The onus is on you to stay relevant, keep on top of
industry trends and develop the skills that will set you apart.

3.

Build a Professional Network: There is currently not enough data to assess
the career path of gig workers, but to tackle the lack of clear career progression

75

European Parliament (2019) MEPs Approve Boost to Workers Rights in the Gig
Economy.
76
BCG (2019) The New Freelancers – Tapping Talent in the Gig Economy.
77
McKinsey, NCG, Kalido, RSA.
78
Thinknum (2019) Is the Gig Economy All That? Competition is growing for the same
number of jobs.
79
McKinsey (2016) Independent Work: Choice, Necessity and the Gig Economy
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within the gig economy, individuals should take a pro-active approach in
building professional relationships and seeking mentors.
The future of work and society’s attitude to the workplace is evolving, more flexible
and adaptable work environments are here to stay, and we believe there is room for
both traditional and “gig” work to co-exist. This evolution will be a learning process
for individuals and companies, but if all parties work together and take advantage of
technology innovations, the gig economy can help to satisfy the needs of both
workers and businesses, and contribute to the wider economy.
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Education
What are the key technological shifts happening in your industry?
The Education industry — if we can call it an industry — is on the cusp of seeing a
significant amount of change. Education has always been a growth market but it
has been one where the benefits of growth have been somewhat asymmetric: as
educational opportunities flourished in the developed world, a lot of young people in
less affluent parts of the world have been left to ‘wither on the vine’.

Thomas A Singlehurst, CFA
Head of European Education & Media
Research, Citi

But we are on the cusp of a significant inflection and change in emphasis. As well
as seeing a significant step up in growth (the global education market is expected to
double between 2015 and 2030E) the complexion of the market is expected to
change with emphasis partially shifting from ‘traditional’ learning markets, i.e., K-12
schooling and higher education, to vocational training, corporate training, and
lifelong learning.
Figure 38. Global Education Market, 2000-2030E
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In addition to changing emphasis in terms of what type of education is likely to see
growth, we also see a very sharp change ahead from where the growth will be
geographically. As per Figure 39 below, with enrollment rates in both secondary and
tertiary education already very high in developed markets, growth in traditional
categories will overwhelmingly come from the so-called developing markets.
To put some of these numbers in context, we estimate that over the next 15 years
the incremental demand from just Brazil, India, and China (cumulatively about 56
million students) is around 2.5x the entire current student population of the U.S.
(actually now around 20 million students vs. 23 million in 2015).
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Figure 39. School Enrollment Rates (% of Population in that Age Group and Numbers in Millions)
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The point here is that technology not only will play a role in the education market but
HAS to play a role and we see this having an impact on two aspects of the
educational market:
 First, we see greater adoption of technology, e.g., via adaptive learning and

competence-based assessment, driving better outcomes which is another way of
saying the productivity of existing educational infrastructure will be
improved.
 Second, we see greater use of technology, e.g., via online program

management, virtual schools or web- or mobile-based learning applications,
broadening access to education. This could be particularly important in
satisfying the exponential increase in demand for education in the developing
world.

In some parts of the world, students are going to school
every day. It’s their normal life. But in other parts of the
world, we are starving for education…it’s like a precious gift.
It’s like a diamond,
– MALAYA YOUSAFZAI, EDUCATION ACTIVIST AND NOBEL LAUREATE

80

What impact do you see from technological change on employment in your
industry?
In all candor, if we are right about the potentially seismic impact technology could
have on the educational landscape, how employment develops within the narrow
confines of the education ‘industry’ probably won’t be the most important
consequence of this change.
80

Yousafzai, Malala, “Death Did Not Want to Kill Me”. Interview with Diane Sawyer, ABC
News, 7 October 2013. http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/diane-sawyer-sitsinspirational-malala-yousafaza-20499735
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Widespread adoption of online learning, for example, could significantly enhance
productivity for whole countries if it were to significantly widen access to high quality
education. In this context, we note the huge body of academic work which supports
the contention that educational attainment is associated with higher GDP growth
Coming back to the specific impact technology adoption will have on employment
within the education services sector, we actually suspect the impact will not be that
profound. Rather than negatively impacting the level of employment of, in particular,
teachers but also other educational services professionals, we think technology will
drive better outcomes and increased productivity.
In summary, we don’t see robots replacing teachers, rather we see them helping
teachers teach more pupils, more effectively, and achieving better results over time.
A win-win if there ever was one.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment?
In keeping with our comments above, by geography we suspect the fastest area of
growth will be in the developing world where significant incremental demand for
access to education will be a huge factor driving growth in demand for quality
teachers. With the help of technology, intensity as measured by, say, pupil-toteacher ratios may not be as low as in the past or in more mature markets, but the
overwhelming impact will likely be positive, in our view.
By function, although we still see scope for significant growth in the traditional (K12, higher ed) education industry, we see this being complemented by significant
growth in both vocational/corporate training and lifelong learning. Again technology
will be a key enabler in these spaces so incremental demand may not be catered
for in exactly the same way as in the past (which would have naturally been more
classroom based), but we would still expect the net impact on employment in these
areas to be significantly positive.
If we try to quantify this, it becomes more problematic but one measure that is
potentially helpful is the ‘student to staff’ ratios. For universities we can use data
supplied by Times Higher Education (THS). According to THS, there are some
universities (typically medical schools) have student-to-staff ratios as low as 1x but
if we look at the top 100 universities worldwide, the ratio is near 6. In K-12 the ratios
are typically higher, e.g. around 16.5x in the U.K.
Even taking a haircut to these figures (assume 10x for higher ed and 25x for
secondary) would suggest the incremental employment opportunities from Brazil,
India, and China alone would be around 7 million jobs by 2030E (about 1.6 million
jobs on 41 million more students in secondary education and about 5.6 million more
jobs on 56 million more students in higher education or training).
How are the skill sets of the people in your industry changing?
Clearly facility with technology is going to be an increasingly important factor in the
educational sphere, as it will be in a number of other industries. Technology will be,
we think, increasingly used in a classroom setting and the teacher/educational
professionals who can exploit its benefits will get significantly better outcomes.
This, in turn, speaks to two big challenges facing adoption of technology and
realization of its potential benefits.
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 The first is what some might call ‘inertia’ but what others might call ‘resistance’,

from existing professionals who work within education. Perhaps for the best of
intentions — normally concern about members’ longer-term employment
prospects — teacher trades unions have not always been a force for good in this
context, often seeing (relative) investment in technology through the lens of
(relative) disinvestment in teachers. As above, we think there is a strong reason
to believe that technology will be largely complementary to existing teaching
rather than wholly substitutional.
 The second is cost. There are some wonderful use cases for digital content in a

K-12 learning environment that would potentially revolutionize outcomes but in
many parts of the world — and even in developed markets — it is simply not
economic to use technology in this setting. More often than not, this is not
because the cost of the content or application itself is more expensive than the
traditional (typically print) alternative, but rather it is the infrastructure that is
absolutely needed to use that content, e.g. devices for every child, industrial
quality WiFi infrastructure, or state of the art learning management systems
(LMSs), is prohibitively expensive to install.
While this tells us that change will be gradual, we nevertheless think it is inevitable.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer to someone
entering your industry today, or to employers or policy makers?
Looking at these three stakeholders in turn:
 For policy makers: We argue governments still get a good deal from education

typically getting more back from funding education than they pay in the first place
but pressures are building. Not only are financial resources increasingly tight, but
there is growing Vox Populi risk associated with segments of the population
disrupted by technology but without the requisite skills to get back into the
workforce. Supporting greater student numbers who need more skills but at a
lower cost per outcome is a big challenge but the answer lies in encouraging new
sources of capital both in the form of private spend and more innovative modes
of financing/lending (e.g., educational bonds). We also think governments will
need to play an active role in encouraging vocational training and lifelong
learning.
 For employers: We think corporates have a significant role to play in terms of

encouraging learning and development as a lifelong process. As what is required
of employees evolves, the best employers will make sure employees gain the
requisite skills on the job with appropriate professional certification. This will not
only drive better business outcomes but also a halo effect in terms of the ability
to attract and retain the very best talent.
 And, finally, for us as individuals: Obviously governments and corporates have

a role to play in encouraging us to get the right skills, but we argue that we, as
individuals, also have to change our attitude to education — to think of it less as
a stage or a destination and more as a process or journey. By doing this, we will
make sure not only that we have the appropriate skills to face the challenges of
the modern world but the ability to adapt when disruption inevitably occurs.
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The United States
In the U.S., the services sector dominates the domestic economy and is the area of
international comparative advantage: collectively, services account for 79 percent of
employment, 79 percent of output, 69 percent of consumption, and 22 percent of
81
international trade. The U.S. runs a trade surplus against a deficit in goods (Figure
40), including a growing surplus in business services such as R&D and
management consulting, with high wages (Figure 41).

Global Chief Economist, Citi

As the home of Silicon Valley and other major tech hubs, the U.S. remains dominant
in the tech industry, particularly in ‘intangible’ tech. The U.S. business environment
and its large and integrated marketplace favors the business models and activities
of the future that gather and analyze end-user behavior using big data: for example,
manufactured products that are ‘wrapped’ in data; predictive analytics that extend
product life and create new varieties; data-based medicine that will revolutionize
care; improved logistics that will feed more people with fewer resources. The
European tech sector remains mostly business-to-business (B2B), and their
fragmented marketplace heightens the challenge of achieving the network
externalities and scale that generate a high return to deploying big data. Chinese
technology companies remain predominantly domestically-oriented, and when
considering services overall, run a huge trade deficit in tourism (Figure 42).

Figure 40. U.S. Trade Balance: Goods &
Services

Figure 41. U.S. Services Trade Balance, By
Activity
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Figure 42. China Services Trade Balance
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Employment Outlook: Areas of Opportunity and Worry
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, health care-related services dominate
projections for the greatest increase in employment through 2026 (Figure 40).
These jobs will fill a growing need to take care of an aging population; by 2030, the
U.S. is projected to have more people above the age of 65 than under the age of 18
for the first time in its history. But, information services is ranked second in terms of
projected growth; and other managerial, scientific, and technical services round out
the top 10 list, consistent with the areas of international comparative advantage.
Services increasingly dominate value-added in the production process, depicted by
the ‘Smiley Curve’. So, it is no surprise that of the 20 sectors projected by the BLS
to decline the most in employment through 2026, 14 are in manufacturing.

Source: BLS, Citi Research
81

Note: Services consumption as a share of GDP personal consumption expenditure;
exports plus imports of services as a share of labor exports and imports. Source: BEA.
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Research on manufacturing suggests automation accelerated labor displacement in
manufacturing tasks, even as it moderately increased labor demand in other tasks.
This process will continue to threaten manufacturing employment.
Attention is now turning to how automation and artificial intelligence might affect
services jobs. Across the OECD, workers at all income levels are in occupations at
high of risk of automation (more so for low income than for high income), although
U.S. workers overall are relatively less exposed (Figure 44). However, the potent
combination of improved remote-work technologies and lowered language barriers
from AI mean traditional white collar jobs in the U.S. could be at risk, both from
abroad and from automation. Research on machine learning shows that demand for
mid-skill jobs is falling, with tasks being distributed to both higher-wage and lowerwage workers. That being said, job losses are dependent upon firms adopting these
technologies in the first place. Although each sector has a few technology leaders,
the vast majority of firms adopt technology slowly. Whereas this might be good for
jobs in the short-run, productivity in the long-run is at risk (Figure 45).
Figure 44. Share of Workers in Occupations at High Risk of Automation

Figure 45. Labor Productivity (Index, 2001=100), 2001-2013
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Advice for Navigating the Future of Work
Policy-makers, firms, and individuals all have to adapt as the nature of labor
changes. Policy should be geared towards promoting mobility in all dimensions,
across jobs, locations, and generations. Housing costs and healthcare portability
could promote geographic mobility. Place-based policies acknowledge the
heterogeneous impact of trade and technology shocks on regions and their workers.
Infrastructure spending, to include social infrastructure (education, health, and
nutrition) can work. Effective partnerships between local education institutions and
the private sector increase the likelihood that skills taught will match skills needed.
Retraining workers also increases retention rates, which oftentimes is more costeffective than recruiting new workers. But retraining is complex. Improving lifetime
earnings trajectory of recent generations is critical for them, and to meet
commitments made to older generations (Figure 46).
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Figure 46. Slowed Income Gains Across
Generations: Earnings vs. Age for
Generations Born in a Given Year

Ultimately, individuals are at risk, and therefore need to embrace flexibility and
career mobility in an ever-changing labor market. Against a backdrop of policies and
firms, continuously building skills will keep people ahead of and complementary to
technology. Given the growth of electronic services, computer literacy is key.
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Digital technology raises opportunities for collaborative learning, communication
across regions and disciplines, and cultural competency and developing these
‘human’ skills will become increasingly important and more difficult for AI or
automation to replace. Considering the tasks and occupations at risk relative to
those offering more solid prospects, the growing U.S. surplus in electronic services
trade could point the way: electronic services workers earn an average wage of
$106,052, far above the average for the service sector as a whole of $58,272.
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Western Europe
What re the key areas of comparative advantage in your region?
We think that there are four areas of comparative advantage in Western Europe.
First, the workforce is well-educated and rather homogenous. Second, at the end
of 2018, the euro area enjoyed trade surpluses in both goods (~3.1% of GDP) and
services (1.3% of GDP). Third, the cost of borrowing is very advantageous for
economic agents in the private sector compared to other jurisdictions, clearly helped
by the European Central Bank’s negative interest rate policy. Fourth, Europe is at
the forefront of the fight against climate change, partly through its emissions
trading system that puts a price on carbon (CO2) and increases its reliance on clean
energy.
Guillaume Menuet

What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment over the
next 10 years?

Euro Area Economist, Citi

According to forecasts by the European Commission, there will be around 350
million citizens in the 19 countries sharing the single currency by 2050. Compared
to 2018, this would represent an increase of some 10 million. While the population
is growing, it is also getting older. The proportion of citizens aged 14 or under is
likely to be relatively stable just under 15%. The largest cohort, 15-64 year olds who
typically participate in the labor market, is likely to shrink by around 23.5 million. But
the second largest group, those aged 65 and over who are typically retired, will
increase by around 34 million.
Because of global competitive pressures requiring the acquisition of new knowledge
and the domestic challenges associated with aging, we expect a ‘barbell’ in demand
for labor, with two/three areas of rising demand:
 Highly-skilled labor in any technology-driven area, primarily in services and also

higher education, as despite aging populations, the pressure for lifelong
education shifts demand in this direction.
 Lesser-skilled labor in personal services, health, etc. as an ageing population

implies a shift of consumption towards those labor-intensive personal services.
Figure 47. EA-19: Four Quarter Rolling Goods and Services Trade
Balance (% of Nominal GDP), 1995-2018

Figure 48. EA-19: Population and Share of Population by Age Group,
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Which areas of employment do you worry about most in your region over the
next 10 years?
We can see two main areas were employment growth is likely to be constrained:
 Medium- and lesser-skilled jobs in manufacturing but also in services, as

automation and AI allows the replacement of repetitive jobs or jobs requiring only
basic analytical skills with machines.
 Government jobs (other than in the health sector), as the pressure of an aging

population and high government indebtedness generally combines to exert
pressure for more cost-effective governments.
As Figure 47 illustrates, in the last 25 years, most EA-19 countries have seen a
significant increase in the share of gross value added (GVA) coming from the
services sector, at the expense of the manufacturing sector. Assuming that this
trend is structural, countries where industry still represents a relatively large (and in
Germany’s case an increasing share) of GVA will probably have to shift re-deploy
and re-train their workforce and/or re-direct students towards the service sector.
We are also mindful of the impact that automation will have on jobs, with significant
variations across countries. As shown in Figure 48, around 50% of euro area jobs
are at significant risk. Germany, for instance, has seen little improvement (4.7
percentage points) in the share of high skilled jobs in 20 years, despite an aboveaverage share (54%) of jobs at significant (or high) risk of automation. Finland, on
the other hand, is doing much better, illustrating perhaps better priorities in terms of
education policies.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer?
Job mobility and flexibility (changing roles within firms, changing firms within the
industry, changing industries, moving to different locations) will likely be key
requirements for workers of the future, especially for those in the services sector,
whose share in the economy should expand further.
Lifelong learning should be a priority, keeping skills up to date and employability
high. We expect that the demand for tele-working, assuming that the
telecommunication infrastructure continues to improve, will enable more people to
work where they live. Our advice would be to be ready for the unexpected and not
hesitate to grab opportunities when they arise.
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Figure 49. Selected Countries: Share of Industry and Services
(% Gross Valued-Added, 1995 and 2016)
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Figure 50. Selected Countries: Share of Jobs at Risk (2018) from
Automation and Change in Share of High Skill Jobs (2015 vs 1995)
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CEEMEA

82

Comparative advantages across CEEMEA vary significantly. Countries in the former
Eastern Bloc benefit from a relatively skilled workforce, at least by emerging
economies' standards and often good access or participation in the large European
Union single market. Some countries in Central Europe or the Baltics are even
classified as advanced economies by institutions like the IMF. At the other end of
the spectrum, CEEMEA contains some of the world's poorest countries, mostly in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). For these countries, an important comparative
advantage are the yet to be realized advances in productivity, often fairly low
hanging fruit, that could leverage the potential of the young and fast-growing
populations. Yet there are some common themes, despite the vast structural
differences.
David Lubin

Michel Nies
Emerging Markets Economics, Citi

Manufacturing might no longer be the recipe for economic development. For the last
decades, emerging markets, particularly those without abundant natural resources,
managed to raise income levels by plugging their large and cheap labor forces into
global manufacturing supply chains. The economies of Central and Eastern Europe
for example attracted investment that turned them into important suppliers for
German car manufacturers. However, this route to development appears
increasingly uncertain in an era of disruptive technological change. Advances in
automation tend to affect the lower-skilled parts of manufacturing more severely,
posing a critical threat to emerging market’s business models. And economies in the
least developed countries, often located in SSA, which have not yet reached this
stage, might have to skip it altogether. This trend is likely to be reinforced by
structural changes in the world's second largest economy — China. China's
investment and export-driven growth model led to it importing large amounts of
intermediate manufactured goods and commodities — both of which are often
supplied by emerging economies around the world. However, China's growth model
is changing towards a consumption-led one. This might still support some CEEMEA
economies that produce consumer goods and services (or parts thereof) destined
for China, but is likely to hurt others.

Figure 51. Manufacturing Jobs Are More Exposed to Automation Than
Those in Services …
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Figure 52. …Which Affects Emerging Europe Directly and Indirectly
Through the Impact on Manufacturing Hubs in their Supply Chains
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CEEMEA = Central and Eastern Europe Middle East and Africa.
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These structural changes appear to be firmly under way and are expected to
continue. Figure 53 shows estimates for past and projected changes in employment
shares of particular industries across Sub-Saharan African CEEMEA. The chart
highlights the deindustrialization that has taken place in the region as the share of
agriculture, mining, utilities and manufacturing has declined. Many displaced men
have switched to construction, while women have often found employment in nonmarket services such as public administration. The International Labor
Organization's estimates suggest that these trends are expected to continue.
Similarly, a recent OECD study found that many of its member states most affected
by automation are emerging markets in Europe such as Turkey or Slovakia, but also
other manufacturing hubs like Japan and Germany — which in turn are often linked
to supply chains in emerging economies (see Figure 52)
The service sector is set to become an increasingly important area of employment.
Figure 53 shows that in large parts of CEEMEA, the share of services in
employment has been increasing and this development is forecasted to continue.
For some countries in the region, particularly South-Eastern Europe, the Middle
East and Central Asia, there might be opportunities in logistics amidst China's
efforts to build better transport infrastructure to improve commercial links to
European markets. Examples of such opportunities are the ports of Ankalia in the
Black Sea in Georgia or the Chinese-led investment in the port of Piraeus, Greece.
The rising standards of living in Asia are also likely to boost demand for other
tradable services, notably tourism; our EM Economics team recently showed that
Chinese tourists contributed significantly to the growth in global tourism.83 And also
more traditional markets for tourism exports, usually higher income countries, could
be targeted with an improved offer.
In Sub-Saharan Africa, we think agriculture will have to remain a significant source
of employment. While we still expect import substituting industrialization, with
manufacturing no longer the straight forward path to economic development for
emerging economies, productivity improvements in agriculture might provide
opportunities in horticulture, food processing etc. Once again, growing Asian
demand could prove crucial.
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Figure 54. … But Workforces in Many CEEMEA Countries Lack the
Skills Necessary to Grasp the Higher Value Added Opportunities
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Emerging Markets Economic Outlook & Strategy: The ‘new’ China and its
consequences
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Education and training will be key for grasping these opportunities. Countries in
Emerging Europe are often comparable to advanced economies in regards to years
of education or shares of tertiary education enrolment, but their workforces often
lack advanced skills such in areas like ICT, which would be necessary to build larger
scale business services and/or advanced manufacturing Figure 54. And in SSA,
reaching certain minimum thresholds of education and skills will be required to
successfully operate tourism or more advanced agriculture on a sufficient scale
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Asia
What are the key areas of comparative advantage in your region?
The major Asian economies need to be de-composed into different income tiers in
order to better assess varying job opportunities in the future. We think comparative
advantage in the Asia-Pacific region can be best assessed by analyzing trade of
84
goods and services, with a caveat that services is less traded than goods.
85

Johanna Chua
Head of Asia Pac Economic and Market
Analysis, Citi

We perform a simple relative comparative advantage (RCA) analysis and find that
much of East Asia excluding Indonesia has a comparative advantage in electrical
machinery and office/data processing machines (China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
Taiwan, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand), but South Asia doesn’t screen
well. The northern part of Asia — Vietnam, China, Korea, and Taiwan, has revealed
comparative advantage in the telecommunication equipment, but India is recently
making inroads. For heavier industries only Japan and China screen well (alongside
86
parts of Europe including Germany) for industrial machinery and equipment, while
Japan and Korea screen well on road vehicles. Over time, we expect China will
continue to build capacity in higher skilled advanced manufactured goods that can
challenge more developed economies.

Figure 55. Asia Pacific GDP per Capita
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Figure 56. ICT & Business Services Balance
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Notwithstanding the broad-based decline in manufacturing employment share globally,
Asia has some pockets of growth in manufacturing jobs, particularly in the lower middle
income economies.
85
Following method from T. Volrath. A Theoretical Evaluation of Alternative Trade
Intensive Measures of Revealed Comparative Advantage (Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv,
1991), vol. 127 (2), pp 265-280.
86
Japan, Korea, and Singapore screen well on equipment for specialized use (SITC
code 72)
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Lower income economies tend to do better in more primary and resource-related
goods — e.g., Vietnam, Thailand, and the Philippines in fishery/aquatic products,
palm oil for Indonesia and Malaysia, but striking exceptions are how well highincome economies of Australia and New Zealand fared in these type of goods as
well (meat, mining related goods for Australia, meat and dairy for New Zealand).
Labor-intensive manufactured goods like textile/apparel and footwear are the
advantage of the likes of Bangladesh, India and Vietnam, but China still remains
relatively competitive, while India demonstrates comparative advantage in nonmetal mineral manufactured products, among others.
On services trade, we can de-compose Asia into three categories of global
comparative advantage — Hong Kong and Singapore standout as large net
exporters in financial services, Philippines and India are large net exporters of ICT
and other business services (including business process outsourcing or BPO)
though interestingly, China and Taiwan are making inroads, while Thailand is a
stand-out net exporter of travel services. However, we think most of services sector
activity is domestic-oriented rather than traded, and thus, comparative advantage in
services sector (alongside non-tradeable goods like housing, utilities) will depend
significantly on the outlook for domestic demand growth.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment over the
next 10 years?
Relative to the rest of the world, Asia Pacific is aging rapidly — Japan is already the
economy with the most aged population (close to 30% of total is 65+yrs) but the
newly industrialized economies of Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and even some
upper middle income economies of China and Thailand are aging at a very rapid
pace, the latter two before they have even become rich and developed adequate
social safety nets. Thus, we expect an increase in demand for health and other agerelated care, and goods and services catering to this demographic will rise.
Figure 57. Old Age (65+) Population Share
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The other important trend in Asia more rapid than the global average is the pace of
urbanization. Even though seven of the top ten megacities in the world come from
Asia, the region is still less urbanized (about 50% of the population) than the global
average (55%) or those from advanced economies (81%). \About 56% of the
growth in global urban population in 10 years is projected to come from Asia.87
Urbanization helps facilitate rising per capita incomes, which then will bring growth
in demand for non-basic goods and services — higher quality food, luxury/branded
goods, health (physical and mental), educational, financial, recreational/hospitality,
personal care services, and the associated employment that comes with this. But
environmental degradation, infrastructure challenges (housing, transport, water,
sanitation) and social ills (e.g., crime, mental health issues) will likely intensify
demand for skills that can help address common urban problems.
Even before artificial intelligence takes hold to displace jobs, remote intelligence —
ability to assign tasks to remote destinations — will likely expand significantly over
the next 10 years with digital advancements, collaborative software, and ICT
hardware improvements. If English-speaking India and the Philippines were the
early beneficiaries of offshoring, which spread to Eastern Europe, overcoming
language barriers through instantaneous machine translation could unleash
opportunities from the likes of China and Vietnam to make their services-related
skills (e.g., design, market research etc.), increasingly tradeable. On the flipside,
this poses threat of competition and downward wage pressures on where labor is
being displaced. That may impact higher income Asia economies more.
87
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The next decade will also see opportunities from financial market liberalization in
China creating higher value added financial services jobs not only on the mainland,
but spilling-over to Hong Kong with the help of the Greater Bay Area plan. However,
there is a caveat — financial services jobs themselves are vulnerable to automation.
Which areas of employment do you worry about most in your region over the
next 10 years?
Figure 58. Electronic Sector Has Seen the
Fastest Growth of Robot Usage
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The significant advancements in automation is likely going to make the
manufacturing sector — a historical backbone for growth and rising middle classes
in East Asia — less labor intensive than it had been in the past. The electronics
sector, which accounts for over 38% of East Asia’s exports excluding Indonesia and
Japan, has now seen the fastest growth of robot usage. Latecomers in the
industrialization process like Indonesia or South Asia will suffer from missing out of
broad gains from rapid manufacturing labor productivity growth. While automation
has impacted heavy industries and electronics more — because they have rigid
parts (e.g., metals) and perform repetitive pattern, this hasn’t yet been as disruptive
to textile/garments where human labor can be more cost-effective, dexterous and
nimble, but this could change over time as technology improves and cost of capital
goods decline.
This means more employment will be diverted to services, which will encompass
informality and underemployment. But advances in automation and artificial
intelligence could also increasingly displace services-related jobs over time not only
through offshoring, but also through robotic process automation (RBA). Even
business services jobs that were being outsourced to India and the Philippines can
now be increasingly automated (e.g., medical transcription, payroll processing). A
study by AT Kearney suggesting India’s BPO jobs are more vulnerable than the
Philippines as the former is more exposed to routine and structured BPO work,
88
while Philippines is more exposed to customer service or voice-related work.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer?
A person entering the workforce must understand idiosyncrasies of their
geographical location of work (opportunities will vary significantly across Asian
economies), be sufficiently flexible/mobile (assuming sufficiently porous migration
policies globally), focus on developing non-routine cognitive and creative skills, but
also develop social and human relations capabilities that will be increasingly valued
and hard to displace through technology. Historically, automation has
disproportionately reduced the demand for less skilled workers, and the most
innovative/path-breaking work can be achieved by the more educated. But the type
of education will need to change. We think broader education foundations need to
shift from rigid/route learning or the memorization of data or complex calculations
beyond the basics (which now can be easily accessed online or automated), to be
more focused on a combination of creativity, complex problem-solving, sociopersonal skills including self-resilience, and the ability to pick up socio-cultural
trends evolving in ones work domicile, so as to seize business opportunities.
We think that as digitization and globalization is leading to ‘winner takes all’ or
superstar firms, but will not absorb proportionally as much labor as their industry
market share would suggest. This may mean that more people might need to be
entrepreneurs or find employment in smaller and medium sized enterprises (SMEs).

88

For a discussion on services automation, see AT Kearney 2017 Global Services
Location index- The Widening Impact of Automation
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On the one hand, digital platforms can allow SMEs to scale quickly (i.e., become
‘mini-multinationals’ as McKinsey calls it), but on the other hand, SMEs can also be
far less stable with higher failure rates. Online freelancers or the rise of gig
economy can make work hours more flexible, but it is unprotected by labor
regulations, lack work benefits (health, retirement) and can significantly weaken the
bargaining position of labor including on matters of compensation.
Policy makers need to address the issues of rising job insecurity, skill mismatches in
a world of rapid technological change, and rising inequality through better public
policies related to education, social safety nets, adequate regulations (including
labor and competition regulations) and policies aimed to address income inequality.
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Japan
What are the key areas of global comparative advantage in your region?
Japan has a comparative advantage in manufacturing. It is widely believed labor
productivity in the overall manufacturing sector in Japan is largely comparable to
that in other developed countries, while productivity in the service sector remains
significantly lower. Moreover, productivity growth in manufacturing has been
consistently solid at slightly above 2% over the past three decades (even under a
prolonged economic slump) as the sector is exposed to global competition.
However, productivity growth in service sectors has been underwhelming.

Kiichi Murashima
Japan Economist, Citi

Within the manufacturing sector autos, industrial machinery, and electronic
parts/devices appear to be maintaining their global comparative advantages, while
electrical machinery — typically companies producing consumer products such as
PCs and TVs — has lost the advantages it had over Asian peers.
In the context of an ever-increasing labor shortage driven in part by Japan’s
demographics (a declining labor force), labor-intensive service industries such as
retail and accommodation/restaurants appear to be intensifying efforts to improve
productivity by focusing on labor-saving investment in areas like software. However,
we think it will take more time for these developments to be reflected in aggregate
productivity data for the sector. How productivity will evolve in the service sector is
the key for the medium- to long-term economic outlook.
What are the biggest growth areas you see ahead for employment in your
region over the next 10 years?
Given Japan’s aging population, health and welfare-related industries, including
elderly nursing care, will likely continue to expand at a solid pace. According to
Japanese government estimates, senior citizens aged 65 or older are expected to
increase from 35.6 million in 2018 (28% of total population) to 39.2 million (35%) in
2040, while the productive population (aged 15-64 years) is expected to fall sharply
from 75.2 million to 59.8 million (Figure 59). Indeed, employment in the health and
welfare industry increased 3.0% per annum over the past decade versus growth of
just 0.6% for total employment. This trend will likely continue.
However, demographics pose a significant question as to whether the Japanese
younger generation alone can take care of senior citizens. Accordingly, the Abe
administration decided to accept low-skilled foreign workers in specific industries
including elderly nursing, starting this April. Over time, Japan is most likely to
depend more on foreign workers given declines in its production-age population
(Figure 59). Opportunities for foreign workers (not only high-skilled workers but also
low-skilled workers) will likely continue to increase.
Which areas of employment do you worry about most in your region over the
next 10 years?
We are concerned about manufacturers and banks. The number of employees
working in the manufacturing sector has decreased from 11.5 million (18.0% of total
employment) in 2008 to 10.6 million (15.9%) in 2018, an annual decline of 0.4%.
This trend will likely continue albeit at a somewhat slower pace. Manufacturers deal
with local demand by producing locally (e.g., producing in the U.S. for U.S. demand)
and this is likely to continue. A bleak demographic outlook will also probably push
manufacturers to shift more production offshore.
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According to the latest Cabinet Office data, the share of overseas production at
Japanese listed manufacturers (% of total production) increased from 17.4% in
fiscal 2008 to 22.9% in 2018 (Figure 60).
Within the manufacturing sector, autos, industrial machinery, and electronic
parts/devices have been maintaining their competitiveness relatively well thus far.
However, it is growing more uncertain as to whether Japan’s auto industry can
maintain its competitive lead in the rapidly-changing environment epitomized by
self-driving vehicles.
Meanwhile, one megabank recently announced it will reduce hiring of new university
graduates by 45% in 2020, a symbolic decision that reflects the challenging
business environment for banks. Bank profitability is being eroded by the declining
population, especially in rural regions, a resulting decline in business opportunities,
and a prolonged period of highly accommodative monetary policy. In this
environment, we believe the substitution of labor by capital, for example a shift
toward digitalization, will inevitably intensify in the coming years. Moreover,
Japanese regulators appear to want to promote further consolidation among
regional financial institutions.
On the other hand, non-financial corporates are starting to provide financial
services, partly replacing the role played by banks. However, this may provide more
job opportunities outside the narrowly-defined financial sector.
To help navigate the future of work, what advice would you offer?
History shows it is quite difficult to foresee the future industrial environment even
just ten years out. In the late 1980s (during the asset bubble in Japan) most new
university graduates wanted to get jobs in the financial industry. However, just ten
years later the financial industry landscape has changed significantly. Likewise, the
electrical machinery industry has seen its competitiveness wane in a relatively short
period of time.
There is natural tendency, particularly in Japan, for new university graduates to
make the ‘safe’ choice when it comes to employment. However, there is significant
risk to making what seems to be the safest choice based upon the current industry
structure. I would caution young people looking for a job that you are actually taking
a significant risk even when you think you are making the “safe” choice.
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Figure 59. Estimating Japan’s Population (mn)
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Figure 60. Overseas Production at Listed Japanese Manufacturers as a
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Cities
More than half of the World’s population (approximately 4 billion people) now live in
urban areas — this is expected to increase to 5 billion by 2030 and 6 billion by
2050. Cities are engines for growth with 80% of global GDP generated in cities.
Their contribution to national income is often greater than their share of national
population. For example Paris has 16% of the population in France but accounts for
over 30% of GDP, while New York has 2.6% of the U.S. population but accounts for
8% of GDP (see figures below). No longer is the global economy driven by a select
few major financial centers such as London, New York, and Tokyo. Today many
different cities participate in the international flows of goods, services, people,
capital and ideas making distinct contributions to the global economy.
Elizabeth Curmi
Global Thematic Analyst, Citi

Figure 61. Cities with the Largest GDP

Figure 62. Cities Contribution to National GDP
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Source: Trujillo and Parilla (2016)

Historically as countries develop, people move out of rural areas and agricultural
activities into urban centers, where they engage primarily in manufacturing and
90
service activities, a process known as industrialization. However many argue that
the relationship between urbanization and industrialization is now markedly absent
in large parts of the world, especially in emerging cities. Technology is partly to
blame for this. Technology is changing the nature of work and the types of jobs that
are needed. This is not a new thing — in the early 1980s the introduction of the
personal computer (PC) changed the types of jobs that were created in the labor
91
market, in turn leading to a shift in the fortune of many cities. While places
historically specializing in routine and manufacturing work have adopted computers
to substitute for labor, cities that had abundant human capital had the comparative
advantage of using skill-intensive computer technologies to create new types of
92
jobs.

89

Trujillo J.L and Parilla J (2016), Redefining Global Cities, Global Cities Inititiative, The
Brookings Institute, Metropolitan Policy Program
90
Citi GPS, Sustainable Cities, Beacons of Light against shadows of unplanned
urbanization, April 2018
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Citi GPS, Technology at Work 2.0, The Future is Not What It Used To Be; January
2016.
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Ibid.
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However as we note in our Technology at Work 2.0 Citi GPS report, the expanding
scope of new technologies such as data mining, AI, machine learning and others
may shift the fortune of cities once more. Thor Berger, Carl Benedikt Frey and
Michael Osborne analyzed how these new technologies could impact U.S. cities;
they found that cities that have currently low exposure to routine work will for the
first time find a significant share of their workforce exposed to computerization.
They conclude that the best way for cities to reduce their exposure to automation is
to boost their technological dynamism and attract more skilled workers. The authors
claim that cities that are least exposed to automation have been substantially more
innovative in terms of patent output, have created more new businesses and
managed to shift their workforce into new and emerging industries.
Examples of such cities include the San Francisco Bay Area in particular Silicon
Valley, Boston, London, New York, Beijing, Berlin and others. What these cities
have in common is the huge desire to develop new emerging industries such as
tech, biotech, FinTech and MedTech, the accessibility to renowned universities and
therefore skilled labor and access to capital. These cities have developed
innovation clusters specializing in these new industries which ultimately embrace
technological innovation. Silicon Valley in San Francisco is the most well-known
innovation cluster — it is home to the semi-conductor, computer software, and
related electronics industries. The headquarters of many innovative firms are based
there, including Google, Facebook, Tesla and others. It is also close to two well
renowned universities — Stanford and UC Berkeley. It has outpaced the state and
nation in non- farm wage and salary growth, in fact average annual earnings
reached $140,000 in 2018, significantly higher than the state ($81,000) and the
country ($68,000). The area added over 35,000 new workers between June 201793
June 2018 and generated nearly 20,000 patents in 2017- 47% of California’s total.
The Boston Route 128 corridor is also well-known for its innovation — it is home to
many universities including MIT and Harvard. Over 30,000 scientists work in the
area in a number of different fields including high-tech, biotechnology,
94
pharmaceutical, and clinical research. Other important hubs for life sciences
include Paris and Cambridge (UK). All of the largest pharmaceutical companies
(both domestic and international) have a presence in Paris. These companies have
their headquarters based in western and southern inner suburbs with companies
taking advantage of the favorable local market conditions such as a large amount of
project subsidies, highly competitive sites in terms of rents and accessibility and the
participation of over 300 public research institutions, three universities and 20
Grand Ecoles that make up the backbone of Paris’s research network. Cambridge
(UK) is also an important region for life sciences — it has the presence of a
renowned university and other important research centers such as the Sanger
Institute (a genomic research center), the Babraham Institute (for immunology
research), and the Laboratory for Molecular Biology.
Many cities are also investing in becoming global hubs for FinTech. FinTech is
becoming a key competitor for many cities. Beijing ranks first, helped by the support
from the Chinese government’s plans and policies and the increase in the number
95
of internet and mobile uses and rapid digitalization of the financial sector.
China’s government has given significant support to cluster development including
favorable land/tax policies, and improvement of local infrastructure and has also
93
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established important research centers and industrial parks. Other important hubs
for FinTech include San Francisco, New York, and London which have all invested
heavily in the area and have the advantage of having the presence of big financial
players, tech players and researchers working in universities.
The figures below show the venture capital investment in the top 20 cities based on
dollars invested and dollars per capita invested from 2015-2017. VC investment can
be used as a proxy to determine the new innovation that is happening in different
cities. What is interesting about these figures is that we are seeing new cities
emerge such as Bangalore, Berlin, Delhi, Austin (Texas) and others that are
becoming important players in new and emerging industries.
Figure 63. Top 20 Cities for Venture Capital Investment
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Obviously these cities also provide numerous other job opportunities and not just in
new and emerging industries. They also are important cultural hubs and provide
great entertainment. Cities can be great places to live in, excellent places to
network and meet new people. However some cities are also facing housing issues
and in certain cases have become too expensive for young people to live in, which
in turn is encouraging many to live outside these areas and commute in for work
related purposes. For example housing prices in Silicon Valley have skyrocketed;
monthly housing costs ($2,341) and apartment rental rates ($2,911) are the highest
96
in the nation. London is also facing the same problem with large parts of the
population being locked out of the market and will remain locked out for the
97
foreseeable future. Other cities especially mega-cities are facing issues of their
own- uncontrolled rapid urbanization is leading to pollution, transport problems, and
other social issues which could affect many people living in the area (refer to Citi
GPS on Sustainable Cities for more information).

96
97
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Advice on Cities
Deciding where to live in the future is really a personal choice and depends on
many factors not only on job prospects but also on other issues such as social,
environmental issues and others. Cities mentioned above can provide jobs in new
and emerging industries which have embraced technological advances. Other cities
also create a multitude of opportunities — for example Copenhagen and Seoul have
become eco-friendly cities, providing additional benefits to living there including
more green space and less pollution. Other cities such as Freemont in California
have dedicated huge amount of resources on becoming more inclusive.
The good news is that advances in technology such as remote working can allow a
person to live in one place far away from their job, therefore enabling them to
choose where they live based on other determinants rather than just job prospects.
New technology such as AI can in the future also enable a person to interact with
others at work whilst not actually being in the same room.
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BP plc
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?
Digital matters massively to the energy industry. In many ways ‘we are tech’ — what
we do inside BP is every bit as tech-driven as any other high technology business.
We have enormous amounts of data, and cloud technology is helping us make
better and faster use of it, in everything from efficient oil and gas production,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, optimizing wind turbines, and our retail
customer experience. We are already applying physics-enabled artificial intelligence
and learning to apply quantum computing and blockchain.

Bernard Looney
Chief Executive Officer of Upstream at
BP plc

We could see technology as a threat to our jobs — or we can choose to run towards
it and embrace it. To me, this is about amplifying human talent, not replacing it.
Technology has enabled us to take new ground in the past and our people have
grown with it. The pace of change in the next decade will only become more rapid,
enabling us to try new things, learn, adapt, and continuously improve our business.
This should be hugely motivating for our people.

We could see technology as a threat to our jobs — or we
can choose to run towards it and embrace it

What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
In BP, digital technology goes hand in hand with agile ways of working and what we
call ‘mindset’. Collectively, these are helping employees be more efficient, feel
empowered, and better able to reach their potential. If we get it right, we can
fundamentally change both performance and ‘feel’ within the organization — and
help our people navigate new paths as the industry transitions to a lower carbon
future.
The workplace of the future will be digitally supported but human led. My advice is
to retain the human spirit of curiosity and compassion while learning the digital skills
that can make you competitive in the next generation of job seekers.
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Burning Glass Technologies
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment over the next decade?

Matthew Sigelman
Chief Executive Officer
Burning Glass Technologies

There has been much written about the potential for technologies to make obsolete
whole categories of work while creating entirely new jobs. However, the most
fascinating thing about new technologies is the way they are already changing how
existing jobs are defined. In fact, in some occupations, 40% of job requirements
have changed over the course of the past decade. Take big data, for example. The
ability to mine new data sources for insight has certainly created new jobs; titles like
Data Scientist barely existed 10 years ago. But two-thirds of the jobs that now
require data skills are jobs that have long existed, in fields like marketing, life
science, and supply chain management. That doesn’t get nearly as much attention
as actually creating and destroying jobs, but it is at least as significant because it
disrupts traditional models of education and training which tend to be focused
around singular, siloed domains and which assume that learning is a once-anddone affair. Instead, as jobs change and introduce new and often unexpected sets
of skills, workers will need a new infrastructure for developing skills across domains
and for acquiring new skills on the fly.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work?
Both students and institutions need to start thinking in terms of skills, not degrees.
This is becoming critical because of the way jobs are changing. More and more jobs
are hybrids, mixing skill sets that aren’t usually linked together in schools. A mobile
app developer has to understand programming, UI/UX design, content, and
marketing. But where is the program that teaches all of those skills under one roof?
Where is the college counselor who can steer students to the four completely
unrelated programs at their university that teach those skills?

What we really need is a Waze app for careers, pathways
that show the skills learners and workers need for the jobs
they want and empower them to make better informed
decisions on how to build value in themselves.

Interestingly, the jobs that are most hybridized, and therefore those that are typically
the most tech-enabled and data-driven, are also the ones that have the most
intensive demand for human skills. These jobs are three times more likely to ask for
creativity skills and twice as likely to seek collaboration skills. That’s because
bridging domains requires judgment — and so the future of work is actually more
human, not less. As such, increasing focus on skills is also a way to unlock the
broader potential of liberal arts and other ‘less practical’ degrees, which teach a
wide range of skills which, it turns out, employers desperately want, such as
communication, collaboration, and problem solving. A few specific technical skills,
tailored to a particular job field, can be the difference between a strong start and
falling behind in the job market.
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China Education Group
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment over the next decade?
Due to its highly interpersonal nature, the education sector has been listed as one
of the least susceptible to technological automation in reports from both the
University of Oxford and McKinsey & Company.

Kai Yu
Chief Executive Officer
China Education Group

To be sure, digital technology is transforming out-of-school education, as can be
easily seen in the popular learning tools now available online and in after-school
tutoring. Technology is helping make classrooms available to all manner of students
around the worldwide. In 2016, 28% of the students surveyed by the Online
Learning Consortium reported that they were taking at least one online class. New
technology has allowed real teachers to manage hundreds of students effectively
around the world in digital classrooms. Technology is also advancing enough to help
students with basic mathematics, writing, and other subjects in after-school tutoring,
thereby also helping to relieve the burden of teachers and parents who too often
have limited time and availability.
In campus settings, most experts believe the critical presence of teachers is
irreplaceable, so in this circumstance technology plays more of a supplementary
role. Technology has been used in schools to drive efficiency, personalization of
learning and streamline administrative tasks. Some of the simple but impactful tasks
technology has been undertaking successfully include taking attendance, grading
assignments and evaluating essays. This assistance means that teachers will have
more interactive time with their students rather than spending long hours doing
grading. Additional applications of technology in schools range from instant parental
notification to teacher recruitment and even roommate matching.
Technologies are thus potentially transformative for off-campus education and
supplementary for on-campus education. In the past few years we have witnessed
off-campus education companies accelerating their investment in online and mobile
technologies. These efforts will surely have an impact on employment over the next
decade. In traditional classrooms the teachers will still have a delicate task to
perform well. It is obvious that the bottom line for the future of education is that
technologies work best when paired with active human teachers.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work?
I think transferable skills and vocational abilities are and still will be equally
important, regardless of the sector of the work, so in our schools we will continue to
emphasize both in our education. (This is for the future of work generally and not
just for the teacher profession).
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Citigroup
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?

Michael Corbat
Chief Executive Officer
Citigroup

Some of the biggest challenges we face today in our industry is keeping pace with
tech disruption and navigating the changing world of work. It’s critical to act quickly
to bring the power of technology and digital innovation to bear for our clients — and
remain ahead of the curve to deliver the best possible solutions. Now is an exciting
time to be in banking because we’re still in the early stages of this technological
impact and changing expectations. We’re in this transition phase of going from
analogue to digital, and we see consumers who have a strong preference for one
experience over the other — so we’re currently running these ‘parallel banks’ and
able to offer employees the ability to get in on the ground floor of the next chapters
of this evolution. At the same time, we’re preparing for larger consumer shifts that
are expected, such as the physical credit card being replaced by emoney or point of
sale financing solutions.
Within our firm, I believe the way we use technology in our approach to physical
work environments will also continue to foster innovation and collaboration. We all
do not work in the same way, and technology helps us be more seamlessly
connected to colleagues and partners across town and across the globe.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
At Citi, innovation is in our DNA and is a muscle we exercise with regularity. I want
to encourage all our employees to think boldly, experiment and learn, continuously
cultivate curiosities and passions, and demonstrate willingness to take smart risks
and enable change. Not only should employees take risks on their careers, but firms
should also take risks on great people within their organization.
To be a healthy, high-performing firm, we have to attract, develop, and retain the
very best and brightest talent. We are focused on evolving our approach to personal
development, testing new initiatives, and introducing a systematic approach to
things like networking and mentoring across the organization. At Citi, we believe
career development is not a ladder that goes straight up — it looks more like a
jungle gym. Once you’re able to own your own career and define your vision, we’ll
meet you more than halfway and help create a curated and conscious experience
that will better prepare you for where you’re headed.
On a broader scale, Citi also works hard to support people seeking a foothold in the
modern economy. Citi Foundation programs such as Pathways to Progress is
helping young people gain work experience and the skills they need to succeed in
the modern economy, and Citi Ventures is building digital apps to help people gain
the skills they will need to thrive in the future of work.

Not only should employees take risks on their careers, but
firms should also take risks on great people within their
organization.
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Cleartrip
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?

Stuart Crighton
Chief Executive Officer
Cleartrip

Travel has gone through significant changes over the last decade. Traditionally a
low-skilled service industry has rapidly embraced the digital economy, no more so
than in emerging markets that can often leap frog more established legacy
solutions, providing a competitive edge that blends well with a young digitally-savvy
population. Technologies such as machine learning, natural language processing
(NLP), robotic process automation (RPA), and voice and face recognition are
together bringing about transformational changes in the way we work. The
confluence of these will lead to enhanced customer experience and accelerate the
adoption of automation in multiple processes. An extremely important outcome as
margins continue to get further pressurized in consumer-facing industries such as
ours.
Automation of routine tasks across service and finance processes combined with
NLP will eliminate more than 75% of voice-based tasks in customer service. From a
customer point of view this will improve processing time for any service requests
and translate into an improved experience. However as an employer it provides an
opportunity to reskill and focus that impacted workforce to build more customer
intimacy and quality. Voice and face recognition technologies will ensure automated,
seamless check-in for flights, hotels, and activities and completely eliminate human
intervention in such tasks.
We could also see the complete automation of all finance tasks and enabling
business leaders to access and act upon information on a real time basis. This will
result in faster decision-making and reduced time-to-market for key business
initiatives.
While the impact on employment is evident, it is not in my opinion a negative one.
These technologies combined with the right investment in training and reskilling
present more of an evolution at this stage.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
We would advocate potential employees to build skill sets in the above-mentioned
technologies. Companies will look for talent who can understand these technologies
and find use cases for the adoption of these in their respective areas and domains.
The ability to blend big picture thinking with deep technological expertise would be
highly prized by employers.
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Novartis
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?

Vas Narasimhan, PhD
Chief Executive Officer
Novartis

Technology is rapidly disrupting every aspect of the pharmaceutical industry. The
secrets of biology are unfolding faster than at any time in human history, and with
the advent of new-age therapeutics like cell therapies and gene therapies, we are
charting a new era of medicine. It’s increasingly important for companies in our
industry to meaningfully engage with the external ecosystem. Data and digital
advancements, such as AI and machine learning are increasing the efficiency of
manufacturing and are changing the design and expanding the reach of clinical
trials — and they hold promise to find entirely new drug targets for intractable
diseases.
As new generations rise into the workforce in parallel to these shifts, employees
today must be agile as the sector changes. Coupled with our field’s upskilling in
engineering and supply chain management, there is increasing demand for
knowledge workers in AI, machine learning, and digital technology. As work
becomes less routine and more ambiguous, employers will need to encourage
continuous professional development within their companies while hiring for
specializations in technology and in uniquely human skills that can’t be imitated by
technology.
In the business of discovery, the organizations that will thrive well into the future will
be the ones that are fostering purpose-driven organizations; trading perfectionism
for a culture of curiosity and risk taking; developing leaders focused on serving and
empowering their teams; and adopting people-management systems that measure
performance and employee value on all of the above.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
Whether you’re in school or decades into your career, driving your own learning is
central to your continued success in the pharmaceutical industry — and in every
industry. There is a value in developing tech specializations and digital
competencies, and there is value in cultivating uniquely human skills that machines
will never be able to replicate adequately, like empathy and creativity. Choosing one
or the other is no longer a secure path to employment. It’s a both/and scenario.
When considering your future company, evaluate them not on how their
representatives say they value their people but on what their systems and culture
say about how they value and listen to their people.

Companies that invest in their associates and in their culture
are setting strong foundations for innovation and learning.
They’ll not only be around in the future – they’ll win.
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PayPal
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?

Dan Schulman
Chief Executive Officer
PayPal

Technology is transforming every aspect of our lives at a pace and scale that is
without precedent in human history. The financial services industry and, arguably,
nearly every other business in the market today, is operating in a rapidly changing
environment. Quantum computing will enable greater processing power. AI and
machine learning capabilities continue to strengthen, bringing with them new
opportunities and challenges. The introduction of 5G will enable a radical tech
transformation; a world in which speed will increase exponentially, the Internet of
Things will become commonplace, costs will drop, and business models will
inevitably evolve. While the future of work will have extensive implications for the
way everyone does business and the way in which we interact with customers, it’s
important that one constant remains: our values and our employees must be a top
priority. I am steadfast in this belief and committed to maintaining a workplace
culture that values every individual and their contributions because truly, employees
determine the success of the company and its future. Creating a culture of continual
learning is critical to staying at the forefront of innovation and delivering on behalf of
our customers. When we develop and nurture a workforce that is passionate about
the customers it serves, we have the opportunity to create great things for all
constituents and, in the case of PayPal, drive towards a more inclusive economy.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
Acknowledging, understanding and embracing the notion that there will be constant
change across every facet of life is critical to navigating our future. The workforce of
tomorrow could look very different from its current state and we are just beginning to
understand the implications — and opportunities — presented by the future of work.
There is a natural uncertainty that comes with changes of this magnitude but we
cannot let it cause paralysis. Relevance and opportunity can be lost in the absence
of adaptation and evolution. In financial services, it is imperative to understand
customer needs — their challenges and aspirations — then work efficiently and
effectively to develop solutions that close those gaps and satisfy customers. While
innovative technology will be critical to meeting the evolving expectations of
customers, it also can’t be innovation for the sake of innovation – we have to stay
close to those we are trying to serve and understand how the most innovative
technologies in the world can be best deployed to meet their needs and, ultimately,
improve their lives.
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Ping An Good Doc
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?

Wang Tao
Chief Executive Officer
Ping An Good Doc

The most heard complaint in the healthcare industry in China is: there simply aren’t
going to be enough doctors and nurses. The situation is even worse in developing
countries where the supply of good doctors and accessibility to qualified Medicare
and healthcare services are quite limited and unevenly distributed. While we are
living in a world full of automation technologies and intelligent innovations, the way
doctors conduct consultation and diagnosis has not changed much over the
decades and is basically 100% manual work (electronic health records are not
counted here as it is more like a digitalized tool for data recording). From a
technological point of view, now is the time to seriously think about how to improve
the productivity of doctors in order to improve the overall welfare and quality of
medical service for humans all around the world, especially people living in
developing countries. We believe telemedicine (using technology to facilitate remote
consultation and diagnosis) is the most important initiative to expand and
democratize access to healthcare. Ping An Good Doctor is providing real-time (247) interactions (mainly online communication with text, voice message, imaging, and
video calls) between patient and professional practitioner (our in-house doctors and
medical team) via an online platform to deliver immediate and qualified GP/family
doctor services to hundreds millions of people in China. By adopting AI, we are
further increasing doctors’ productivity by automizing and streamlining the repetitive
and routine procedures of consultation for different diseases. As our AI diagnosis
mappings are covering more diseases, the AI can even give prescription
suggestions to doctors for some common symptoms and diseases. Exciting
technology innovation is truly happening here in China that provides accessibility to
more affordable, convenient, and qualified basic medical services to people in both
urban and rural areas.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
People are always get excited by inventions and enjoying the benefits brought by
innovations. However we often miss out one truth — that every great technology
leap is accompanied by countless efforts and failures. If there’s any secret recipe to
success, we should say it’s grit. It’s continuous encouragement after thousands of
failures. It’s endless passion regardless of doubts or critics. It’s the firm faith that we
are going to conquer all the difficulties along the way. We are lucky to live in an era
full of great technology breakthroughs in which every aspect of our lives is going to
be changed and improved by technological revolutions.
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Telefónica
What do you see as the key technological shifts and the impact on
employment in your industry over the next decade?
We are living in a unique moment. Never before in the history of humankind has
technology advanced at this speed. Many shifts are happening at once: there are
big advances in virtual and augmented reality, the explosion of connectivity, the
Internet of Things, biotechnology, robotics, blockchain, the software-ization of
everything, and the ramping‐up of artificial intelligence.

José María Álvarez-Pallete López
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Telefónica

Technological developments have always fueled economic growth, improved living
conditions and new ways of working. They have transformed labor and optimized
processes, making them more efficient.
Some people fear that technologies like artificial intelligence will destroy jobs, but
from my perspective, AI will not mean fewer jobs for humans, but different jobs in
which people and machines collaborate. Achieving this balance requires creating
the right conditions and empowering people through education.

…from my perspective, AI will not mean fewer jobs for
humans, but different jobs in which people and machines
collaborate.

Telecom operators are at the heart of the ongoing digital revolution; we provide the
connectivity. Telefónica itself is going through a major transformation. Three years
ago, we intensified our transition from a historic voice services company into a
technology company. We embarked on this path at a time when few others had
seen it. Today, more than half of our revenues come from broadband and services
beyond connectivity. We have invested heavily in intelligent connectivity on new
high‐speed, flexible, secure, and advanced networks featuring elements of artificial
intelligence.
What advice would you offer to navigate the future of work in your industry?
Education is a fundamental pillar in the development of talent. Young people will
need to be trained for a future in which technology will play a key role. Demand is
increasing for technical degrees in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering &
Maths). By 2020, there will be an estimated deficit of 3 million professionals with
STEM knowledge.
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Beyond engineers, mathematicians or scientists, the future
economy is going to require digital lawyers, digital
economists and even digital philosophers. We will have to
answer questions that until recently we did not even
consider and we will need a new ethical framework to
navigate in that new world in which so many things are going
to change.

Technology is forcing our company to transform internally. We are moving towards a
leaner organization and introducing work based on agile methodologies with
decentralized decision‐making models, autonomous and multidisciplinary teams,
and rapid adaptation to change.
Our current talent model follows the employee through the different stages of their
career and identifies key skills and expertise that will help them to take on our
transformation process. A fundamental aspect of managing talent in a company like
Telefónica is the continuous training of employees. During 2018, 95% of the
workforce did some kind of training course. Our offer is to have the best work
environment and to develop a growth mindset, developing a lifelong learning
mentality with a strong learning portfolio.
For example, through our corporate university, Universitas Telefónica, we delivered
on‐site leadership and business strategy programs on our campus in Barcelona
and via ‘On the Road’ programs (courses on demand especially adapted to be
given anywhere in the world). In 2018, nearly 4,000 employees were trained in
leadership skills, global business strategy and, new this year, new and agile ways of
working.
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Lawrence Summers
What should governments do to help people navigate the future of work in an
era of technology change?

Lawrence H. Summers
Larry is the Charles W. Eliot University
Professor and President Emeritus of
Harvard University. He served as Secretary
of the Treasury for President Clinton,
Director of the National Economic Council
for President Obama and Vice President of
Development Economics and Chief
Economist of the World Bank.

We have to reconceptualize education in some very important respects. Automation
will displace intelligence (IQ) long before it displaces emotional intelligence (EQ)
and yet education is focused on developing IQ rather than EQ. Automation will
displace solo work long before it displaces group work and yet education is the last
preserve in America where it is considered cheating to collaborate with others.
Automation will displace routinizable skill before it displaces creative capacity and
yet much of education is directed at teaching people to solve routine problems.
Automation will be about answering well posed questions. Ultimate success will be
about asking the right questions and yet education focuses more on the right
answers than the right questions. So the first thing Governments can do is adjust
their educational system to adapt to the needs of the future rather than the past. It is
a remarkable thing that education in much of the world still involves the concept of
summer vacation because that is when there was the most work on the farm, even
though that is in reality irrelevant to 99% of students and even at a time when
campuses like Oxford or Harvard are at their very best in the summer. Only in
universities do people still dress up in gowns, march in formations, and address
each other with ornate titles. We need to adapt education to the modern world much
more than we have. As Adam Smith pointed out, educational institutions that are run
by the teachers, he called them masters, tend to be run for the benefit and
convenience of the masters. Real change in education is likely to come through
from technology, from disruptive innovators, or from strong administrators.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labour
market?
My broad advice to young people is don’t be fungible. Endeavor to make there be a
question to which you are the answer. I see so many young people who are very
smart, very able, but like hundreds of other young people with a generic capacity to
analyze, but no special set of experience, knowledge, or capacity for judgement. In
the modern world progress is heavily about the division of labor. The ever
increasing division of labor means that strategy for an individual, a company, or for
a nation will be more and more about building on strength than compensating for
weakness. So my advice for young people would be figure out what your aptitude is,
figure out what your passion is, prey and hope that there is some overlap, and then
double down in that space. The age of the generic generalist is ending.

My broad advice to young people is don’t be fungible.
Endeavor to make there be a question to which you are the
answer.
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Rt Hon. Anne Milton MP
How can governments help people navigate the future of work in an era of
technology change?
It is impossible to accurately predict the exact labor market changes that will be
caused by technology change, but people are most likely to be affected by
automation in low-paid jobs with low skill levels. To respond to these changes in the
labor market, it is becoming increasingly important that people both up-skill and
reskill throughout their career.

The Rt Hon. Anne Milton
The Rt Hon. Anne Milton is a British
Conservative Party politician who has
served as Member of Parliament (MP) for
Guildford since 2005. Formerly Minister for
Women, she currently serves as Minister of
State for Skills and Apprenticeships.

The National Retraining Scheme (NRS) being developed in the U.K. is an
ambitious, far-reaching program to drive adult retraining. It will help individuals
respond to the changing labor market, redirecting their careers, and securing the
better, more secure jobs of the future. The NRS will focus reaching those that are
most at risk of automation and those who need to improve their skills in order to
redirect their career securing the better, more secure jobs of the future.
In October 2018, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a £100 million initial
commitment to start to roll out initial elements of the NRS — this funding will allow
us to start delivering parts of the service to the public in the summer of 2019, while
developing and evaluating as we build-up the service.
These initial elements will offer a range of high quality information, advice, and
guidance and raise awareness of existing training and job opportunities that are
available to individuals. These products will be based on the findings from our
extensive user research and pilots we have developed.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labour
market?
It’s important to understand the full range of education, training, and employment
options. A good place to start is the National Careers Service website, where you
can access free career information, advice, and guidance. Those of you in school or
college should have the chance to meet a variety of employers and hear about both
academic and technical routes, including apprenticeships. Make the most of these
opportunities and consider the best option for you.
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…develop essential life skills such as resilience, teamwork,
leadership, and employability skills…education is also about
building character…

It is crucial we encourage more young people to consider STEM careers to meet
the Grand Challenges of the future and we have invested an additional £406 million
in skills, including maths, digital, and technical education. This includes the
Advanced Maths Premium and an £84 million program to improve teaching of
computing and drive up participation in computer science.
We are also incorporating online safety into the school curriculum, to help children
and young people understand healthy relationships online, and to improve their
digital literacy to equip them to manage the different and escalating risks that young
people face.
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Adam Posen
What should governments do to help people navigate the future of work in an
era of technology change?

Adam Posen
Adam Posen is President of the Peterson
Institute for International Economics (PIIE),
the world’s leading non-partisan think tank
on economics and globalization. He is one
of the world’s foremost experts on fiscal and
monetary policy, financial crises, and the
economies of Europe, Japan, and the United
States.

For all the talk about the ‘Gig Economy’ and Internet searches leading to rapid job
switching, the fact is that labor mobility is down sharply in the U.S. and somewhat in
most other advanced economies. In short, people are not moving to where the jobs
are as much as they used to. This shows how much social capital and frankly fear
can determine outcomes whatever the technological forces may be. The one
exception is Japan where mobility and participation are up a lot. The key policy
changes were making the workforce more supportive for women and thus families,
and accepting that people who can will leave rural areas for the major cities. Other
advanced economies including the U.S. should follow this model. As my PIIE
colleagues Chad Bown and Caroline Freund argue, “By contrast, direct job creation
through public works projects and other government programs are less effective in
helping workers over the long run” than labor adjustment policies.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
The temptation is to view training and qualifications as the route to security if not
success. Yet, as Richard Baldwin argues, many top skills of today are replaceable
by automation, but human skills of interacting with others, empathy, and
communications are irreplaceable. So I would urge younger people to make three
hard decisions: first, not to let themselves be defined by their work role or success
in it; second, to cultivate communications and emotional skills, as well as data
comprehension, rather than specific professional techniques or narrow technical
qualifications; and third, to agitate politically for universal welfare policies including
portable health insurance without pre-existing conditions limits in the United States.

For all the talk about the ‘Gig Economy’ and Internet
searches leading to rapid job switching, the fact is that labor
mobility is down sharply in the U.S. and somewhat in most
other advanced economies.
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Willem Buiter
What should governments do to help people navigate the future of work in an
era of technology change?

Willem Buiter
Special Economic Advisor, Citi
Before joining Citi, Willem was Professor of
Political Economy at the London School of
Economics and Adviser to Goldman Sachs
from 2005 to 2010. He was Chief Economist
for the European Bank for Reconstruction &
Development from 2000 to 2005 and a
founder External Member of the Monetary
Policy Committee of the Bank of England
from 1997 to 2000. He has been a
Consultant to the IMF, the World Bank, the
Inter-American Development Bank, the
Asian Development Bank and the European
Commission, and has been an Adviser to
many central banks and finance ministries.

To maximize the opportunities for gainful employment government should invest in
education and training for all. This includes ‘full-time’ education from pre-school (say
the age of 3) until the completion of the first post-high school degree or serious
vocational qualification (say the age of 23). Mathematics and related subjects (like
coding) should be part of the educational menu for everyone — not just for the
mathematically gifted. History and citizenship classes should be an inescapable part
of the primary and secondary school menu. Vocational skills and social skills should
get the same attention and funding as academic skills. The educational mandate
also includes public funding for (re-) education and (re-) training, part-time or fulltime, for those of working age (18 till 75, say). In the labor market, remuneration
practices that involve seniority (remuneration based on age and/or duration of
employment/tenure) should be outlawed.
It is likely that, even if the most effective human capital accumulation programs and
practices are instituted, technological change will make it increasingly difficult to
provide employment for all (even for most) at a living wage. This then calls for the
introduction of a universal guaranteed minimum income or universal basic income
through a negative income tax. This should be complemented with a publicly-funded
universal single-payer health care system (or an equivalent universal and
mandatory health insurance program with multiple private insurers). Both preventive
care and long-term care should be covered by this program.
The tech revolution that has produced the FAANGs and similar corporate entities is
creating a winner-take-all world in which extreme inequality is becoming the norm.
Most of the income earned in the modern tech sectors is pure economic rents —
returns to genius, luck, and monopoly power. This rapidly rising inequality and the
emergence of a class of the super-rich creates a major political problem: the ultrarich are in a position to change the rules of the political and economic game in their
favor, thus threatening equality under the law and transforming the polity from a
representative democracy into a corrupt plutocracy. High marginal tax rates on very
high incomes and wealth is the only way to address this problem effectively.
As we gradually move towards a post-work society, the state should invest in
‘leisure capital’ such as parks (including state parks), sports facilities, theatres, and
concert halls. It should also provide resources for permanent education aimed at
improving the quality of citizenship and the ability to participate effectively in a wide
range of communal activities.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
The current economically active generations should, as creative destruction in the
labor market accelerates, expect to change careers repeatedly over their working
lives (which are likely to last at least to the age of 75). They should expect to
change jobs a lot more often than they change careers. They should view learning
(including but not restricted to formal education and training) as a life-time activity.
They should expect physical relocations, including cross-border.
As regards to future generations for whom work may become a historical curiosity,
prepare for a most likely very complicated and often painful process of adaptation to
a post-work world. Throughout recorded history, work has been central to the way
humanity defined itself.
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For many it has given meaning and purpose to life and helped shape a sense of
identity and self. What can take its place? Active citizenship and belonging to a
range of communities may be part of the answer. This means participation in politics
at all levels of government — local, provincial, or state and central. Seek active
participation in a range of communal activities — neighborhood watch, volunteering
for charitable causes, joining artistic, educational or sporting ventures, belonging to
communities of faith or of philosophical persuasions are examples. Continue to
invest in and be a consumer of learning — for its own sake, and to become a more
effective citizen, and to give the communities to which you belong a better chance
to shine.
Social media should facilitate our quest for communities to which we can belong
and activities in which we can participate. The transition to an era in which our
human identity — our species being — is no longer shaped by the work we do will
be an unprecedented one. Prepare for it now if your remaining expected working life
is thirty years or more and help your children to prepare for it.
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Paul Daugherty
What can we learn about labor market disruption from the technological
revolutions of the past and is it different this time?
With every technology disruption, people assume jobs will be eliminated — in
reality, their jobs just change in unanticipated ways. The steam engine accelerated
our transition from an agrarian to industrial society, and the Internet catapulted us
into the information age. Just think: seven out of 10 of today’s top jobs, like
eCommerce merchants and search engine optimization (SEO) specialists, didn’t
even exist 20 years ago.

Paul Daugherty
Chief Technology & Innovation Officer,
Accenture
Paul is co-author of Human + Machine:
Reimagining Work in the Age of AI, a
seminal book providing a much-needed
management playbook for the business of
AI, recently published by Harvard Press.

Now we have AI, the most transformative technology of the information age, and the
stakes are even higher. The World Economic Forum predicts up to 75 million jobs
will be lost due to the technology, but 125 million new jobs will be created. As I
outline in Human + Machine, these roles will be even more human and require
uniquely human capabilities such as creativity and judgement. Imagine jobs like
empathy trainers where people teach AI systems to display compassion, or AIenabled designers where people use machines to amplify their insights in
generative product design.
What can people do to adjust and how can businesses and policy makers
help them?
To prepare for this future, workers need a deep humanity specialization more than a
deep technology one. Seek out continuous learning opportunities and
apprenticeships that expand work experiences. Find companies that invest in their
workforces through retraining initiatives as Accenture is doing by re-skilling
320,000+ of our people in New IT. Ultimately, success will depend on a multistakeholder effort across governments, educators, businesses, and individuals —
no entity can do it alone.
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Ian Goldin
What can we learn about labor market disruption from the technological
revolutions of the past and is it different this time?

Professor Ian Goldin
Professor of Globalization & Development,
Oxford University,
Ian was the founding Director of the Oxford
Martin School and the former Vice President
of the World Bank. He has published over
50 articles and 21 books. He is the
presenter of the BBC World Service and
Radio 4 series After the Crash and The
Butterfly Defect, and The Age of Discovery.

This is time to different. The idea that we are living in a Fourth Industrial Revolution
is suggestive but does not go far enough. This is not mainly about industry — it’s a
revolution which is affecting all dimensions of society. Manufacturing processes are
being automated and transformed by robotic, 3D, and other technological changes.
However, services will be equally impacted as will agriculture. In addition, the
previous industrial revolutions were slow transformations there are still parts of the
world where the first industrial revolution associated with mechanized power have
not reached. The current technological revolution is global and extremely rapid,
effectively developing and advanced economies alike. Technological revolutions
lead to periods of turmoil. Unlike the industrial revolution which led to more and
higher quality jobs and standards of living, the current transformation may not be so
positive as for the first time the process is hollowing out not only unskilled or semiskilled jobs but also middle class and professional jobs. To the extent that new jobs
are being created, they are in different places, typically in a small number of
dynamic cities which are islands of prosperity. The outsourcing of activities to ‘gig’
workers has seen a reduction in investment in skills and a reduction in loyalty to
firms. The growing implications of the increasingly uneven distribution of dynamic
economic activities for economic geography are already being reflected in divisive
politics with individuals in dying towns and locations protesting against globalization
and seeking to slow disruption.

To the extent that new jobs are being created, they are in
different places, typically in a small number of dynamic cities
which are islands of prosperity.
What can people do to adjust and how can businesses and policy makers
help them?
In our time of accelerating change, greater effort needs to be made to ensure that
people are not left behind. The need for investment for flexibility grows. Both the
hardware infrastructure (including energy, transport, housing and other stock) and
software (including regulations, education, health) need to be renewed more rapidly
to avoid becoming out of date and unfit for purpose. The increasing geographical
concentration of jobs and incomes means that greater effort is required to address
questions of mobility from areas where job prospects are declining to dynamic
cities. This requires greater investment in housing and transport systems. Stronger
safety nets are also required when the rate of job change increases, including for
care of the elderly which can constrain mobility of those looking after elderly
dependents. For business, the need for retraining of employees grows. So too does
the need to ensure that outsourced and gig workers have terms and conditions of
employment which reflect best practices. The payment of taxes and reduction in tax
arbitrage is vital too, as governments require the fiscal revenues to ensure that
appropriate investments are made in the renewal of society and securing of safety
nets. Periods of accelerating technical change are highly disruptive and without
more active policy and business strategy the risks are that populism and
nationalism grow, undermining the competitiveness of countries and firms.
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Sir Anthony Seldon
What can we learn about labor market disruption from the technological
revolutions of the past and is it different this time?
We can learn nothing about the labor market from technological revolutions in the
past, because the 4.0 revolution is qualitatively different. The 4.0 revolution in
education alone will be the biggest since the printing press. It will affect every single
aspect of education as well as the society and world of work that education is
preparing people for.
What can people do to adjust and how can businesses and policy makers
help them?
Sir Anthony Seldon,
Vice-Chancellor, The University of
Buckingham, former Headmaster of
Wellington College and Brighton College.
Anthony is the author or editor of more than
35 books on contemporary history, politics,
and education and most recently published
The Fourth Education Revolution: Will
Artificial Intelligence Liberate or Infantilise
Humanity

People can learn to adjust by recognizing that the 4.0 revolution cannot be stopped,
but it can be shaped. It needs to be directed so that it is in the interest of all,
including the young and vulnerable, and not just in the interests of the large tech
companies. The 4.0 revolution can make our lives, our work, and our communities
immeasurably better, but only if we wake up to the challenges that we will face.
Industrialization has been an enormous boon in aggregate to mankind, but many
mistakes were made in how it was introduced and we were slow to ameliorate the
downsides. There is far too little understanding about the 4.0 revolution, from
government at all levels, schools, universities, and from business. The threat from
the 4.0 revolution is as significant or greater than from global warming. But unlike
global warming it has a very powerful upside which we have to learn to channel.

People can learn to adjust by recognizing that the 4.0
revolution cannot be stopped, but it can be shaped.
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Rt Hon. Lord David Willetts
Yes, work is changing fast. For that we need generic skills which will stay relevant,
the ability to think straight and express oneself effectively; a grasp of fundamental
mathematical and scientific concepts; the ability to work in a team; understanding
how to keep on learning. But I personally think skills are rather like happiness —
best achieved indirectly rather than directly. And that is why my advice to people
asking me what to study at university is to go for the subjects that interest them the
most so that they dig into them as deeply as they possibly can. That process is a
great way to develop the generic skills they will need in the future.

The Rt Hon. Lord David Willetts
Member of Parliament of the U.K., Executive
Chair of the Resolution Foundation and
former Minister of State for Universities and
Science.
Lord Willetts has written widely on economic
and social policy and recently published the
book A University Education which defends
the value of higher education in the world
today.

For this to work universities need to do their bit by carefully designing courses and
adding training in these generic skills as the means to study a subject effectively. So
for example one of England’s educational weaknesses is subject specialization at
the age of 16 which is too early. That means for example key skills in Maths are
very weak. So a student arrives at university to study politics or history and find
themselves reading research using qualitative techniques that are beyond them.
That is the point at which they can be reintroduced to Maths and given extra
training. And they may be more likely to do if, if it enables them to understand
analysis of voting behavior or whatever else they are focused on rather than being
told it is a generic skill they are obliged to learn in the abstract.”

..my advice to people asking me what to study at university
is to go for the subjects that interest them the most so that
they dig into them as deeply as they possibly can.
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Citi Foundation
What should foundations, governments, the education system, or corporates
do to help people navigate the future of work in an era of technology change?
The public and private sectors recognize that the future of work is one of most
material issues of today, yet by in large continue to develop ideas and solutions in
silos. We have found that philanthropy can provide the flexible capital to serve as a
convener and level set, allowing various players the ability to come together and
share best practices and new ideas with a certain amount of candor and trust that
leads to real change. The alternative of continuing to go at it alone will lead to
sluggish progress and limited scale.
Ed Skyler
Executive Vice President for Global Public
Affairs at Citi and Chair of the Citi
Foundation

What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
Citi and the Citi Foundation are committed to preparing young people for today’s
competitive job market through our Pathways to Progress initiative. In 2017, the Citi
Foundation doubled its dedication to this cause with a new, three-year, $100 million
global pledge — the largest philanthropic commitment in the Foundation’s history.
This builds on its previous $50 million effort in the U.S., which helped more than
100,000 young people become career-ready and employable. We are also
engaging at least 10,000 Citi colleagues as volunteers in this effort, serving as
mentors, coaches, and role models to young people in support of their career
progress and aspirations.
Having engaged with over 400,000 young people globally, we have seen time and
time again the value of network building. While today’s young people are building
these networks in vastly different ways than prior generations, the value of networks
still holds. The young people that we work with are very nimble in the ways in which
they build their networks, relying on digital connection as a must-do, but also going
further to seek out mentors and career opportunities through specific interests and
volunteer organizations, rather than limiting themselves to traditional recruiting
opportunities and tracks in any given field

Career Ready
What should foundations, governments, the education system, or corporates
do to help people navigate the future of work in an era of technology change?
In 2017 the U.K. Government laid down a new careers strategy built on eight
benchmarks drawn from international best practice. As a result young people are
learning about national and local labor markets and hearing first-hand from
employers about the skills and attitudes they need for work. Two facts which our
students absorb and reflect in program evaluation are:

Anne Spackman
Chief Executive
Career Ready
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1.

We will have six different careers in our lifetime

2.

60% of those jobs do not yet exist

For young people this is exciting; for people in work it is frightening. Universities
need to build employability into their courses and the existing workforce needs a
Universities & College Admissions Service (UCAS) style portal of training programs
mapped to new jobs and a voucher system to help pay for them.
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What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
At Career Ready our programs are mapped to eight sets of learning outcomes
including self-management, team-working, and resourcefulness. When we next
review them, it’s likely that adaptability will be a candidate for inclusion. A generation
of workers has made the shift to a technology-driven work environment. That
process of adapt and learn will need to become a constant for all of us looking to
stay employed — and it needs a sexier name than lifelong learning.

…we will have six different careers in our lifetime and 60%
of those jobs do not yet exist….

Aart de Geus
What should foundations, governments, the education system, or corporates
do to help people navigate the future of work in an era of technology change?

Aart de Geus
Aart is Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of the Bertelsmann Stiftung, and was
previously the Secretary-General of the
OECD, and Minister for Social Affairs and
Employment in the Netherlands.
.

Technological change, especially digital transformation, intensifies the ongoing
structural changes on the labor market, sometimes even in a disruptive manner. In
order to preserve flexible labor markets but at the same time provide necessary
security for workers, preventive active labor market policies have to be put in place.
These help workers to adapt early on, ideally well before unemployment occurs.
Regarding emerging non-standard types of work, such as platform work or zerohour contracts, access to affordable and sufficient social protection is crucial. In that
respect, it is also important to shape labor market regulation and provide incentives
in such ways that workers will be kept from being stuck in dead-end jobs and that
upward social mobility will be fostered. The role of foundations is two-fold: First,
they should provide objective information on ongoing and future developments,
engage in agenda setting and develop policy approaches. Second, they can also
play a role in providing direct assistance, guidance, and counselling to those
workers at risk of being displaced or having already lost their jobs.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labour
market?
Competencies will become the key currency for people to thrive in future labor
markets. While it will still be indispensable to develop job-specific skills, more
general skills, i.e., hard skills such as computer use or project management, but
also soft skills such as empathy, team work, or leadership, will become more and
more important. People should intensify their efforts to develop such skills and also
build upon the support that companies, trade unions, and government programs
might provide in this respect.
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Convoco Foundation
What should foundations, governments, the education system, or corporates
do to help navigate the future of work in an era of technological change?
It is important to be future-orientated and to work out concepts and visions.

Dr. Corinne Flick
Founder and Chair
Convoco Foundation

Visions are crucial management tools for transforming existing conditions and
shaping the developments to come. Technological change must furthermore be
understood and analyzed within our existing capitalist system. We need to take care
not to let technological change exacerbate the inequalities already present. Instead,
we should strive for a capitalist framework that enables wider economic participation
and works for the benefit of all. A first step must be to reform our market economies
to adequately incorporate the new digital markets, where classical capitalist
categories, such as employer/employee, are becoming increasingly blurred.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
As individuals, and as a society, we should rethink our approach to work. We must
definitely become more flexible in our expectations and skill sets and be prepared to
have several careers. The future may no longer hold the prospect of doing one’s
‘dream-job’ for an entire career. As technological change accelerates, new jobs may
appear and disappear within a single working life. Lifelong learning, being open and
interested, is an important ability when it comes to engaging with the new
developments. In addition, as we live longer because of technological progress, we
need to stay active longer. All this may require a new understanding of the meaning
of work and a broader definition of what we regard as work. Charitable work and
work for the community must to be included. At present, most people define
themselves through their professions. This may become increasingly difficult in
times to come. The focus has to change. Other activities should be included and
become part of our working life.

At present, most people define themselves through their
professions. This may become increasingly difficult in times
to come. The focus has to change.
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Terry Hogan

Terry Hogan
Global Head of Diversity and Talent
Management
Citi

If you look out 10 years, what changes do you hope to see that will improve
diversity and inclusion in the workplace?
While I’m encouraged by the progress made in improving diversity and inclusion in
the workplace so far, we still have a lot to do. My biggest hope is that ten years from
now, roles like mine that are dedicated to improving diversity and inclusion at a
company no longer exist because they are no longer needed. I believe that we’re in
a period of increasing awareness and allyship, in terms of how colleagues are
engaging ‘the other’ to create a culture of belonging — for example, men advocating
for women, people without disabilities advocating for people with disabilities.
However this inclusion mindset has not shifted enough. Hiring practices are one
example. The common practice among recruiting and hiring continues to be ‘like for
like’ hires, with little variety of experience or perspective. While approaches like
diverse recruiting slates — requiring at least one woman and/or minority to be
interviewed and considered for a role — are important steps, I’d hope that 10 years
from now, companies large and small have such a new cross-section of prospective
employees, that the entire recruiting process is around skill set and all other
attributes are secondary.
The other thing that I’m hopeful we’ll see in the next 10 years is an acceleration of
diversity and inclusion progress so great that we no longer have to specify that men
be part of the conversation. Their advocacy and contributions to change are
integrated into all efforts, so we no longer celebrate select sponsors or men making
real change in their teams. The majority is leading the minority.
What advice would you offer the future generation of employees, or for
employers or policy makers, to help improve D&I?
 For employers: In the future, only those companies who have figured out how to

facilitate internal mobility will thrive. A crucial aspect of this will be the ways in
which companies can create a gig economy within their organizations — this
allows you to free up stranded knowledge, get the right people in the right roles
and retain your best talent. This could look like creating a ‘project marketplace’
that gives employees the opportunity to choose what they want to work on based
on their passions and interests. Companies of tomorrow will likely adopt a culture
of flexible working so different from today that norms will allow people to ‘opt in to
regular face time in the office
 For employees: It’s crucial to provide educational opportunities on not just what

to learn, but how to learn. This may include encouraging people to go to unlikely
resources and embracing lifelong learning to encourage both vertical and lateral
movement. For employees, focus on developing skill sets that allow you to
sustain and build your network. Networking is so important — not just to facilitate
your own career growth, but to collaborate with others and get the job done.
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Tina Fordham
If you look out 10 years, what changes do you hope to see that will improve
diversity and inclusion in the workplace?

Tina Fordham
Chief Global Political Analyst
Citi

2020 will mark the 25th anniversary of the UN’s Beijing Declaration and Platform for
Action, regarded as the most visionary agenda for the empowerment of women and
girls in history, which set out to remove the barriers that hold women back from
equal participation in all areas of life. It was adopted by 189 governments and
helped bring about significant progress in 12 critical areas, from poverty–reduction
and education to the economy, power, and decision-making, health and armed
conflict, the environment and more. Aptly, in my view, the UN’s theme for marking
Beijing +25, as it is known, is “Generation Equality”. Part of what I learned in the
process of spearheading Citi’s gender economics research and participating in the
UN’s first High-Level Panel on Women’s Economic Empowerment was the
importance of advocating for gender equality, and underscoring the benefits for both
men and women this can bring, as well as the business and economic imperative to
remove barriers to participation. Diversity and inclusion cannot just be empty terms,
or affirmative action programs for some groups, carrying a stigma of unfair
advantage.
Equality, whether of opportunity or between men and women, is an attitude that is
also influencing the political preferences of younger generations. Combine this with
98
the advent of the 100-year life, I think today’s Generations X & Y, and Millennials
together may be the ones who challenge, and in some cases overturn the
outmoded 20th century post-War fairy tale life trajectory, and create something new.
At least, I hope so. And in the process, that they re-invent education, politics, the
world of work, and the space between automation and the parts of life that are
necessarily analog. They’re going to have plenty of time to go about it: a child born
in 2007 is likely to live to be 100 years old! The obvious implications include the
need to live modestly and save, to pace oneself between stages of life, to live on
multiple planes, and to constantly look for opportunities to learn and grow — and
cultivate personal and professional relationships that allow the space for this.
Through my personal and professional engagement and volunteer work (not to
mention my own children and their friends) I encounter scores of young people who
are extremely well-educated with enormous opportunities, and remain deeply
anxious about how to move into adulthood. Then there are those, such as the
young women I met in Central America through the UN, who were advocating for
their continued opportunity to scavenge rubbish to extract a meager profit through
which they supported their families — who have precious few opportunities in the
first place. But they share something in common, which is the sense that it will be
very difficult for their generation to navigate a rapidly-changing environment, and
the anxiety that there is a ‘right’ way of doing this. It’s a fallacy, and we do them no
favors by reinforcing it.
From the time we first read our children bedtime stories, to when the privileged few
are chauffeured by their well-meaning parents to college tours, we embed a sense
that there is a path or trajectory that will lead to financial success, personal
fulfilment, and marital and familial happiness, and it involves making the ‘right’
choices. Get in to the right university. Choose the right major. Land the right
internship and first job. Attract the right life partner, then — usually, but not only — if
you are a woman — achieve the nirvana of a ‘work-life balance’.

98
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Make all of these choices, and you’ve hit life’s jackpot. In reality, setting up such
virtually unfulfillable expectations is a recipe for disappointment, and yet there is
almost some kind of collective need to perpetuate the mythology. We all say we
want our children to be ‘happy’, and then proceed to lay out for them this flawed
framework for achieving it. Is it any wonder anxiety and depression are on the rise
in the young?
In actual fact there are many routes to becoming an adult with a fulfilling life — and
fulfilment is distinct from happiness. We know what factors contribute to it: a sense
of purpose and value in what one does for work, the pleasure of giving to others,
proximity to friends and family, mental and physical well-being, a little time for
personal pursuits and even mastery — especially those that are ‘just’ for fun. In a
cookie-cutter world, the outliers — the rainbow cakes perhaps — may end up being
the best-placed to benefit. And it is these people with their mix of hard and soft
skills, resilience, adaptability and, yes, experience with failure, who will be the most
able to navigate an uncertain future, and rebound from the changes that we haven’t
even thought of yet.

In a cookie-cutter world, the outliers — the rainbow cakes
perhaps — may end up being the best-placed to benefit.

Dr. Pippa Malmgren
If you look out 10 years, what changes to you hope to see that will improve
diversity and inclusion in the workplace?
When we speak of diversity and inclusion, we must remember that the ultimate goal
is diversity of thinking. Including different genders is just the start. We need diversity
of life experience, of ethnicity or income and educational backgrounds and even of
neuroplasticity. Only by encouraging diversity in the debate can we achieve a more
robust outcome. Remember that we don’t do diversity just because it is nice or just.
We also do it because it vastly improves the performance of organizations.
Companies make more profits and governments achieve greater support when they
achieve better diversity of thinking.
Dr Pippa Malmgren
Co-Founder H robotics and author of The
Leadership Lab: Understanding Leadership
in the 21st Century, which was named
Business Books Award 2019 Book of the
Year.

Much of the problem is that we believe having lots of different people in the room is
enough. Sadly, it is not. Thomaso Premuzic of Harvard recently wrote a bestseller
called “Why do so Many Incompetent Men Become Leaders?” He suggests that we
often confuse confidence with competence. Men typically say they are ready for a
job when they are only 40-60% prepared. Women need to be closer to 100% to put
their hand up. We need to make allowances for this in the management and hiring
process.
Similarly, we like to hold meetings that are driven by the people who speak first,
loudest, and longest. If we want to quiet the blowhards and encourage the quiet
voices, we should hold meetings based on equal time. When everyone has five
minutes, the loud ones must compress their views and make them more efficient.
The quiet ones are forced to say something. This achieves better diversity of
thinking. Similarly, we must encourage dissent. If someone says “I think Brexit might
happen or Trump might win, or the economy might keep getting better” we cannot
afford to say “don’t be ridiculous” any more.
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Good leaders know that prediction is a mugs game. Preparedness is the real goal.
We live in a fast-changing world where people cannot keep up with all the new
technologies, events and information.
Diversity of thinking demands that we seriously consider the unlikely and the
impossible. After all, the impossible keeps happening.
What advice would you offer the future generation of employees, or for
employers or policy makers, to help improve D&I?
Devices are now gathering data everywhere and all the time which form the basis of
a scoring system. We are being scored all the time. But all this means we are
creating a world that emphasizes the quantifiable and expects a numerical score as
the end result. But, humans and life on this planet involve the qualitative as well.
The human element is just as important. This is why AI requires HI (Human
Ingenuity).
There is a pervasive failure to understand how these devices and the algorithms
work. You say I have nothing to hide. You order a pizza & Ben and Jerry’s through
Alexa at 11pm on a Friday night while weeping over a Netflix Romantic Comedy
because your marriage feels a little wobbly. You Google where the nearest Weight
Watchers class is. You buy joggers in size 14 on Mastercard which means Google
and everyone else knows your size. Meanwhile, your spouse bought something
from Agent Provocateur in size 4. His data is equally broadcast all over the net. The
two of you don’t fight. But the voice-enabled Alexa, coffee machine, fridge, and your
IOT watches capture the emotional content of your non-conversations and also of
that teary call to your best friend where you said you could “kill” your spouse. The AI
used by your bank takes all this data and concludes that a divorce is likely. They
automatically lower the credit limit of the lower earning partner in anticipation of the
coming financial catastrophe. This is usually the woman. Faced with this new reality,
you start applying for jobs. But, the HR Department of any potential employer also
buys and sees all the data. They run their algorithms over it too. This is why you
never hear back from them. Your profile reveals you are “unreliable” due to issues at
home and in your personal life. You have been scored out of the workforce before
you even entered it. You have been scored out of the banking system. This is the
reality of our device and algorithm-led modern world.
When we turn to the workplace, too often we want hard-nosed quants to make all
the decisions based on rational algorithms and the desire to be highly analytical. But
in the 21st century analytical thinking alone is not working. It is one thing to
measure the math and a different thing to detect that mood. That’s how everybody
missed the election of Donald Trump.
A new skill is necessary. In additional to the analytical, our leaders need to consider
the parenthetical. They can drill down but they also need to be better at the look
across the landscape. Instead of diving deeper into silos they need to connect the
dots between them more. If the analytical is where we find ‘facts’, the parenthetical
is where we find ‘feelings’. The analytical can try to dismiss the importance of this.
But it is crystal clear the brand trust and the loyalty to a nation are far more driven
by compassion and empathy. Stories, which are by nature parenthetical, beat
numbers, which are analytical, every single time. Is being analytical ‘masculine’? Is
being parenthetical ‘feminine’? One can argue this to death. It is clear we need both
and we need both in more people regardless of their gender.
IQ + EQ and AI + HI (human ingenuity) and Quantitative + Qualitative = a better
result every time.
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Fidelity International
If the future of work is impacted by technological change, what advice would
you offer to young people on managing their finances?

Anne Richards
Chief Executive Officer
Fidelity International

The old advice on saving still holds good — save early, save often, and set aside as
much as you can. And don’t be too risk averse — if your investment time horizon is
long, then you can afford to include assets that may be more volatile in the short
term, but offer much better prospects for capital growth in the long term. You may
have to be flexible and adjust your savings pattern to deal with job changes,
variable pay, and unexpected career events but it’s important to take advantage of
pension and savings vehicles with tax rebates or exemptions. You should also make
use of digital tools which can help nudge you towards good investment behaviors
like buying low and selling high. Inheritance and inter-generational planning are also
becoming increasingly important with financial wellness involving parents and
grandparents — and the smarter technological offerings already provide ways to
facilitate such linkages and benefits.
How can technology, employers and policy makers help young people plan
for their financial futures?
As individuals around the world are increasingly having to take more responsibility
for their financial future, employers and financial services companies are
increasingly working together to provide financial wellness packages for employees
— not just in pensions, but workplace savings, health, insurance, charitable giving,
and payroll deductions to facilitate such choices. Smart employers are working with
firms who can provide insights into their employees’ choices and behaviors, thereby
allowing them to target help and changes to wellness propositions. This is an area
of differentiation for employers and a critical part of employee engagement. The
same tools and advice capabilities can be used in workplace and individual
investing journeys and the more advanced providers are increasingly able to join up
these choices to provide solutions through employment which fit into financial
wellness plans throughout individuals’ lives.

Vanguard Europe
If the future of work is impacted by technological change, what advice would
you offer to young people on managing their finances?

Sean Hagerty
Chief Executive and Head of Europe
Vanguard Europe
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Younger people are already facing a more complex and more challenging financial
environment. Life-defining expenses such as education, health, pensions, and latelife care increasingly fall to individuals and families. At the same time, globalization
and technology are suppressing prices and reducing returns on savings and
investments. In response, we need to reform behaviors. We need to save more and
for longer. Definitions of work and retirement need to change. We need to not only
take more risk — invest rather than save — but manage risk differently. In respect
of investment strategies, we need a new suite of products; some that are made to
endure over several cycles, some that are targeted at specific needs. Technology
will be vital to lowering costs and widening accessibility to meaningful financial
advice and appropriate investment products.
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How can technology, employers and policy makers help young people plan
for their financial futures?
Auto-enrollment is already making significant inroads into broadening participation
in long-term pension savings. Inertia, though, is the overwhelming behavior
determining the shape of workplace pension plans. This suggests that employers
have a role to play, in partnership with plan providers, in educating and encouraging
their members to make the best use of their contributions, potentially through lowcost, accessible financial advice. Policy makers, in our view, are moving in the right
direction, pushing for greater and lower cost access to good financial services,
advice, and funds in particular. We see technology augmenting rather than
displacing the wider distribution of existing services.

Citi Private Bank
If the future of work is impacted by technological change, what advice would
you offer to young people on managing their finances?

Peter Charrington
Global Head of Citi Private Bank

Some aspects of managing finances evolve with technological change; others do
not. Building a diversified portfolio that meets clearly identified investment objectives
remains constant in wealth management. That said the world of technological
expansion faced by this generation is in turbo charge compared to even five years
ago. Clients across generations work with Citi Private Bank to navigate increasing
market complexity and to identify investment opportunities within the transformative
space. The resources we bring to our clients — younger people included —
embrace the newest and deepest technology changes, including AI, blockchain,
richer ecosystems, and the Internet of Things. Our advice on technological change
covers the risks as well — managing data securely is key including protecting
yourself against cybercrime.
How can technology, employers and policy makers help young people plan
for their financial futures?
Citi Private Bank is dedicated to helping our next generation of global ultra-high net
worth (UHNW) citizens preserve and grow wealth. We provide customized
programs for NextGen clients to help them navigate their financial futures. We
recognize these clients are often preparing for increased responsibility in looking
after the family wealth and businesses, and we focus our programs to meet those
needs — for example, family office leadership, business families summits, and
empowering successor generations.

Philip Watson
Chief Innovation Officer, Citi Private Bank
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We weigh just as much importance on future planning as employers. Through our
learning & development programs, partnerships, and events, Citi Private Bank
brings the best of the outside world’s innovation inside to enable our employees.
The benefits pay dividends: innovation adoption inspires enthusiasm for change and
helps us put great ideas into practice!
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Citi Ventures
When you think about new industries and employment prospects, which
innovations are you most excited by or which disruptions do you most worry
about?
First, it is worth noting that the traditional concept of ‘industries’ has blurred.
Companies are evolving into business ecosystems that serve modern consumers
across geographic and industry lines. Recent examples being Amazon’s expansion
into transportation and Apple’s expansion into healthcare. Given this trend, all
companies need to keep apace of the accelerating and irreversible trends that are
affecting the market.
Beth Devin
Head of Innovation Network and Emerging
Technology
Citi Ventures

At Citi Ventures, we pay attention to signals — the behavioral, technological, and
structural changes that are taking place all around us. As head of the emerging
technology practice, I spend time researching and evaluating next-generation
technologies that will have a significant impact on both our workforce and our
clients’ businesses. What excites me the most is the ‘art of the possible,’ the mash
up of different technologies and how they will work together to change the way we
work and live. I do believe we cannot envision what we have yet to experience and
many of the emerging technologies we are exploring are in their infancy right now.
Currently I am most interested in quantum computing, 5G, the Internet of Things,
and next-generation artificial intelligence. How these innovations work together will
be the true differentiator. Will 5G (with smart sensors and edge computing) now
bring true virtual reality (VR) to life in a manner that is frictionless and adoptable by
all and create new experiences never imagined before? What will quantum
computing enable that the limitations of classical computing have previously kept a
lock on? Despite the phenomenal transformations and disruption that we are
already experiencing, the one constant is the human capacity to adapt to evolve
along with it. Historically, technology has always created more jobs than it has
destroyed. In the workforce of the future, the winners will be those who leverage
new capabilities to their advantage.
What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
As automation continues to replace manual functions, human capital will focus on
more strategic, personalized, and innovative work. In addition to the new technical
jobs that are being created, intrinsically human skills like creativity, communication,
and empathy will become more valuable in the market.
Ancillary to that is the new focus on skills — over experience — in the workplace.
Millennials and Gen Z will dominate the workforce in the next decade and they are
already digital natives. STEM requirements will be the norm and not a major
difference-maker. You are already seeing this trend as many banks are having their
new analysts go through python training. As skills take precedence over degrees
and experience, the best advice I can give is to embrace lifelong learning as the
norm. Careers today look more like a jungle gym than a ladder and as the next
generation hopes to advance in their careers, they need to remain curious and
willing learn new skills that drive the continuously evolving economy. As Darwin
pointed out, the strongest among us will always be the most adaptable.
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INSEAD
When you think about new industries and employment prospects, which
innovations are you most excited by ahead or which disruptions do you most
worry about?

Nathan Furr
Strategy Professor
Nathan’s research focuses on innovation
and technology strategy, particularly how
new and established firms adapt to
technology change and enter new markets.

Machine learning and artificial intelligence, particularly when paired with the
automation capability of robotics, have the greatest long-run potential to change the
way we work. Despite the general apocalyptic tone, for the most part, massive
change is far away. Today, machine learning and artificial intelligence paradigms are
largely advanced statistics … no super intelligent systems will take over the world
and our jobs any time soon. In the first wave of these tools (next 10 years), they will
largely be used to augment our capabilities and replace easily automated tasks
(which may result in loss of jobs). To understand the impact on the future we need
to ask two tasks:
1.

What is the core need, or job to be done, and will it persist, change, or
disappear?: Years ago Ted Levitt, a marketing professor at Harvard, argued
that we buy things or do things, to solve an underlying need or job-to-be done.
To understand if technology will replace what we do, ask yourself, what jobs do
I do for customers or the organization? The answer may need some careful
thinking. For example, it may be tempting to replace call centers with AI
systems. But why do customers call in? Often because they are angry and
need help with something they can’t solve themselves. The last thing they want
is a robot who can’t help them! So the underlying job may still require a person
with emotional intelligence. By contrast, when it comes to repetitive activities,
like document checking or driving the same route, it’s not clear we need that
person behind the controls, and so this might be an area ripe for replacement.

2.

How can technology solve those jobs to be done: Once you understand the
core job to be done, you can start to predict whether technology can help or
replace that job. In the call center example, AI can help make call center
representatives vastly better at their job by (1) acting as the front end to resolve
issues not requiring human intervention and (2) learning from past interactions
and then suggesting the best responses to real people, making them faster and
more effective. In the document validation and transportation examples, these
will likely be replaced by AI.

What advice would you offer for people to prosper in the future labor market?
To prosper in the future job market, we don’t all need to become coders or data
analysts. It is true that the shepherd of AI will have power. But so will people who
can do jobs that require emotional, creative, or social intelligence. We will always
need leaders who can coach, inspire, and guide. We will always need creatives who
can shape new ideas. We will always need people with emotional intelligence. One
thing is certain, technology changes the nature of what we do, but it doesn’t replace
our fundamental human capacity to change. Don’t let labels scare you (which is why
I point out that AI is pretty much glorified statistics at this point in its evolution … so
you don’t fear it). Instead be a continuous learner. The learners will rule the world
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Syncona Investment Management
Which technologies do you think will attract the most investment capital in
the next ten years and which industries are likely to see the highest
proportion of stranded/substituted business models, and hence represent
sunk investment?

Hitesh Thakrar, CFA
Hitesh is a Venture Partner at Syncona
Europe’s largest life science Fund,
Chairman of the Investment Committee for
Newable Deep Technology Fund, and on
the Board of the Alan Turing Institute for
Data Science and AI. He was previously a
fund manager with the Global Innovation
Fund.

The most common phrase/buzzword that has emerged recently in the field of
innovation is the ‘fourth industrial revolution´ There are several interpretations of this
idea, but the core is that the first industrial revolution from 1750 saw hand-tomachine production and a cycle driven by the sciences, in this case chemistry. The
second industrial revolution started around the 1870’s and saw the development of
the motor car, electricity, and the telegraph, and was primarily led by the
engineering sector. The third industrial revolution is the current communications and
information technology cycles, primarily led by physics and started in the 1940’s
with the invention of the transistor. The fourth industrial revolution has a couple of
facets. Biology to date has been a relative laggard in that we have struggled to
understand complex disease pathways and mechanisms. However, we are entering
a world where this is changing through the ‘third wave’ of innovation in drug
development — that of cell and gene therapies and gene editing. This wave is likely
to last 20+ years and in many cases will cure patients rather than treating the
symptoms. This does raise questions on the long term multiples of pharmaceutical
companies which rely on steady cash flows from patients on life-time drugs.
In information technology, it has often been the case that the users of technology
have benefited more than the creators of the technology. For example, the adoption
of ERP systems in the 1990s which automated back office, human resource and
finance systems, led to an expansion of global company operating margins from 7%
to 12% between 1993 and 2019. However, many of the ERP companies were
consolidated to 2-3 players. Similar to the ERP cycle, cloud technologies today will
enable non-technology companies to benefit.
Many investors are excited about investing in ‘deep technology’ such as AI, data
science, semiconductors, or computing programming languages. These can create
new business models based on the convergence of multiple technologies and
services, but this is also where the highest risk resides and many ideas are likely to
fail as they are tackling new markets with new technologies. Areas such as
blockchain, quantum computing, and nuclear fission are further examples which
have no standardized infrastructure below it that others can build on to create mass
adoption. Investors in these areas will need to have long term horizon (5-10 years)
and a portfolio approach is likely to be more successful.
In your opinion, what should the young study today and which skill sets
should they develop to have the best prospects in the future labor market?
As a nation, the U.K. has not sufficiently encouraged the study of STEM subjects
from a young age and across a diverse population. It is encouraging to see
government and university initiatives address this and we are seeing increasing
institutional support to inspire the study of technology, coding, and software
development.
In a world where automation and technology are likely to dominate industries across
the economy, hard skills such as data science (not necessarily programming but
also application) are going to much more important. However, as important will be
the soft skills of communications and ability to draw insights from data and how this
gets communicated.
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Facts that can quickly be found via the Internet today and knowledge for its own
sake will become commoditized. As a result, applied learning becomes more
important than knowledge-learning and educational systems that emphasize the
latter will be at a disadvantage.
As discussed above, the science leads to invention which leads to innovation (the
commercialization of the invention). Of the traditional subjects, the next 10-20 years
is likely to be the age of biology as we learn and understand more disease
mechanisms. Today there are 2-3 gene therapies approved and this will rise to 1520 in next the next five years. Another example is in agriculture where principles of
farming, invented over 12,000 years, have not changed. The use of satellite
imagery to pick crop damage at single leaf stage or using gene editing to edit crops
before diseases takes hold are happening today. The Nutraceuticals industry,
whereby foods created to improve health and diet, is also at its early stage. All of
these areas will create new roles and jobs.
A major educational challenge will be driven by the convergence of innovations
discussed above. For example, the digital health industry is emerging and is being
driven as much by cloud computing as the understanding of diseases mechanisms.
IT skills differ in that ‘bug fixes’ and products can be launched at beta stage, but in
drug development safety is paramount, so years of work must be done before
products can be launched. Skills that can bridge the convergence of industries will
be in demand. Educational systems may need to broaden rather than stay narrow
as they tend to be today.
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What Can Be Done?
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What Can Be Done?
“Even assuming that the ingenuity of scientists and engineers will always
generate new ideas to relay the old […] there is no assurance that those men
charged with utilizing these ideas will do so intelligently [and] there is no
assurance that noneconomic exogenous factors— above all, man’s
incompetence in dealing with his fellow- man—will not reduce the whole
magnificent structure to dust.” — David Landes (1969), The Unbound
Prometheus: Technological Change and Development in Western Europe from
1750 to the Present.

Ebrahim Rahbari
Chief G10 Currency Strategist and Global
head of FX Analysis and Content, Citi

“The future of democracy in developed countries will depend on their ability
to deal with the problem of a disappearing middle class.” — Francis Fukuyama
(2014), Political Order and Political Decay: From the Industrial Revolution to the
Globalization of Democracy
Disruptive technologies have huge potential to advance societies and humanities.
But their benefits and in particular the widespread distribution of these benefits are
by no means automatic. Meanwhile, the work of David Autor and others have shown
disruption can be both acute and long-lasting and we documented earlier that such
short-term costs are the norm rather than the exception during times of non-linear
technological change. Meanwhile, it is conceivable, we think plausible, the scope of
technological change is more extensive and possibly faster than during previous
technological revolutions. And unfortunately growing political divides suggest our
societies are less resilient to major disruptions, which could end up challenging the
very fabric of liberal democracy altogether.
Which raises the question of what can be done to harness the potential of the new
technologies, while minimizing or at least managing the disruption? There is no
silver bullet or magic wand. But fortunately, even though it is not realistic to avoid
disruption altogether, much can be done to improve on the basic trade-offs and
challenges, to increase the chances of ‘taking change by the hand’ and of
addressing and mitigating the costs and losses.
A variety of policy interventions are likely to be required to adapt society and our
workforce to the wide-ranging impacts of the disruptive new technologies. Some
experimentation will be needed, the interventions are not a free lunch and not all of
them will be successful. But above all, the treatments need to fit the diagnoses.
The central challenge will be to raise prosperity and productivity. Breakthroughs in
technology should in principle allow everybody to be better off. But the worst-case
scenario is when technology is labor-replacing but productivity growth is low. We
deal with these policy choices under seven headings:
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1.

A revamp of education is required to prepare the future workforce to take
advantage of emerging technologies, to double down on ‘the human edge’
skills that are difficult to automate, and to build the flexibility to change careers
if and when required. Improved training and employment support are needed to
adapt to fast- changing occupational requirements.

2.

Since career changes are often unavoidable, improved training and
employment support are also needed to adapt to fast-changing occupational
requirements, to reinvigorate careers and to minimize spells of joblessness.
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3.

But prosperity and productivity require businesses to embrace technological
change. That can be hard, so policies to reinvigorate business dynamism
are needed to safeguard that innovations diffuse, are adopted and their
benefits shared.

4.

And, if inclusive growth is the central challenge, it becomes even more
imperative to remove barriers to prosperity, even if they are unrelated to
recent innovations.

5.

The second critical challenge is inclusion itself. As the abundance of labor
grows, but it becomes increasingly evident that work is an end in itself, we must
promote civic participation and at times subsidize work.

6.

Disruptive technological change, the ‘winner takes all’ nature of many such
changes, and growing economic divides increase the importance of safety
nets and also argue for more ex-post redistribution.

7.

Finally, we need to rethink work, as not only technologies change, but our
health, lifestyles, and occupational patterns.

Below we discuss these seven policy requirements (education, training and
employment support, supporting business dynamism, removing barriers to
prosperity, boosting inclusion and promoting participation, strengthening safety nets
and ex-post redistribution, and rethinking work) in more detail. But four additional
points apply:
First, many of these policy prescriptions are not blue-sky thinking but policies that
have been tried and tested — often with success — in some places already. For
example, the earned income tax credit in the U.S. has led to measurable increases
in employment by single parents and other marginalized groups, boosted
educational attainment in children, and raised intergenerational mobility significantly.
In Finland and South Korea, focus on teacher performance and on STEM education
has allowed these economies to produce a disproportionate number of employable
graduates and high-tech companies. The Netherlands have used active labor
market policies and flexible employment to significantly boost employment rates.
And Norway is one of the economies that managed to combine prosperity with
inclusion.
Second, even though there is no room for complacency, there is also no case for
panic. Despite widespread angst and the labor-replacing nature of much recent
innovation, employment rates in many industrialized economies are near their alltime highs. Long-term unemployment and youth unemployment are falling, too.
Economic divides are often alarmingly large and widening, but we can learn from
the past precedents of previous disruptive innovations (including past mistakes).
And in the late 1990s, the last period of major technological change, it spurred
productivity growth and wage growth picked up.
Third, even though there is a clear case for additional policy interventions to
safeguard cohesive societies and facilitate inclusive growth, this is not a task for
governments alone. Businesses and we as individuals will need to do our their bit,
too, and a core message is that to maximize the odds of success, private initiative
and public steering and support must work hand in hand.
Finally, just as for individuals, the countries exposed to technological disruption may
not have the means to deal with them on their own. In Technology at Work 2.0, we
noted that an even higher share of workers may be at risk of automation in
emerging markets, while the declining importance of labor costs means that many
© 2019 Citigroup
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emerging markets could be at risk of ‘premature deindustrialization’ Rich countries
and international institutions will need to step in.

Revamp Education
“Technological change, education, and inequality are intricately related in a
kind of 'race’.” — Claudia Goldin, The Race Between Education and Technology
Returns to skill continue to increase and education remains paramount to prepare
the future workforce for modern occupational opportunities and requirements. The
demands on education are duly rising: education should provide students with the
skills to take advantage of emerging skills, should build on the ‘human edge’, and
build the flexibility to adapt to changing opportunities.
To do that adequately, education may need to change radically, after fairly gradual
changes in recent decades: to customize to individual learning preferences and
target (long-term) occupational success more effectively. Given the increasing
demands on education, education spending will need to rise, including balancing
out differences in mentoring and coaching based on parental income. Early
childhood education is especially effective. Increased used of digital technology can
mitigate the increased spending needs, but spending inevitably will need to rise.
Figure 65. Policies to Revamp Education

99100101102

Improve Early Childhood Education
• Early interventions produce return of 7-10% per year by improving
educational, health and productivity outcomes and reducing crime.99
• $500bn per year (4% of GDP) aggregate annual costs of child
poverty in the U.S. in lower productivity, higher crime, and
cascading health expenditure.100
• Children from low-income families much less likely to become
inventors.101
• Norway & Sweden spend 5x as much as the U.S. on early
childhood education.
• South Korea provides free full-day care from infancy to age 2, and
at least half-day for 3-5-yr olds; Korean students are often near the
top in PISA studies of educational attainment.

Customize Education and Coaching
• Academics see between 4 and 8 differing learning styles across
individuals. Massive open online courses (MOOCs) and other digital
learning opportunities can substantially increase availability of
customized education at moderate cost.
• 90% of secondary school students in Norway receive career
guidance vs. 50% in the U.S. (65% of children will hold jobs that
don’t currently exist).
3
• Bespoke coaching and mentoring can improve psychological wellbeing in addition to learning outcomes.
• Large differences in availability of mentoring and after-school
education based on parental income in the U.S.
• Differentiate experiential learning from vocational training.

Target Education at Long-term Success
• Promote human proficiencies that computers lack: 4Cs = critical
thinking (problem solving), creativity (innovation, entrepreneurship),
communication (empathy & leadership, and collaboration
(teamwork). Explaining elements of creativity can increase creativity
by 30%.
• Increase STEM grants, particularly for women (women account for
just 12% of all computer science grads vs. 37% in 1994).
• Introduce project-based learning and shorter and flexible courses,
adaptive learnings, and competence-based assessment to help
adapt to changing work environments.
• Increase vocational learnings apprenticeships with employers
(successful in Germany) and improve destination data (LinkedIn,
etc.) to reduce skills mismatch.

Optimize education spending
• Each year of schooling is associated with long-run growth increase
of 0.58 percentage points. On current trends, 24% of 24-45-yr old
men could be out of work by 2050, with risk of joblessness rising
without college degree.
• 70% of Koreans have tertiary education vs. <30% in Italy
• College graduates 2-3 times more likely to vote in national
elections.102
• Half-life of knowledge is falling but cost of education is rising.
Tuition costs have risen at twice the rate of healthcare in the U.S.
over the last two years.
• Starting salary of teachers in the U.S. is 80% of GDP per capita vs.
140% in South Korea.
• Norway and Belgium spend 4.5% of GDP on public education vs.
2.5% in Germany or Japan.
• Increased use of technology can bring down costs.

Source: Citi Research
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Training and Occupational Support
“Whenever you are asked if you can do a job, tell 'em, 'Certainly I can!' Then
get busy and find out how to do it.”— Theodore Roosevelt
Even if education prepares us well for the labor market at the time of graduation, the
requirements over time will change. Even today, the average U.S. employee goes
through 12 jobs on average between the age of 18 and 50, and average job tenure
is falling, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Seven out of 10 of
today’s fastest-growing jobs, such as eCommerce merchants and SEO specialists,
did not exist 20 years ago. But major changes in occupational patterns are not new,
of course: in 1900, over 40% of the U.S. workforce worked in agriculture, compared
to less than 2% today.
The challenge is therefore to keep up with the skills needed as they involve, but
also to facilitate matches between workers and employers to improve the quality of
the match and to reduce any frictional unemployment. Meanwhile, austerity has
meant that public spending on labor force training and support has fallen in most
OECD countries. Displaced workers often need to accept a substantial wage cut
and/or to move to take up a new job. But the share of U.S. job seekers willing to
relocate for a job has fallen to 10% from 30-40% in 1980s, so policy interventions
may be needed to bring the unemployed and new jobs together.
Figure 66. Training & Employment Support

103

Lifelong Learning/Training
• Boost lifelong learning opportunities (currently only 1% of $5 trillion
education market).
• Lifelong Learning Accounts (e.g. in the states of Maine and
Washington in the U.S.): individual tax incentives to invest in own
training targeted at low-income earners. Eligible citizens may
contribute up to $2,500 per year and receive refundable tax credit
of 25-50%.
• Singapore provides money to any citizen over 25 years of age to
spend on any of 500 approved courses.

Retraining and Employment Support
• Active labor market policies (ALMPs), i.e., public employment
services, training, employment incentives, and direct job creation,
can substantially reduce duration of unemployment spells and lead
to better job matches and improve skills. Labor adjustment policies
are more effective than public works projects and other government
programs.
• Denmark spends 2% of GDP on3ALMPs vs 0.2% in the U.S.
• The U.S. Manpower Training and Development Act (MDTA) passed
in 1962 to retrain two million workers left behind by automation
between 1963 and 1971 was an early example.103 Worker incomes
rose even though it is not clear if the benefits outweighed the costs.

Wage Insurance
• Wage insurance compensates workers for accepting a job with
lower pay, which raises employment among those affected by
structural changes.
• Part of the U.S. Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) is designed to
reduce the negative impact of trade on certain sectors for workers
over the age of 50 and earning less than $50k in salary.

Mobility Support
• Introduce location vouchers.
• Increase transferability of benefits (for pensions, unemployment
benefits, and education).
• Reduce moving costs (e.g., stamp duty for housing)
• Improve transportation and communication infrastructure to
facilitate commuting or tele work.

Source: Citi Research
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Boost Business Dynamism
“At the heart of capitalism is creative destruction” — Joseph Schumpeter
Major technological changes, perhaps counterintuitively, create challenges for
business dynamism as many businesses lack the resources and/or skills to use the
emerging technologies. Adopting new technology is rarely straightforward and can
be slow, due to skill and financing shortages, worker resistance, and adverse
consumer or public opinion. New enterprises may need to be formed or at least
organizational changes made (which is why computers only boosted productivity
growth in the late 1990s). Meanwhile, many of the recent waves of new
technologies involve ‘network effects’, which favor ‘winner-take-all’ outcomes.
New businesses account for nearly all net new job creation and almost 20% of
gross job creation in US. But in many economies, business dynamism appears to
be slowing. In the U.S., new business creation has fallen by almost half since 1980,
sectoral concentration has increased in three quarters of sectors between 1997 and
2007, and average mark-ups and the share of firms earning very outsized returns
104
has risen sharply. The differential in productivity growth between leading firms
and laggards appears to be growing, indicating that the diffusion and absorption of
105
innovation are falling (or at least slowing). Policy interventions in several areas
are therefore needed to underpin business dynamism and raise productivity growth.
Figure 67. Boosting Business Dynamism
Support Entrepreneurship
• Start-up rate is 15% of all enterprises in the U.K., twice that
of the U.S.
• Australia, Canada, and New Zealand score highest in the
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index.
• Fiscal incentives for self-employment and start-up formation.
• Boost safety nets to reduce downside of entrepreneurship.
• Reduce barriers for commercialization of publicly-funded
research.
• Immigrants are twice as likely to start businesses as natives
in the U.S.

Facilitate Access to Skills and Capital
• U.S. venture capital market roughly five times the size in
Europe; China’s larger than Europe already
• Commodity Credit Corporation and Farm Credit
Administration lowered interest rates and provided funding to
U.S. farmers in the New Deal, which boosted investment in
new equipment, such as tractors.
• Fiscal incentives or public investment to boost
competitiveness of declining cities or regions.

Strengthen Competition Policy
• Increase resources of competition agencies.
• Stricter rules against exclusionary conduct.
• Lower concentration limits in industries.
• Constrain common ownership of competing companies.
• Maintain net neutrality.

Promote Diffusion of Technology
• Reduce duration of patents and copyrights.
• Promote licensing of technology.
• Tax breaks for capital investment, such as accelerated (or
even full) depreciation for new investments.
• Investment in digital infrastructure.

Source: Citi Research
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Promote Inclusion
“Individuals gain not only income, but meaning, status, skills, networks and
friendships through work. Delinking income and work, while rewarding people
for staying at home, is what lies behind social decay.” — Ian Goldin (2018),
Five Reasons Why Universal Basic Income is a Bad Idea
There is widespread evidence, across different time periods and countries, that
unemployment is strongly linked to a wide range of negative outcomes, for
106
individuals as well as an economy and society as a whole. The declining scarcity
of labor and the increasing evidence of the costs of unemployment argue for
measures to raise employment, including by subsidizing it. During times of
discontinuous technological change and rising economic divergences, the
importance of high employment for social stability could potentially also argue for a
more cautious approach to the regulation and implementation of automation and the
use of data to contain the pace of the disruption of occupational patterns.
Inclusive societies tend to be more harmonious, productive, and ultimately more
resilient. Inclusion has many dimensions. Safeguarding a certain standard of living
is of course very important. But at its heart, inclusion is about participating in
society— in its success but also in its stewardship. Civic participation can therefore
play a major role in boosting inclusion and so can supporting employment and
ownership.
Robert Putnam’s book Bowling Alone documented the decline of voter participation
in the U.S., alongside a decline in memberships of many civic organizations, such
as religious groups, labor unions, and volunteers. There is also substantial evidence
of growing political polarization across many countries. And some studies suggest
that segregation based on educational attainment and income has also risen
107
sharply in recent decades, which often reinforces political polarization. Even
though we noted we have seen technological revolutions and their disruptions
before, one difference is that during previous technological revolutions, the workers
who lost out usually did not have the right to vote. Safeguarding inclusion is
therefore even more important currently than in previous times and calls for timely
policy support.
Figure 68. Promoting Inclusion
Subsidize Work
• Active labor market policies improve labor market outcomes
substantially.
• Lower employer and employee social security contributions
and the tax wedge. Tax wedge is 53% in Belgium vs. 18%
in New Zealand.
• U.S. Earned Income Tax Credit: negative income tax only
available to working low-income individuals, which has
boosted employment by single parents and other
marginalized groups, boosted educational attainment in
offspring and raised intergenerational mobility

Promote Civic Participation
• Australia’s compulsory voting laws boost turnout to 90%,
reduce political apathy, and reduce the role of funding in
political outcomes.
• Boost employee ownership.
• Subsidize volunteerism.

Source: Citi Research
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Removing Barriers to Prosperity
“The natural effort of every individual to better his own condition...is so
powerful, that it is alone, and without any assistance, not only capable of
carrying on the society to wealth and prosperity, but of surmounting a
hundred impertinent obstructions with which the folly of human laws too
often encumbers its operations.” — Adam Smith (1776), The Wealth of Nations,
Book IV
The good news is there are many ways to mitigate the adverse consequences to
disruptive technological change. But these responses, such as fiscal incentives for
work, improving the standard of education and training, and providing support for
businesses to adopt new technologies can be expensive. In addition, even though
recent decades have shown a rising tide does not lift all boats, addressing
excessive economic inequalities will be extremely challenging without also
growing the pie.
It is therefore even more imperative to remove barriers to prosperity, even if they
have little to do with technological change or economic divides per se. The OECD,
IMF, and a range of other organizations regularly propose a series of
recommendations for how to raise growth and the list of recommendations tend to
be long and of course vary strongly by country.
Many policies to raise growth are already captured under the other headings in
this chapter. Many of the remaining barriers to prosperity are man-made and can
therefore be tackled through reforms of product markets, labor markets, judicial
systems, public governance, and of taxation. For example, in the U.S., the
percentage of workers requiring a license to perform their jobs rose from 10% in
1970 to almost 30% in 2008; higher incidence of occupational license
requirements are associated with higher joblessness. Similarly, non-compete
clauses tended to be rare in the U.S. and are now very common (except in
California, where the California Civil Code of 1872 bans all covenants in
employment contracts and has led to much higher rates of employment
turnover).108 Changes to fiscal incentives for second earners can lead to major
increases in female labor force participation rates, as discussed in the Citi GPS
reports on Women in the Economy. Eliminating zoning restrictions could raise U.S.
109
GDP by 9% and significantly reduce wealth inequality. Again, the list of
potentially effective structural reforms is long and country-specific. But the case for
action is strong but the recent evidence is that reform appetite of governments is,
if anything, declining.

Improving Safety Nets and Redistribution
“I believe this is the defining challenge of our time: Making sure our economy
works for every working American.” — Barack Obama (2013), Remarks by the
President on Economic Mobility
“Reducing excessive is not just morally and politically correct, but it is good
economics.” — Christine Lagarde (2015), Lifting the Small Boats
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Rapid technological change will inevitably create losers. Indeed, as Chapter 1
notes, we have been there before. Industrialization led to a prolonged decline in real
wages but eventually social spending grew symbiotically with industrialization to not
only compensate the losers but also boost acceptance and diffusion of the new
technologies. Indeed, English regions that provided more generous welfare support
to the poor experienced less popular resistance to technological change, and less
110
social disorder. Disruption can be long-lasting and painful — Autor et al (2016)
showed that the effects can easily last a decade in the context of substitution by
111
imports from China. Effective, incentive-compatible safety needs will therefore be
extremely important.
Meanwhile, economic inequalities have risen sharply across industrial countries in
recent decades, as we summarized in the 2018 Citi GPS report Inequality and
Prosperity in the Industrialized World. For example, the top 1% share of (pre-tax)
aggregate income rose from 9% in 1980 to 22% in 2014 (it is 9% in France) and
rates of intergenerational economic mobility have also fallen.
The rise in inequality, too, featured during previous industrial revolutions, as the
economic historian Peter Lindert has noted.
Excessive inequality can have a large number of deleterious impacts, including
damaging social trust, political participation, health outcomes, economic mobility,
and ultimately prosperity and productivity. To address excessive inequalities, raising
opportunities for all will be important (such as by widening access to high-quality
education and coaching). But given the centrifugal forces of modern technology,
more extensive ex-post redistribution, including through a more progressive tax
system, is also likely to be needed, particularly in the most unequal societies.
Figure 69. Improving Safety Net and Ex-Post Distribution

112

Strengthen Safety Nets
• Boost guaranteed minimum income benefits, which are
65% of median disposable income in Japan vs. 6% in
the U.S. (for a single worker without children). The net
replacement rate of unemployment insurance is 70% of
previous income vs 39% in Australia.
• Active labor market policies to minimize duration of
unemployment as discussed above.
• Universal access to healthcare.
• Boost access to sickness and disability pay.
• Boost old-age pensions.
• Access to affordable housing.
• Destigmatize unemployment.
• Help young people save, e.g. through automatic
enrolments.
•

Ex-post Redistribution
• Increase capital gains taxes (44% in Italy, 19% average in
OECD and zero in the Netherlands) and widen base.
• Increase wealth taxes (only four OECD countries are
charging wealth taxes currently vs. 12 in 1990).112
• More progressive personal income tax rates (top marginal
income tax rates is 60% in Sweden vs. 32% in New
Zealand.
• Raising corporate income tax rates (effective corporate
tax rate is 33% in France vs. 12% in Ireland).
• Raising minimum wages (62% of average wage in France
vs. 24% in the U.S.).
• ‘Robot taxes’.
• Cap ratio of executive pay to median employee pay.

Source: Citi Research
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Rethinking Work
“It is the interest of every man to live as much at his ease as he can.” — Adam
Smith (1776), The Wealth of Nations
Rapid technological change may not necessarily lead to widespread technological
unemployment. But technologies have been of the labor-replacing type for decades
and are likely to continue to do so. As long as workers earn a ‘living wage’, the
falling scarcity of labor implies that there may be scope to increase leisure time.
After all, Henry Ford reduced the workweek from six to five days per week and
introduced a 40-hour week in the U.S. in 1914 (legislation to restrict working hours
only took effect in 1938). In the U.S., average annual hours worked per worker
declined from 2000 hours in 1955 to 1800 in 1980 but have been more stable
113
since.
The nature of work, our health, and lifestyles are clearly changing, too. It is
therefore only intuitive that we need to rethink the nature of work and the way we
organize work. Thirty-four percent of the total U.S. workforce (53 million people) are
currently freelancers, yet 56% of the U.S. population receive healthcare through
their employer. Non-profit organizations employed 12 million workers in the U.S.,
114
behind only retail trade and manufacturing.
Meanwhile, populations are getting healthier as well as older, but retirement
arrangements have changed comparatively little. Life expectancy has risen from 65
years in 1930 when social security was introduced in the U.S. to 81 years now. In
the U.S., the labor force participation rate of those 65 years and above rose from
12% in 1996 to 19% 2016.
Figure 70. Rethinking Work
Reduce Working Time/ Increase Leisure Time
• Reduce workweek from five to four days.
• Reduce average work week, which is 39 hours/week in
the U.S., 34 in Germany, and 29 in the Netherlands.
• Increases in paid leave. France has 30 days of paid
annual leave vs. 10 days in Canada or Japan.
• Increase availability of sabbaticals.

Encourage Flexible Work
• De-link healthcare, training, and pensions from the
employer and/or increase portability of benefits
between employers.
• Facilitate remote work through improvement in
transport and communication networks.
• Use of online exchanges to match demand and supply
of ad-hoc work.

Allow More Flexible Retirement
• Allow more flexible retirement.
• Gradual decline in working hours over time.
• Retirement accounts that can be drawn and replenished
flexibly.

Promote Non-standard Work
• Promote social economy and volunteer work.
• Encourage job-sharing.

Source: Citi Research
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Conclusion
“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly
satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great
work is to love what you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking.”
— Steve Jobs

Rob Garlick
Head of Citi Research EMEA

Every person’s situation and aspirations will differ and will likely change during their
lifetimes. The world of work has always been dynamic, but the difference today is
the pace and scope of change has never been greater and the benefits are not
being evenly shared. Most agree that higher-skill roles are less at risk in the age of
automation. This makes education, including lifelong learning, ever more important,
yet the cost and risk to education is also rising. In the 2017 Citi GPS report on
Education we noted the time it takes for half the knowledge in a domain to be
superseded has plummeted — i.e. the half-life of an engineering degree in the
1920’s was 35 years, in 1960 a decade, and now can be just 12-18 months for a
software engineer.
Given the visibility of new jobs is challenging and the half-life of education also
lowers visibility, the advice from experts and leaders in this report aims to help
navigate the evolving future of work with what Churchill called the “seeing eye . . .
that deep original instinct which peers through the surface of words and things —
the vision which sees dimly but surely the other side of the brick wall.”
As a number of people in this report have commented, often the advice for the
young is to follow their passion. Passion helps you sustain the effort, and
sometimes the boredom or sacrifice, required to reach mastery in a field. Passion
helps you get up when you fall down. It’s also easier to succeed if you are having
fun in what you’re doing. Don’t underestimate the power of enthusiasm — it can be
infectious for those around you and take you a decent distance. In their 2017 skills
survey the CBI and Pearson found by far the most important factor employers
consider when recruiting school and college leavers is their attitude to work (86%),
followed by their aptitude for work (63%), and general academic ability (43%).
A second piece of common advice is to focus on something you can excel at. Often
this comes from working harder at the things that come easy to you while seeking
continuous improvement via practice and marginal gains. If you cannot find an
existing area that favors your strengths, you may need to create one. Scott Adams,
the cartoonist behind Dilbert notes “Everyone has at least a few areas in which they
could be in the top 25% with some effort. In my case, I can draw better than most
people, but I’m hardly an artist. And I’m not any funnier than the average standup
comedian who never makes it big, but I’m funnier than most people. The magic is
that few people can draw well and write jokes. It’s the combination of the two that
makes what I do so rare.”
Rare AND valuable is even better. While the aim is to find an area that you are both
passionate and good at, for almost all this still needs to be rewarded. The hierarchy
or balance of rewards will differ by person, between extrinsic rewards such as
money, benefits, and promotions and intrinsic rewards such as job satisfaction and
personal growth. The changing world of work is creating ever greater headwinds
and tailwinds for many occupations. It’s a reality that it is easier to be paid more, to
have better job security, increased job opportunities, and fun, in areas which are
clearly growing due to secular changes where the demand of labor exceeds supply.
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As AI and automation sweep through many industries, many jobs will face
significant headwinds. The force and pace of potential substitution will depend on
many factors, including the cost of automation, but the reality is that technology will
continue to improve and cost less. Machines can already see, hear, talk, and move
and we are still in the early innings of AI.
Figure 71. Finding Your Overlap

Your Passion

Your
Strengths

Your Reward
Tailwinds

Source: Citi Research

Sectors with Tailwinds
Much of the advice within this report points towards ‘reward tailwinds’ through job
categories with growth, and/or skill sets that will remain important in an era of
technological change. The most obvious growth areas live within the technology
sector, with data-related roles highlighted by many. Citi Research tracks over 80
investment themes around the world, mapping around 4,700 listed companies by
theme exposure in our proprietary Global Theme Machine, and not surprisingly the
largest number of growth themes are within the technology sector.
Figure 72. Global Themes Mapped by Citi Research

Source: Citi Research
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As described throughout this report, technology is impacting most industries. Matt
Sigelman from Burning Glass highlights that two-thirds of the jobs that now require
data skills are jobs that have long existed. Having connected most people in the last
couple of decades, via the Internet and mobile devices, the next few decades will
see billions of devices connected together via the Internet of Things. This includes
Industrial facilities (IIOT), smart utilities, the connected home, remote healthcare
monitoring, and wearables. While in the longer term autonomous vehicles (AVs) will
substitute for jobs, there is also a substantial growth opportunity to build out the
networks needed for AVs and electric vehicles (EVs). EVs will become significant,
but the 2018 Citi GPS report on Electric Vehicles noted that penetration stands at
just 1% globally today and millions of charging stations need to be built. The
transportation and logistics sectors will have to be digitized and transformed into an
automated GPS-guided driverless network. Smart roads equipped with millions of
sensors will feed real-time information on traffic flows.
Figure 73. Number of People Living in Cities

Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions

While the infrastructure needed for smart cities is significant, so is the need to
upgrade aging infrastructure in developed markets, improve access to facilities in
emerging markets, and allow for forecast population growth in the next three
decades. Urbanization has increased rapidly in Asia to reach almost 50% of the
population, but still lags 81% for advanced economies. By 2050 6 billion people are
forecast to live in urban areas compared to 4 billion today. When we deep dived into
the vast infrastructure opportunity in the 2016 Citi GPS report Infrastructure for
Growth we estimated a huge 15-year global spending need of $58.6 trillion
Energy infrastructure will also be transformed from fossil fuels towards renewable
energies. New technologies such as greenhouse gas removal, carbon capture, or
geo-engineering aim to tackle climate change. Millions of buildings will need to be
retrofitted and equipped with renewable energy, storage technologies, and energy
efficiency. Two-way smart grids need to be built. It’s no wonder environmental
engineers are one of the fastest job categories. ESG (Environmental, Social and
Governance) is currently sweeping across the investment industry and Al Gore has
said that “Sustainable investing is the single largest investment opportunity in
history.” The environment is a big part of sustainability, but the UN Sustainable
Development Goals seek to tackle 17 huge challenges of our time, from gender
equality, to zero hunger, or decent work. As detailed in the 2018 Citi GPS report on
UN SDGs, and briefly in chapter 2, we see sizeable incremental investment
opportunities and human benefits by solving for the SDGs. Most will also provide
employment opportunities.
The UN predicts the number of people in the world over 60 will rise from 901 million
in 2015 to 2.1 billion by 2050, with those over 80-year old tripling to 434 million.
Elder care will become an increasing issue for many developed and emerging
market economies, creating large growth tailwinds for the healthcare sector.
Technology will continue to improve healthspans and lifespans. Telehealth and
digital health will aid outcomes, lower cost, and help reduce medical errors, which
are estimated to be the third leading cause of death in the U.S. after heart disease
and cancer. The outlook for other innovations across healthcare is also exciting:
immunotherapy; genetics; genomics; medtech; anti- aging; and personalized
medicine. Healthcare, already the largest sector in the economy, is forecast to be
the biggest sector for job growth in the years ahead.
After healthcare, education is the next largest sector in the global economy and as
discussed in chapter 2, we also see substantial job opportunities in this sector. Citi’s
GPS report on Education argues the sector is on the cusp of significant change,
including innovation and disruption from technology, and growth, with the global
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education market expected to double between 2015 and 2030. Education can be
both the oxygen for opportunity and a needed antidote to automation.
Figure 74. Global Demand for Education from 1970-2050E
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Note: Children under 15 are not yet classified – it is not yet known at this point what sort of education this group of
people has obtained.
Source: Roser & Nandy, Citi Research

Technological change is also fueling the growth of the gig economy, creating
alternatives to full time work. It is estimated that 20-30% of the working age
population in the U.S. and Europe are engaged in some form of independent work.
The non-profit sector is also a fast growing employment sector, including charitable
and community work. Charity and society jobs may become more important still —
as Hal Varian, Google’s Chief Economist, has said "A simple way to forecast the
future, is to look at what rich people have today." Active citizenship was a key
suggestion from Willem Buiter in Chapter 4.
The first industrial revolution led to dramatic changes in the use and structuring of
time and this era could bring further changes. During the industrial revolution the
standard working pattern was 10 to 16 hour days, 6 days a week. Use of the word
weekend, a two day break from work, started from 1878. Henry Ford introduced the
40 hour week in the U.S. in 1914. In the last chapter of Technology At Work 2 we
showed that work hours have fallen in most advanced economies since 1950.
Keynes prediction in 1930 that the average workweek would shrink to 15 hours by
2030, was far from the mark, given he underestimated the development of
consumerism in the 20th century. However shorter working weeks coupled with
longer lives have caused leisure time to increase significantly. Technology also
continues to reduce the cost and increase the appeal of leisure activities.
As we look forward automation could free up more time and benefit the leisure
industry further, potentially with policy makers opting to reduce working hours.
Mexican business leader Carlos Slim has suggested society should extend
retirement ages and transition towards a three day working week to better spread
leisure time throughout one’s life. Whatever the path, providing economic growth
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remains positive, the leisure sector should remain a growth area for employment.
This includes a growing industry based on experiences and another on selfimprovement.

Skills With Tailwinds
The visibility on employment skill sets with tailwinds are easier to predict than job
tailwinds. Most agree the next generation should focus on:
1.

Jobs working with machines, including data, AI, design, deployment, or
maintenance. This lends itself to STEM subjects (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths) and previous work in the Citi GPS series on education
showed the top paying jobs include a number of these areas. This may not be
surprising given the demand versus supply imbalance cited by a number of
sectors earlier in this report. A recent OECD report estimated that 6 out of 10
adults lack basic IT skills or have no computer experience

Figure 75. Relative Median Earnings of Tertiary Graduates Three years After Completing a
Masters Degree, by Field of Study
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2.

Jobs that require human characteristics machines cannot replicate.
Applied Education Systems have grouped these into the 4 C’s:
– Critical thinking: including problem solving, judgement, and asking the right
questions. As Larry Summers noted, in our Google and AI world, the value of
questions is going up while the value of answers is going down;
– Creativity - including entrepreneurship, scientific breakthroughs, shaping new
ideas, innovation, and curiosity. However don’t underestimate the difference
between dreaming and doing, or the need for vision AND execution.
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– Communication- including empathy, compassion, coaching, persuasion,
negotiation, storytelling, social influence, leadership, inspiration, and vision;
– Collaboration - including teamwork, network building and trust.
For now dexterity also remains a skill that is difficult to replicate in many jobs. A
robot can now cut your lawn, but not many would opt to have their haircut yet by a
machine. As Moravec's paradox states “it is comparatively easy to make computers
exhibit adult level performance, or intelligence tests, or playing checkers, and
difficult or impossible to give them the skills of a one-year-old when it comes to
perception and mobility." As discussed in the Citi GPS report Disruptive Innovation
VI, investment is going into this area to try and solve these problems.
Points 1 and 2 above are far from mutually exclusive. Bernard Looney from BP
talked about technology amplifying human talent. Pippa Malmgren noted better
results come from Quantitative + Qualitative, or AI + HI (Human Ingenuity). The
travel &leisure and Cleartrip thoughts in this report both argued that nuanced
interpretation of data sets will be a key skill set as customer-facing roles require
staff to react spontaneously. And like the Dilbert point above, Matt Sigelman from
Burning Glass highlights that more jobs are hybrids, mixing skill sets that aren’t
usually linked together at schools.
Education systems need to teach relevant and valuable skills that include things
computers are not good at. As Anne Milton discussed, education is not just about
academic standards, but about building character and developing life skills. Having
personally interviewed hundreds of people over the years at Citi, academic
capability may get people to the interview, but it’s usually the other skills and
experience that help them get through the interview. Most employers want to see
evidence on a resume that candidates have strength in some version of the 4C’s
highlighted above.
While resume-building starts early, it never stops. The most consistent advice from
the experts in this report is the need for continuous learning in an era of rapid
technological change. In her role reaching thousands of children at Career Ready
Anne Spackman highlighted that students will average six different careers across
their lifetimes and 60% of those jobs do not yet exist. This message is important to
frame the future of work debate and expectations. Similarly Anne Milton, Minister of
State for Skills in the U.K., notes the importance to ‘both up-skill and reskill’
throughout careers. Nathan Furr takes it a step further saying ‘learners will rule the
world.’ To help up-skill existing talent and attract new talent, several leaders in this
report stressed the part corporates are prioritizing, from Telefonica’s University, to
Citi’s £100m Pathways to Progress Program. Detailing corporate culture and
process for lifelong learning is likely to become an even bigger part of the
recruitment war for the best talent.
AQ is needed for an AI world. The Adaptability Quotient is a new buzzword to
describe the ability to adapt to and thrive in an environment of change. This skill set
can be added to the 4C’s above. Will AQ beat EQ and EQ beat IQ? If change is
rapid can you adapt and move with speed to grab an opportunity when you see it?
Several experts in this report note that mobility is increasingly important, yet is
falling in many countries. As Catherine Mann notes, mobility needs to improve
across jobs, locations, and generations. Policy changes are needed to help people
adapt, move, reskill and provide safety nets during transitionary periods.
The evolution of financial safety nets such as universal basic income are unknown,
but as Anne Richards from Fidelity emphasizes, what is known is individuals are
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having to take more responsibility for their financial futures. This becomes even
more important as the risks to employment rise and lifespans extend. The 2016 Citi
GPS report The Coming Pension Crisis warned that for many there isn’t enough
money in the piggy bank to provide for the retirement they hope for. Technology can
help to reduce costs and improve education and solutions, but the main financial
message is start saving early. This in turn allows you to take on more risk to
improve returns.
Potential policy responses will differ by country, region, or time, so we have
purposely not provided a hierarchy of solutions here, but the good news is there are
lots of potential options. However there is a big difference between potential and
actual and we would urge all to vote for the future they want. As Carl Frey notes in
Chapter 1, this could be the key difference versus the traumatic period many went
through in the first industrial revolution. Discontent and uncertainty are already
rising in many western economies and it is easy to paint a dystopian view of the
future world of work in which automation substitutes many roles and inequality
continues to rise. But there is a utopian alternative in which technology helps
improves health, wealth, leisure time, and the quality of lives. While 76% of those
we surveyed for the Technology At Work 2 report declared themselves technooptimists, we should not be seduced by the current low unemployment levels in
many countries, or the argument that history has proven that new jobs will magically
rise to offset those that disappear. The U.S. economic expansion is already the
longest since World War II and the impact of the withdrawal of quantitative easing or
the outcome of Brexit is unknown. As automation advances, concerns over the pace
and benefits of change rise — 2006-2016 saw the largest decline in wages in the
U.K. for 150 years. Given growing warning signs, preparation by policy makers,
educators, employers and employees, can improve our risk versus reward.
Figure 76. Boom or Bust — Techno-optimists vs. Techno-pessimists

Source: Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions

The Danish Physicist Niels Boh once remarked that prediction is very difficult,
especially about the future, but we don’t just have to adapt to the future of work, we
can shape, invent, and vote for it. It is easy to see that machines will become a
bigger part of this future, but we can work with them. We can pivot towards the
sectors bubbling with innovation and growth opportunities. We can lean into the
human qualities machines cannot replicate and by celebrating them will cultivate
them further.
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Citi Global Perspectives & Solutions (Citi GPS) is designed to help our clients navigate
the global economy’s most demanding challenges, identify future themes and trends, and
help our clients profit in a fast-changing and interconnected world. Citi GPS accesses the
best elements of our global conversation and harvests the thought leadership of a wide
range of senior professionals across the firm.
All Citi GPS reports are available on our website www.citi.com/citigps
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NOW / NEXT
Key Insights regarding the future of Work

LABOR MARKET

Since the 1980s, automation has touched middle-income jobs and reallocated
workers into low-income service jobs. / The coming revolution in AI could be a new
industrial revolution with replacing technologies, which will reduce the earnings
capacity of unskilled, low education workers and cluster jobs in skilled cities.

TECHNOLOGY

Education has historically been a ‘stage of life’ what prepares children for entrance
into the workforce. / No one knows what the future of technology will look like so
workers will need to be lifelong learners and adapt their skills over time to keep up
with the requirements of the industry.

INNOVATION

History tells us that anxiety tends to accompany rapid technological change,
especially when technology takes the form of capital that threatens people’s jobs. /
The concern is not that new AI technologies will be so brilliant they spark mass
unemployment but that new technology will replace people rather than augmenting
their existing functions, but without raising productivity by much.
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